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1. General 

1.1 Introduction 

SY-I (A) transport container is an improved container based on the SY-I transport container. 

SY-I transport container is specially designed to transport medical special 60Co radioactive 

source, while SY-I (A) transport container is used to transport co-target assembly, a raw material 

for 60Co radioactive source in a special form, and to transport KTM-04 serial transportation 

package (to accommodate Co-target assembly) from Russia to China. 

The difference between SY-I (A) transport container and SY-I transport container lies in 

that the inner cavity of SY-I transport container is additionally provided with 1 stainless steel 

shielding housing. SY-I (A) container can be formed by adding 1 shielding housing to SY-I 

container. 

As 1Cr18Ni9Ti for original SY-I transport container, as shown in ZYRQ drawing, has been 

out-of-production and is replaced by 06Cr18Ni11Ti (original grade: 0Cr18Ni10Ti), bodies of 

SY-I and SY-I (A) containers are manufactured with 06Cr18Ni11Ti rather than1Cr18Ni9Ti. SY-

I container is manufactured with 1Cr18Ni9Ti before October 2013 and since then bodies of SY-I 

and SY-I (A) containers are manufactured with 06Cr18Ni11Ti (original grade: 0Cr18Ni10Ti). 

Full-loaded SY-I (A) packed goods are (hereinafter referred to as the packed goods) B (U) 

packed goods and are suitably to be transported by road, railway, sea and air. The quantity of the 

packed goods is not limited for each transport. The transportation index of individual packed 

goods is TI≤10.  

1.2 Description on the packed goods  

1.2.1 Transport container  

1.2.1.1 Dimension and weight 

The physical dimensions and weights of the source container and the packed goods are as 

shown in the following:  

The physical dimension of source container is about: φ645mm×892mm;  

The weight of source container is about2700kg;  
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The physical dimension of the packed goods (external protecting jacket) is: 

φ1141mm×994mm×1206mm;  

The weight of jacketing container is about 900kg;  

The physical dimension of shielding housing is: φ163mm×360mm;  

The weight of shielding housing is about 46kg;  

The weight of the packed goods is about 3650kg. 

1.2.1.2 Characteristics of containment 

Russian KTM-04 serial transportation package for transporting 60Co-target assembly 

complies with provisions about the special radioactive substance in the Russian standard 

Technical Rules and Test Methods for Special Radioactive Material (P50629-93), the 

Regulations for Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (НП-053-04), the Regulations for Safe 

Transport of Radioactive Material (Vienna, International Atomic Energy agency, revised in 

1996) and the TS-R-1 (ST-1, International Atomic Energy agency, revised in 2000). 

Requirements in China’s GB11806 for special substances are equivalent to those in TS-R-1, 

which are special radioactive substances. KTM-04 serial transportation package is a part of the 

packed goods containment system. The transport container is provided to enclose the special 

KTM-04 serial transportation package in the container. 

1.2.1.3 Shielding characteristics 

The shielding source container of the packed goods is in a steel-lead-steel structure and the 

shielding of the packed goods is realized with the steel structural materials of inner and outer 

hulls and the lead shielding layer filled between inner and outer hulls. 
 

The inner and outer hulls of source container are made of 10mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, between which the 220mm-thick shielding lead is filled. The 

upper board is made of 36mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel and the lower 

board is made of 16mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, edged with 6mm-

thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel and filled in between with 210mm-thick lead 

shielding. 

The shielding housing is located in the cavity of source container, of which the physical 

dimension isφ163mm×360mm. As for the inner cavity, the dimension isφ100mm×290mm and 
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the material is 06Cr19Ni10 stainless steel (original grade: 0Cr18Ni9). The KTM-04 serial 

transportation package is installed in the cavity of shielding housing. 

The inner and outer hulls of jacketing container are made of 8mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. The board between inner and outer hulls is 74.5mm thick, and the 

alumina silicate fiber blanket is 15mm thick. The upper board is made of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti that is 10mm thick for outer layer and 8mm thick for inner layer, between which 

is the 75mm-thick board and the15mm-thick alumina silicate fiber blanket. The lower board is 

constituted of two-layer 12mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti, between which is the 

75mm-thick board and15mm-thick alumina silicate fiber blanket. The source container is 

enclosed in the jacketing container. The steel-lead structure of the packed goods can shield 

radiation and prevent the radiation ray leak.  

1.2.1.4 Structural characteristic 

SY-I (A) transport container consists of the source container, jacketing container, shielding 

housing and bolt.  

The source container is a cast lead cylinder between the inner cylinder and the out cylinder, 

which are made of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti steel plate. 
 

The jacketing container is a 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti cylinder in a double-layer 

structure, internally lined with the deal board. A fire-prevention alumina silicate fiber blanket is 

lined between the deal board and the interior wall. 

The shielding housing is enclosed in the cavity of source container, of which the physical 

dimension is φ163mm×360mm and the inner cavity is φ100mm×290mm, and which is made of 

06Cr19Ni10 stainless steel (original grade: 0Cr18Ni9). 

1.2.1.4.1 Source container  

The source container consists of the container body and lead plug. 

(1) Container body 

The container body is cylindrical and is provided with an upper opening. The inner cavity 

hull of container is made of 10mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. The outer 

cavity hull of container is made of 10mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. 

The 220mm-thick lead shielding material is filled between the inner hull and outer hull. The 
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upper end of body is provided with two lugs that are welded together with the body as a whole. 

The cavity of source container is used to accommodate the radioactive source. 

(2) Lead plug  

The lead plug is made of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel and the internally-

filled shielding material is made of lead.  

1.2.1.4.2 Jacketing container 

The jacketing container is a cylindrical tank with the mechanical strength, shock absorption 

and thermal insulation to certain extent. The inner and outer hulls of jacketing container is made 

of 8mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, the wood board between inner and 

outer hulls is 74.5mm thick and the alumina silicate fiber blanket is15mm thick. The upper 

board is made of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti that is 10mm thick for outer layer and 8mm 

thick for inner layer, between which is the 75mm-thick board and the15mm-thick alumina 

silicate fiber blanket. The lower board is constituted of two-layer 12mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti, between which is the 75mm-thick board and15mm-thick alumina silicate fiber 

blanket. The jacketing container can provide effective protection for the source container. 

1.2.1.4.3 Shielding housing  

The shielding housing is enclosed in the cavity of source container, of which the physical 

dimension isφ163mm×360mm and the inner cavity isφ100mm×290mm, and which is made of 

06Cr19Ni10 stainless steel (original grade: 0Cr18Ni9). 

1.2.1.4.4 Protrusion 

There are two lift lugs on the upper end of source container, two lugs on the upper side of 

jacketing container and two lifting handles on the top cover.  
 

1.2.1.4.5 Lifting & tie-down device 

There is a lifting bolt on the lead plug, which is used to lift the lead plug. 

There are two lift lugs on the upper end of source container, which are used to lift the 

source container out of or into the jacketing container. 
 

There are two lugs on the upper side of jacketing container, which are used to lift the 

packed goods up and for the tie-down in the transportation. There are two lift handles on the top 
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cover of jacketing container, which are used to open and close the top cover.  
 

1.2.1.5 Heat transfer characteristics 

The heat-transfer of the packed goods is not provided with the heat abstractor and dissipates 

heat by virtue of the natural convection, heat transfer and thermal radiation.  

1.2.1.6 Operating characteristic of container  

The container surface is deburred and grinded after the welding, the edge is beveled and the 

entire container is polished to facilitate the source loading and unloading and ensure the personal 

security. 

1.2.1.7 Identification of the packed goods 

See Fig. 1.2-1 for demonstration of the identification of packed goods. 

 
Storage Container for 60Co Radioactive Source of Beijing Shuangyuan Isotope 

Technology Co., Ltd. 

UN No.: UN2916  Special name: the packed goods of radioactive substance B (U)  

Model: SY-I (A)   Approval number:  

Maximum loading activity: 925TBq  Total mass: 3650kg 

Container No.:    Manufacture date:  

Shipper: Beijing Shuangyuan Isotope Technology Co., Ltd.  Telephone: 01069357294 

Factory address: Xinzhen, Fangshan District, Beijing City  

 
Fig. 1.2-1 Identification of Packed Goods  
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Trilobal Symbol 

 

1.2.2 Content 

The packed goods are designed for the loading of special KTM-04 serial transportation 

package (60Co source). The KTM-04 serial transportation package complies with provisions 

about the special radioactive substance in the Russian standard Technical Rules and Test 

Methods for Special Radioactive Material (P50629-93), the Regulations for Safe Transport of 

Radioactive Material (НП-053-04), the Regulations for Safe Transport of Radioactive Material 

(Vienna, International Atomic Energy agency, revised in 1996) and the TS-R-1 (ST-1, 

International Atomic Energy agency, revised in 2000). Requirements in China’s GB11806 for 

special substances are equivalent to those in TS-R-1, which are special radioactive substances. 

The source loading quantity is less than 4 and the gross activity does not exceed 925TBq 

(25000Ci). 

Table 1.2-1 KTM-04 serial transportation package  

 
Type of package Dimension/mm Weight/g Activity/TBq(Ci) 

Length Dimension 

KTM-04 35 24 ~125 220(5950) 

KTM-04-01 40 22 ~125 220(5950) 

KTM-04-02 69 35 ~550 444(12000) 

KTM-04-03 54 35 ~550 444(12000) 

 

Main parameters of radioactive source loading are as follows:  
 

(1) Physical parameters of radioactive source  
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60Co source:  

Atomic number: 27;  

Atomic weight: 60;  

Type of radiation ray: β: 0.31MeV;  

Average energy of γ ray: 1.25 MeV;  

Transformation period: 5.27 years; 

(2) Structure of radioactive source  

60Co active material in KTM-04 serial transportation package is a metal Co particle. The 

KTM-04 transporting package is a welding-sealed metal cylindrical structure with cover. The 

package is made of 12×18H.10T stainless steel or 09×16H15Ь3Б stainless steel and 14×17H.2 

strong magnet steel. The bottom and cover are sealed by argon arc welding. 

(3) The gross disintegration heat of the packed goods does not exceed 390W. 

(4) Maximum source loading activity of the packed goods: 60Co does not exceed 

925TBq (25000Ci). 

1.3 Operating parts 

See Figs. 1.3-1~1.3-4 for the structural chart of the packed goods.  
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2.放射性活度：  ≤ 9.2 5× 1 014B q（ 250 00C i） 

2 .本设备焊接采用手工电弧焊或气体保护焊，焊缝坡口形式及尺寸除图中注明外均按 

Fig. 1.3-1 
 

General Assembly Drawing for Jacketing Container 
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Direction A 
Technical characteristics 

1.  Contents: radioactive substances in special form; 
2.  Activity of the radioactivity: ≤9.25×1014 Bq (25000Ci); 
3.  Total volume: 0.0023m3 
4.  Design pressure: normal pressure; 
5.  Ambient temperature: ﹣40℃-﹢38℃; 
6.  Surface temperature of the containers: ≤﹢50℃; 
7.  Main materials: 06Cr18NillTi, Pb99.994; 
8.  Physical dimension: 1141×994×1206mm; 
9.  Dimension of the cavity body: Φ100×290 mm; 
10.  Category of the containers: Type B (U) Class Ⅲ (yellow) packed goods. 
 

Technical requirements 
1.  The equipment is manufactured and accepted in accordance with the 
Technical Specifications for Fabrication and Acceptance of SY-I Transport 
Containers; 
2.The manual arc welding or gas shielded welding is adopted for the welding of 
the equipment. The form and dimension of the weld groove comply with 
GB/T985 1-2008 (unless otherwise indicated in the drawing, the welding 
materials comply with Article 3.2.3 in the Technical Specifications for 
Fabrication and Acceptance of SY-I Transport Containers; the quality of the 
welding connectors comply with Article 5.2; and the inspection of the welding 
connectors comply with Article 6.4. 
3.  The dimensional tolerances not indicated during manufacturing comply with 
Article 5.1 and Article 5.2.5 in the Technical Specifications for Fabrication and 
Acceptance of SY-I Transport Containers. 
4.  The transport container for Co-target assembly is used for storing and 
transporting 60Co radioactive source; the maximum loading activity is 
9.25×1014Bq (25000Ci). In case of maximum loading activity, the highest 
radiation level of any point at the outer surface of the container is ≤1000μ 
Sv/h. 
5.  The net dimension of the inner cavity of transport container for Co-target 
assembly is Φ100×290; the physical dimension is 1141×994×1206; the inner 
cavity is composed of SY-I container and the housing, with a weight of about 
3650Kg. The SY-I container is mainly composed of shielding source container 
and jacketing container, with a weight of about 3602K. 
6.  The net dimension of the inner cavity of the housing is Φ100×290, the 
physical dimension isΦ163×360, and the material is 06Cr19Ni10. 
7.  When the lug stress reaches three times the weight of the containers, the lug 
and the welding seam shall not become deformed and cracked. 
8.  The design of the labels should comply with the Regulations for the Safe 
Transport of Radioactive Substance (GB 11806-2004). 
9.  The contents not defined in the Technical Specifications for Fabrication and 
Acceptance of SY-I Transport Containers during the manufacture of transport 
containers for Co-target assembly should comply with the stipulations in the 
GB150-2011. 
10.  The nameplate (ZYRQ001-05) in the General Assembly Diagram for 
Borrowed Part Transport Shielding Containers (ZYRQ000) and the General 
Assembly Diagram for Jacketing Container (ZYRQ001) should be replaced to 
nameplate (SY-I(A)-2); the bottom plate (ZYRQ002-02-05) in the lead plug 
(ZYRQ002-02) should be replaced to bottom plate (SY-I(A)-3). 
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Fig. 1.3-2 General Assembly Drawing for Jacketing Container 
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Fig. 1.3-3 General Assembly Drawing for Source Container
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Fig. 1.3-4 General Assembly Drawing for the Housing 
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Technical requirements 
 

1. The tolerances for the form not defined should the 
requirements of GB/T1804-2000． 
2. The allowed tolerance for the dimension of the 
length not defined is 0.5mm. 
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Exa   

D
rw

. N
o.

 

SY-I（A)-1-0 
 

Whole No. of  base sheet
 

   
Signature Aud    

Date    We igh t（ kg） Scale 
 Pro   06Cr19Ni10 46. 2 7 1 :2 . 5 
Archivist Date 

Des   Page 1 of 1   
 

   
     

                 
 

               
  

Φ1 30 

    
Φ1 31 

     

 

  
Φ6  

   
     
 

     
Φ1 00 

  
Φ1 63 

  

A 

 

A  
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2 Structural evaluation 

2.1 Description of structural design 

2.1.1 General 

The packed goods mainly consist of source container, jacketing container and 

shielding housing. The source container consists of container body and lead plug. There 

is sole timber between the upward side of source container and the upper cover of 

jacketing container. See Fig. 1.3-1-Fig. 1.3-4 for the structure. 

The source container of the packed goods is in a steel-lead-steel structure and the 

shielding of the packed goods is realized with the steel structural materials of inner and 

outer hulls and the lead shielding layer filled between inner and outer hulls. 

The inner and outer hulls of source container are made of 10mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti 

or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, between which the 220mm-thick shielding lead is filled. 

The upper board is made of 36mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel 

and the lower board is made of 16mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, 

edged with 6mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel and filled in 

between with 210mm-thick lead shielding. 

The shielding housing is located in the cavity of source container, of which the 

physical dimension isφ163mm×360mm. As for the inner cavity, the dimension 

isφ100mm×290mm and the material is 06Cr19Ni10 stainless steel (original grade: 

0Cr18Ni9). The KTM-04 serial transportation package is installed in the cavity of 

shielding housing. 

The inner and outer hulls of jacketing container are made of 8mm-thick 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. The board between inner and outer hulls is 

74.5mm thick, and the alumina silicate fiber blanket is 15mm thick. The upper board is 

made of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti that is 10mm thick for outer layer and 8mm thick 

for inner layer, between which is the 75mm-thick board and the15mm-thick alumina 

silicate fiber blanket. The lower board is constituted of two-layer 12mm-thick 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti, between which is the 75mm-thick board and15mm-thick 

alumina silicate fiber blanket. The source container is enclosed in the jacketing container.  
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There is a M20 lifting bolt on the lead plug for lifting lead plug, which is made of 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel and is installed on the lead plug when used 

and then dismounted after being used. 

There are two lift lugs on the upper end of source container, which are made of 

30mm –thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel and are used to lift the source 

container out of or into the jacketing container. 

There are two lugs on both ends of jacketing container, which are made of 30mm –

thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel and are used to lift the packed goods 

up and for the tie-down in the transportation.  

There are two lift handles on the top cover of jacketing container, which are used to 

open and close the top cover.  

There are 6 wedged sole timbers between the upward side of source container and 

the upper cover of jacketing container, which are made of the larch, are 76mm~202mm 

thick, 132.5mm wide, and are used to fix the source container for damping.  

2.1.2 Design criteria  

SY-I (A) transport container mainly consists of source container, jacketing 

container and shielding housing. 

The container is mainly to contain the radioactive source and shield the radiation 

ray. Under the normal transportation condition and accident condition specified in 

GB11806, the containment system and shielding system should be intact and are not 

allowed to exceed the design criteria for the corresponding condition.  

(1) Containment system 

As for the container, the containment system consists of the inner hull of source 

container, inner hull of lead plug, air pipe, water pipe, end cap and shielding plug bolt. 
 

The design criterion for containment system is ASME BPVC-Ⅲ Vol.3 (Edition 

2004) (See Table 2.1.2-1 and Table 2.1.2-2 for details). 

 

Table 2.1.2-1 Permissible Stress Limit (Except for Bolt) 
 

  Permissible stress  
 

Permissible stress limit (except for bolt) 
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Stress category 

Normal condition Accident condition 

Primary general membrane stress  
 
Pm 

 
1.0 S m 

2.4 S m, 0.7 S u 
The smaller one 

Primary membrane  +primary bending stress  
 
Pm+Pb 

 
1.5 S m 

 
3.6 S m, 1.0 S u 
The smaller one 

Primary stress + secondary stress 
 
Pl +Pb+Pe+Q 

 
3.0 S m 

 
3.0 S m 

Pure shear   
0.6 S m 

 
0.42 S u 

Compressive stress    
1.0 S y 

 
- 

 
Note: See Fig. WB-3221-1 of ASME BPVC-Ⅲ Vol.3 for the permissible stress limit under the normal 
condition (except for bolt). See Fig. WB-3224-1 of ASME BPVC-Ⅲ Vol.3 for the permissible stress limit 
under the accident condition (except for bolt). 

 
Table 2.1.2-2 Permissible Stress Limit of Bolt 

 
 

  Permissible stress  
 
 
Stress category 

Permissible stress limit of bolt 

Normal condition Accident condition 

Mean stress    
2 S m 

3 S m, 0.7 S u 
The smaller one 

Shearing stress    
0.4 S y 

0.6S y, 0.42 S u 
The smaller one 

Maximum stress    
3 S m 

 
- 

 
Note:  
1) See WB-3232 of ASME BPVC-Ⅲ Vol.3 for the permissible stress limit of bolt under the normal 
condition. See WB-3235 of ASME BPVC-Ⅲ Vol.3 for the permissible stress limit of bolt under the 
accident condition. 
 
2) S min the table: Material permissible stress (MPA); S u: Material tensile strength (MPA); and S y: 
Material yield strength (MPA). 
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Above criteria are inapplicable to the local area near the direct impact area on the 

outer hull of container (saying the area 1.5 times the diameter of impacting assembly 

away from the impact area or the area twice the thickness of safety container away from 

the impacting assembly end). The hull thickness of local impact area should be no less 

than:  

Treq=(aW/Su)0.71≈(3650/520)0.71=3.99mm. 

Where: W—total weight of container (kg), the weight of full-loaded container is 

about 3650kg; Su—— the tensile strength of hull steel at the corresponding temperature 

(MPa); Treq—minimum hull thickness; a—take 1.3 when the container diameter is 

smaller than 750mm and take 1.0 when the container diameter is bigger than or 

equivalent to 750mm. 

(2) Non-containment system 

The non-containment system includes the source container outer hull, outer hull of 

lead plug, jacketing container and shielding housing. Refer to Table 3132-1 of CODE 

CASE N253-13 in ASME ―Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, for the design criteria. 

Take corresponding strain coefficient and make the assessment according to the plastic 

instability limit. The strain coefficients in different working conditions are:  

Class A working condition: 1.67;  

Class B working condition: 1.67;  

Class C working condition: 1.40;  

Class D working condition: 1.10;  

Where: strain coefficient=bending strain/design strain, take 32% as the bending 

strain. In the normal transportation condition, determine its permissible stress limit 

according to Class A service-limit working condition. In the accidental transportation 

condition, determine its permissible stress limit according to Class D service-limit 

working condition. It needs to be clarified that above criteria do not include lead 

shielding material, as well as ribbed slab and aluminum silicate cotton needle-felted 

blanket, jacketing container, thermal insulation cover, shock ring and protection hood 

other than the container. As for these parts and materials, stress limit is unnecessary as 

the design of the packed goods has taken these material deformations into account. 
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(3) Lug   

As for the lug of container and protection hood, please refer to requirements in 

Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR 71.45(a): when lifted in the predetermined manner, 

the lug should be at least in 3 times of safety coefficient, namely, the lug is free from 

obvious permanent deformation when the stress is equivalent to the weight 3 times the 

shielding container or the packed goods.  

The lateral ring-pull of protection hood and the lug of shielding container serve as 

the tie-down parts during the transportation. According to requirements in IAEA ST-

2(V.8), the tie-down device is capable of bearing following static forces: vertical force 

twice the total weight of the packed goods, horizontal force 5 times the total weight of 

the packed goods along the moving direction of vehicle, and horizontal force twice the 

total weight of the packed goods.  

2.1.3 Weight and barycenter 

The total weight of the packed goods is about 3650kg, of which the source 

container is 2700kg, the jacketing container is 900kg, and the shielding housing is about 

46kg. The barycenter height is +584mm. As the packed goods are axially symmetrical, 

the barycenter is in the axial line of the packed goods. The axial position of barycenter is 

calculated from the bottom surface of the packed goods. Fig. 2.1-1 gives the schematic 

diagram for barycenter position of the packed goods.   

 
 

Fig. 2.1-1  Schematic Diagram for Barycenter Position of Packed Goods  
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2.1.4 Design standards and specifications for the packed 

goods  

2.1.4.1 Standards and specifications   

1) Regulations for Safe Transport of Radioactive Substance (GB11806-2004) 

(hereinafter referred to as “the Specification”);  

2) Standard of Radiation Hygiene and Protection of Sealed Radioactive Source 

and Hermetic Sealed γ Radioactive Source Container (GBZ114-2006);  

3) Pressure Vessel (GB150-2011);  

4) ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Volume III (Edition 2004);  

5) IAEA Safety Guideline TS-G-1.1(ST-2): Regulations for Safe Transport of 

Radioactive Substance—Consultation Material;  

6) Basic Standards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for Safety of 

Radiation Sources (GB18871-2002);  

7) Sealed Radioactive Sources - General Requirements and Classification 

(GB4075-2009, ISO 2919:1999, MOD);  

8) Welding Specification for Steel Pressure Vessels (JB/T4709-2000);  

9) Nondestructive Testing of Pressure Equipment (JB/T4730-2005);  

10) Chemical Equipment Lifting Lugs and Engineering Technical Specification 

(HG/T 21574-2008). 

2.1.4.2  Design basis   

The design basis is the requirement for B (U) Class III (yellow) packed goods in 

GB11806-2004 and the Employer’s relevant data:  

(1) Special KTM-04 serial transportation package (60Co source) for transporting the 

packed goods;  

(2) Physical dimension and weight of KTM-04 serial transportation package are 

as shown in Table 1.2-1;  
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(3) The containment is mainly provided by the serial package and the transport 

container is provided to enclose the special KTM-04 serial transportation package in the 

container;  
 

4) The maximum source loading activity of the packed goods, 60Co, does not 

exceed 925TBq (25000Ci);  

(5) When the radioactive content reaches the maximum design value, the 

disintegration heat does not exceed 390W;  

(6) For the full-loaded packed goods, the radiation level of any point on the 

surface of the packed goods or exterior package is no bigger than 1.0mSv/h, and the 

transport index is no bigger than 10;  

(7) Under the normal transportation condition and without exposure to sunlight, 

the maximum temperature of any accessible surface cannot be more than 50℃. 

2.2 Materials 

2.2.1 Material performance and specification 

SY-I (A) packed goods is made of 7 materials:  

(1) The inner and outer hulls source container, the inner and outer hulls of 

jacketing container, and the outer hull of lead plug are made of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, including the following 7 specifications: δ6mm, 

δ8mm,δ10mm, δ14mm, δ16mm, δ24mm and δ36mm;  

(2) The lug is made of δ30mm1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel;  

(3) The lifting bolt is made of M20mm 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless 

steel;  

(4) The handle is made of Φ20mm 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel;  

(5) The shielding housing is made ofφ163mm 06Cr19Ni10 stainless steel 

(original grade: 0Cr18Ni9);  

(6) γ shielding material is lead (Pb);  

(7) Thermal insulation material: STD HY-301 alumina silicate fiber blanket;  
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(8) Vibration-absorptive material: larch;  

(9) As for the swing bolt of jacketing container, its performance level is A2-70 

and its specification is M30×120mm;  

(10) As for the fastening bolt for lead plug on the source container, its performance 

level is A2-70 and its specification is M8×45mm. 

The mechanical and physical characteristics of 1Cr18Ni9Ti are taken from: 

Appendix A4.1 and Appendix F of Steel Pressure Vessel (GB150-1998), the Grade and 

Chemical Components of Stainless Steel and high Temperature Steel (GB/T20878-2007), 

and the High Temperature Steel Plate (GB/T4238-1992). The mechanical and physical 

characteristics of 06Cr18Ni11Ti are taken from: Hot Stainless Steel Hot-rolled Metal 

Band and Steel Plate (GB/T4237-2007) and Pressure Vessel (GB150-2011). The 

mechanical characteristic and curve of Pb are taken from American NUREG/CR-0481 

and ORNL/TM-1312, Vol.8. The stress–strain curve for stainless steel 1Cr18Ni9Ti is 

taken from Test Report for Static and Dynamic Mechanical Performance of 1Cr18Ni9Ti 

and 0Cr18Ni9 by Shanxi Key Lab of Material Strength and Structural Impact. The larch 

parameters are taken from the Mechanical Property of Northeast Larch by Research 

Institute of Wood Industry of Chinese Academy of Forestry.  

Table 2.2-1-Table 2.2-4 Min respectively gives the mechanical property of 

various materials. 

Fig. 2.2-1 and Fig. 2.2-2 Min respective give the stress-strain curve for lead and 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti. 
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Table 2.2-1 1 Parameters of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti (original grade: 0Cr18Ni10Ti) 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                                Temperature℃ 

Property 

 
20 

 
100 

 
150 

 
200 

 
250 

 
300 

 
350 

 
400 

 
450 

 
500 

 
550 

 
205 171 155 144 135 127 123 120 117 114 111 

 
520 455 435 430 425 425 425 425 420 410 385 

Permissible stress Sm , MPa 137 137 137 130 122 114 111 108 105 103 83 

Young’.s modulus, E×103(MPa) 
 

195 
 

189 
 

186 
 

183 
 

179 
 

176 
 

172 
 

169 
 

165 
 

160 
 

156 

Linear expansion coefficient α[3],  (10-6 x   1/ )℃  －  
16.84 

 
17.06 

 
17.25 

 
17.42 

 
17.61 

 
17.79 

 
17.99 

 
18.19 

 
18.34 

 
18.58 

Thermal conductivity  , W /(m 0 c) － 
 

16.3 
－ － － 

－ － － 
－ 

 
22.2 － 

Poisson’s ratio u 0
.

Density  7.93 (20 )℃  

Heat capacity ratio c p, J /(kg 0 c) 500 (20 )℃  

Melting point/℃ 1398－1427 

Remark:  
 
1. －standard yield point in room temperature (or 0.2% yield strength) of steel, MPa;   
2. －standard lower tensile strength limit of steel, M Pa;  

3. linear expansion coefficient α－average linear expansion coefficient between various temperatures and  20 ;℃  

4.  elasticity modulus and α are taken from Pressure Vessel (GB150-2011); and is taken from Steel Pressure Vessel (GB150-1998). 

5.   melting point parameters are taken from Grade and Chemical Components of Stainless Steel and high Temperature Steel (GB/T20878-2007) . 
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Table 2.2-2 Mechanical Performance of Lead 
 

 Temperature℃ 
Property 

 
-40 

 
-29 

 
20 

 
60 

 
100 

 
160 

 
310 

  4.83 4.69 4.40 3.87 3.29 2.46 0.22 

E, ×103(MPa) 16.89 16.69 15.72 15.00 14.00 13.10 10.20 

α, ×10-6(1/℃) 28.08 28.26 28.98 29.45 30.01 31.18 36.25 

λ, w/(m·℃) 37.2(100℃) 35.5(0℃)  
35.3 

 
- 

 
34.3 

32.8(200℃) 31.5(300℃) 

 
 
128 

Poisson’s ratio  u  
0.42 

Density    
 
11.37 

Table 2.2-3 Parameters of STD HY-301 Alumina Silicate Fiber Blanket 
 

Classifi
cation 
tempera
ture 
/℃ 

Working 
temperat
ure/℃ 

Volume 
density   
Kg/m3 

Permanent 
linear 
contraction %(2
4 Hr,  
128Kg/m3) 

Thermal conductivity 
factor under various 
hot surface 
temperature 
W/m.k (128kg/m3) 

tensile strength   
MPa (128Kg/m3) 

Chemical 
component% 

Al2O3 Al2O3 
+SiO2 

1260 <1000 128 -4(1000℃) 0.09(400℃) 
0.16(800℃) 

0.04 44 96 

 
 

 

Table 2.2-4 Parameters of Larch 

 
  Parameters 
Direction 

Elastic coefficient (GPa) Poisson’s ratio   

Parallel-to-grain 17.06 0.335 
Horizontal grain- radial 1.42 0.990 
Horizontal grain -chordwise 0.68 0.0296 
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Fig. 2.2-1 Quasi-static Stress —Strain Curve for Lead 

 

Fig. 2.2-2 Dynamic Stress-strain Curve for 1Cr18Ni9Ti in Different Strain Rate 
 

2.2.2 Chemical, electrochemical or other reactions 

Four parts (source container, jacketing container, shielding housing and KTM-04 

serial transportation package) constituting the packed goods subject to the chemical, 

electrochemical or other reactions are made of steel. There is neither chemical equation 

nor electrochemical reaction between the jacketing container and the source container, 
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between the source container and the shielding housing and between KTM-04 serial 

transportation packages. 

The radioactive content is a self-containing special radioactive substance and its 

package is made of stainless steel or strong magnet steel as there is neither chemical 

equation nor electrochemical reaction between these materials. 

2.2.3 Influence of irradiation on material 

As the packed goods are made of stainless steel, larch, lead and alumina silicate 

fiber, the irradiation exerts no influence on the mechanical and thermal performance of 

these materials.  

2.3 Manufacture and inspection 

2.3.1 Manufacture 

SY-I (A) transport container manufacture includes the manufacture of SY-I transport 

container and shielding housing. 

See Fig. 2.3-1 for the Manufacture process flow chart for SY-I transport container 

and see Fig. 2.3-2 for the Manufacture process flow chart for shielding housing. 
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1.1.1 ZYRQ001-01-01  Handle - laying-off - identification of transplant – bending – polishing - checking 

1.1.2.1 ZYRQ001-01-02-01  Strengthened gasket - laying-off - identification of transplant - final turning - final milling - checking 

1.1.2.2 ZYRQ001-01-02-02 Top cover - laying-off - identification of transplant - final turning - final milling - checking 

 

1.1.2 ZYRQ001-01-02 Top cover - assembling and welding - welding seam trimming - checking 

1.1.3.1 ZYRQ001-01-03-01 Blocker - laying-off - identification of transplant - final turning (in various dimensions) - checking 

1.1.3.2 ZYRQ001-01-03-02 Swing bolt bar-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-milling and flattening 
                     –boring-checking 

 

1.1.3 ZYRQ001-01-03 Swing bolt-assembling and welding-checking                                                                                                                               (1) 

1.1.4 ZYRQ001-01-04 Outer drum-laying-off-identification of transplant-lateral size unfolding-polishing-surface- rolling,  
                      assembling and welding-checking 

1.1.5 ZYRQ001-01-05 Upper base plate - laying-off - identification of transplant - final wood pin processing - checking 

1.1.6 ZYRQ001-01-06 Thermal insulation blanket1 - laying-off - identification of transplant - final cutting - checking 

1.1.7 ZYRQ001-01-07  Upper base plate - laying-off- identification of transplant-final turning-polishing-checking 

1.1.8.1 ZYRQ001-01-08-01 Connecting plate-laying-off-identification of transplant-final planing (appearance)- inserting  
                      to inner side of the corner-boring-polishing-checking 

1.1.8.2 ZYRQ001-01-08-02 Rib plate erecting-laying-off-identification of transplant-final planing (appearance) 
                      -boring-polishing-checking 

1.1.8.3 ZYRQ001-01-08-03  Back-up block-laying-off-identification of transplant-final planing-checking 

1.1.8.4 ZYRQ001-01-08-04  Spindle-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-checking 
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1.1.8 ZYRQ001-01-08  Hinge-assembling and welding-polishing-checking                                                                                                                    (2) 

 

1.1 ZYRQ001-01 Upper cover of container - assembling and welding – polishing – checking                                                                                      (3) 

1.2.1 ZYRQ001-02-01  Lug-laying-off-identification of transplant-final planing-boring-checking                                                                                   (4) 

1.2.2 ZYRQ001-02-02 Stiffening ring –laying-off-identification of transplant-polishing-rolling, assembling and                                                            (5) 
                      welding-turning for both ends-boring for 6 gaps-checking 

1.2.3 ZYRQ001-02-03 Outer drum-laying-off-identification of transplant-polishing-rolling, assembling and                                                                  (6) 
welding-turning for both ends-boring for 6 gaps-checking 

1.2.4 ZYRQ001-02-04  Inner drum-laying-off-identification of transplant-polishing-rolling, assembling and                                                                 (7) 
                      welding-final turning-checking 

1.2.5 ZYRQ001-02-05  Wood drum-laying-off-identification of transplant-final processing for wood pattern-checking                                                 (8) 

1.2.6 ZYRQ001-02-06  Inner base plate-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-checking                                                                            (9) 

1.2.7 ZYRQ001-02-07  Outer base plate-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-checking                                                                           (10) 

1.2.8 ZYRQ001-02-08  Lower base plate-laying-off-identification of transplant-final processing for wood pattern-checking                                        (11) 

1.2.9 ZYRQ001-02-09  Thermal insulation blanket2-laying-off-identification of transplant-final cutting-checking                                                        (12) 

1.2.10 ZYRQ001-02-10  Thermal insulation blanket 3 - laying-off - identification of transplant - final cutting – checking                                               (13) 

1.2.11.1 ZYRQ001-02-11-01  Riser-laying-off-identification of transplant-final planing (appearance)-R33 test-checking 

1.2.11.2 ZYRQ001-02-11-02  Base plate-laying-off-identification of transplant-final planing (appearance)-bending-checking 

1.2.11.3 ZYRQ001-02-11-03  Spindle-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-checking                                   (14) 
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                                                                                                                                                                                                       (1)                                         (14) 

 

1.2.11 ZYRQ001-02-11 Hinge mount - assembling and welding for riser and base plate - φ24 hole boring – polishing - assembling for swing bolt - assembling and 
welding for spindle-checking                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (15) 

1.2.12 ZYRQ001-02-12  Flange plate-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-6-56 gap milling-φ30 hole boring-checking                                    (16) 

Fig. 2.3-1 Technological Process 
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1.2.13 ZYRQ001-02-13  Locating pin - laying-off - identification of transplant - final turning - checking                                                                           (17) 

1.2.14 ZYRQ001-02-14  Lower stiffening ring  -laying-off-identification of transplant-polishing-rolling, assembling                                                        (18) 
                      and welding-turning for both ends-checking18 

                                (4) (5) (14) (17) (18)                                      (6) (10)                                                      (11) (12) (9) 

                                                                        (8) (13) (7) (15) (16) 

1.2 ZYRQ001-02  Integral assembly for container drum - assembled and welded piece 2  and piece 6 - assembled part7,  
                      and part 8, assembled and welded piece 5-assembled part 4, part 9, assembled and welded piece 3, piece 10  
                      and piece 11 - assembling and welding for other part-overall polishing-checking                                                                                                      (19) 

1.4 ZYRQ001-04  Keyhole piece - laying-off - identification of transplant - final planing - boring-checking                                                                 (20) 

                                                            (2) (3) (19) (20) 

1 ZYRQ001  Jacketing container - assembling and welding for hinge, piece 4 and keyhole piece - assembling and debugging - checking                  

2.1.1 ZYRQ002-01-01  Bottom ring-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-checking 

2.1.2 ZYRQ002-01-02  Drainage pipe-laying-off-identification of transplant-final bending-checking 

2.1.3.1 ZYRQ002-01-03-01  Lead casting for well cover-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-checking 

2.1.3.2 ZYRQ002-01-03-02  Base plate-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-boring-checking 

2.1.3.3 ZYRQ002-01-03-03  Lower conic drum-laying-off-identification of transplant-rolling, assembling and  
                      welding-turning for both ends-checking 

2.1.3.4 ZYRQ002-01-03-04  Outer drum-laying-off-identification of transplant-rolling, assembling and  
                      welding-turning for both ends-checking 

2.1.3.5 ZYRQ002-01-03-05  Upper cylindrical drum- laying-off-identification of transplant-rolling, assembling and  
                      welding-turning for both ends-checking 
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2.1.3 ZYRQ002-01-03 outer hull-assembling and welding-checking 

2.1.4.1 ZYRQ002-01-04-01  Locating pin-laying-off-identification of transplant-rolling, assembling and  
                     welding-turning for both ends-checking 

2.1.4.2 ZYRQ002-01-04-02  Flange plate-laying-off-identification of transplant-rough turning-checking 

2.1.4.3 ZYRQ002-01-04-03  Upper drum-laying-off-identification of transplant-rolling, assembling and  
                     welding-turning for both ends-checking 

2.1.4.4 ZYRQ002-01-04-04  Cone-shaped drum–laying-off-identification of transplant-rough turning-checking 

2.1.4.5 ZYRQ002-01-04-05  Lower drum-laying-off-identification of transplant-rough turning-checking 

2.1.4.6 ZYRQ002-01-04-06  Bottom of inner hull-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-checking 

 

2.1.4 ZYRQ002-01-04  Inner hull-assembling and welding-final turning-boring-checking 

2.1.5 ZYRQ002-01-05  Lug-laying-off-identification of transplant-final planing-boring-checking 

2.1.6 ZYRQ002-01-06  Locating pin-laying-off-identification of transplant-final turning-boring-checking 

 

2.1 ZYRQ002-01 Main body of lead pig-assembling and welding for parts-lead casting-assembling and welding for  
                      sprue gate- overall polishing-checking 

2.2.1 ZYRQ002-02-01  Upper cover-laying-off-identification of transplant-rough turning-boring-checking 

2.2.2 ZYRQ002-02-02  Outer drum -laying-off- identification of transplant-rough turning-checking 

2.2.3 ZYRQ002-02-03  Exhaust funnel-laying-off-identification of transplant-final bending-checking 

2.2.4 ZYRQ002-02-04   Cone-shaped tube-laying-off-identification of transplant-rough turning-boring-checking 
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2.2 ZYRQ002-02   Lead plug-assembling and welding-lead casting-assembling and welding for sprue gate-final  
                      turning-R6 gap milling-overall polishing-checking 

2 ZYRQ002  Shielding source container-assembling and debugging-load test-overall polishing-checking 

3 ZYRQ003  Sole timber-laying-off-identification of transplant-turning for A and slope-checking 

 

0 ZYRQ00   Transfer shielding container-assembling and debugging-load test-overall polishing-checking 

 

1 
 

October 
25, 2010  

 
 

October 
25, 2010 

0       
Version  Compiled by Date   Checked by Date  Reviewed by  Date  

No.  Product name Transferred shielding 
container 

Drawing 
No. 

ZYRQ000 Product grade WT-2 

 
 

Fig. 2.3-1 Technological Process (Continued)
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1.1 SY-Ⅰ(A)-1-1 Upper cover → final turning (various dimensions) → setting-out and boring → 

inclined hole boring → checking 

 
1.2 SY-Ⅰ(A)-1-2 Cylinder → final turning → checking 

 
1.0 SY-Ⅰ(A)-1-0 Shielding housing → part cleaning → packaging → checking 

 

Fig. 2.3-2  Manufacture Process Flow Chart for Shielding Housing  

2.3.2 Inspection 

Before the SY-I (A) packed goods is delivered, the container manufacturer inspects the 

packed goods according to relevant requirements of the Technical Specifications for 

Manufacture and Acceptance of SY-I Transport Containers and the manufacturer’s Quality 

Assurance Outline, including the visual inspection for source container, the visual inspection for 

jacketing container, the dimension measurement inspection, the flaw detection for welding seam, 

the lug load test, the shielding test, the hydraulic test, the water filling and draining test, etc. The 

flaw detection result should be up to Class II in the Standard Nondestructive Testing for 

Pressure-Bearing Equipment (JB/T4730-2005). The SY-I (A) packed goods cannot be delivered 

until such inspection results are qualified.  

In order to ensure the long-term repeated use of container, the container must be inspected 

and maintained before each shipping. 

2.4 General requirements for the packed goods 

2.4.1  Minimum dimension of the packed goods 

The external dimension of the packed goods isφ1141mm×994mm×1206mm, and its 

minimum dimension is bigger than 10cm, compliant with the requirement of GB11806-2004. 

2.4.2 Instruction device against accidental opening 

After the lead plug is completed inserted into the source container cavity, 4 M8 hexagon 

socket head cap screws are used to fix the lead plug. The source container opening is provided 

with the locating pin, on which a lead seal is reserved so that the lead plug can be lead-sealed to 

the source container. If the lead seal is intact, it means the source container has never been 

opened.  
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After the source container is loaded into the jacketing container, the cover is fixed with the 

swing bolts and then locked as the lead seal. When the lock and lead seal are intact, it means the 

jacketing container has never been opened. 

The packed goods are such designed that they cannot be opened by accident.  

2.4.3 Keep closed 

KTM-04 serial transportation package is loaded into the shielding housing and the shielding 

housing is loaded into the source container inner cavity. The lead plug is fixed onto the source 

container with bolts so that the KTM-04 serial transportation package is enclosed in the source 

container. The end opening is provided with the lead seal such that if the lead seal is intact, it 

means the source container has never been opened.  

After the source container is loaded into the jacketing container, the cover is fixed with the 

swing bolts and then locked as the lead seal. When the lock and lead seal are intact, it means the 

jacketing container has never been opened. 

Therefore, the packed goods contain the source container, outer jacketing container and 

other closing components, and are provided with the lock and lead seal, so that it cannot be 

opened accidentally without approval. 

2.5 Lifting and tie-down criteria for the packed goods 

2.5.1 Lifting device 

2.5.1.1  Lift lug of source container 

There are two lift lugs on both sides of upper cylindrical surface of source container for 

lifting and transferring the container. As for the lug of source container, refer to the requirement 

of Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR 71.45(a): when lifted in the predetermined manner, the 

lug should be at least in 3 times of safety coefficient, namely, when the lug bears the stress 3 

times the weight of source container, the material stress is less than the yield strength of material.  

There are 2 lugs, the full-loaded weight of source container of SY-I packed goods is 

2778kg and the full-loaded weight of source container of SY-I (A) packed goods is about 

2750kg. In the calculation, the lifting weight of lug takes 3t. With the consideration to the safety 

coefficient in 3 folds, the lifting weight of lug takes 4.5t to calculate the strength of TP-2 lug. 

See Fig. 2.5-1 for the simplified calculation diagram for lug stress.  
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Fig. 2.5-1 Lug Stress of Lifted Source Container 

Material of lug: 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

Permissible tension stress of lug [σ]: 137MPa 

Permissible shearing stress of lug [η]: 82.2MPa 

Thickness of lug S=30-1.2=28.8mm 

L=58mm, D=60mm, R=55mm 

Coefficient of fillet weld φ: 0.7 

Material of end cover: 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

Permissible stress of end cover: [σlH=137MPa 

Comprehensive influence coefficient: K=1.65 

Vertical load: 

Fv=4.5×1000×9.81×1.65=72839N 

Side load:  

 

FH=Fv.tan30°=72839×tan30°≈42053N 

Load along lifting rope:  
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FL=Fv/cos30°=72839/cos30°≈84107N 

Radial bending moment:  

M=FH.L=42053×58=2439074N.mm 

Maximum tension stress of lug along lifting rope (conservative):  

σL=FL/[(2R—D)S] 

=84107/ [(110-60)×(30-1.2)] 

≈58.41MPa 

σL<[σ], the requirement is met. 

Maximum shearing stress of lug along lifting rope:  

 

τL=σL=58.41MPa 

τL<[τ], the requirement is met. 

Check for fillet weld stress of lug: 

As required in the technical welding condition for source container, the mechanical 

property of welding seam should be superior to the property of base material. Therefore, the 

performance of welding seam is same with that of base material. The lug and base plate of 

source container are made of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. According to the 

normal condition for lug in ASME BPVC-Ⅲ Vol.3 (Edition 2004) lug, permissible stress takes 

1.0Sm=137MPa. 

Area of fillet weld is (conservative):  

A=2(L.tan47°+R)S 

=2×(58×tan47°+55)×(30-1.2) 

≈3229.77.mm2 

Tension stress of fillet weld:  

 

σa=Fv/A=72839/3229.77 

≈22.55MPa 
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a

Shearing stress of fillet weld:  

 

τa=FH/A=42053/3229.77 

≈13.02MPa 

Bending stress of fillet weld  

σab=6M/S [2(L.tan47°+R)]2 

≈9.25MPa 

Combined stress:  

 

σAb<[σ]the requirement is met. 

 Permissible stress of fillet weld:  
 

[σ]H=φ×[σ]=0.7×137=95.9 MPa 

σAb<[σ]H the requirement is met. 

2.5.1.2 Lift lug of the packed goods 

There are two lift lugs on both upper sides of protecting jacket of the packed goods for 

lifting and transferring the packed goods. The lug is made of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

stainless steel, the full-loaded weight of source container of SY-I packed goods is about 3658kg 

and the full-loaded weight of source container of SY-I (A) packed goods is about 3650kg. With 

the consideration to the safety coefficient in 3 folds, the lifting weight of lug takes 5.5t. See Fig. 

2.5-2 for the simplified calculation diagram for lug stress.  
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Fig. 2.5-2 Simplified Calculation Diagram for Lug Stress  

Material of lug: 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

Permissible tension stress of lug [σ]: 137MPa 

Permissible shearing stress of lug [τ]: 82.2MPa 

Coefficient of fillet weldφ: 0.7 

Thickness of lug S=30-1.2=28.8mm 

L=60mm, D=60mm, R=60mm 

Material of end cover: 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

Permissible stress of end cover: σlH=137MPa 

Comprehensive influence coefficient: K=1.65 

Vertical load: Fv=5.5×1000×9.81×1.65=89025.75N 

Side load:  

FH=Fv.tan30°=89025.75×tan30°≈51399N 

Load along lifting rope:  

FL=Fv/cos30°=89025.75/cos30°≈102798N 

Radial bending moment: M=Fv.L=89025.75×60=5341545N.mm 

Maximum tension stress of lug along lifting rope (conservative):  
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σL=FL/[(2R—D)S]=102798/[(120-60)×(30-1.2)]≈59.49MPa 

σL<[σ], the requirement is met. 

Maximum shearing stress of lug along lifting rope:  

τL=Fv/[(L+R—D)S]=89025.75/[(120-60)×(30-1.2)] 

=51.52MPa 

τL<[τ], the requirement is met. 

Check for fillet weld stress of lug: 

As required in the technical welding condition, the mechanical property of welding seam 

should be superior to the property of base material. Therefore, the performance of welding seam 

is same with that of base material. The lug and base plate of source container are made of 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. According to the normal condition for lug in 

ASME BPVC-Ⅲ Vol.3 (Edition 2004), permissible stress takes 1.0Sm=137MPa.  

Area of fillet weld is (conservative): A=2(L+R)S=2×(60+60)×(30-1.2)≈6912mm2 

Tension stress of fillet weld:  

σa=FH/A=51399/6912 

≈7.44MPa 

Shearing stress of fillet weld:  

τa=Fv/A=89025.75/6912≈12.88MPa 

Bending stress of fillet weld:  

σab=6M/S [2(L+R)]2≈19.32MPa 

Combined stress:  

 
 

 
Permissible stress of fillet weld:  
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[σ]H=φ×[σ]=0.7×137=95.9 MPa 

σAb<[σ]H  the requirement is met. 

2.5.2 Tie-down device 

The lug of jacketing container is used as the tie-down part in the transportation. (Two) lugs 

and four steel cables are used to fix the packed goods to the carrier vehicle. 

According to the requirement of IAEA ST-2(V.8), the tie-down device should be capable of 

bearing following static forces: vertical upward force twice the total weight of the packed goods, 

horizontal force 5 times the total weight of the packed goods along the moving direction of 

vehicle, and horizontal force twice the total weight of the packed goods. See the figure 2.5-3. 

As required in the technical welding condition, the mechanical property of welding seam 

should be superior to the property of base material. Therefore, the performance of welding seam 

is same with that of base material. The lug and base plate of source container are made of 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. According to the accidental condition for lug in 

ASME BPVC-Ⅲ Vol.3 (Edition 2004), permissible stress takes 3.6Sm=493.2MPa. 

The maximum lug stress refers to the sum of vertical force twice the total weight of the 

packed goods, horizontal force 5 times the total weight of the packed goods along the moving 

direction of vehicle, and horizontal force twice the total weight of the packed goods. Under this 

condition, calculate the maximum stress of individual steel cable, so as to analyze the stress of 

individual lug. See Fig. 2.5-4 for the schematic diagram of stress when the lug is tied down.  
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Fig. 2.5-3 Schematic Diagram for Tie-down Angle  
 
 

 

 
Fig. 2.5-4 Schematic Diagram for Stress of Individual Lug 

Material of lug: 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

Permissible tension stress of lug [σ]: 3.6Sm=493.2MPa 

Permissible shearing stress of lug [τ]: 0.6[σ]=296 MPa 
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Coefficient of fillet weldφ: 0.7 

Thickness of lug S=30-1.2=28.8mm 

L=60mm, D=60mm, R=60mm 

Vertical load: Fv=2×3.6×1000×9.81=70632N 

Side load: FH=(52+22)0.5×3.6×1000×9.81=190182N 

Load along resultant force: FL=(52+22+22)0.5×3.6×1000×9.81=202875N 

Radial bending moment: M=Fv.L=70632×60=4237920N.mm 

Maximum tension stress of lug along resultant force (conservative):  
 

σL=FL/[(2R—D)S]=202875/[(120-60)×(30-1.2)] 

≈117MPa 

σL<[σ], the requirement is met. 

Maximum vertical shearing stress of lug:  

 

τL=Fv/[(L+R—D)S]=70632/[(120-60)×(30-1.2)]=40.9MPa 

τL<[τ], the requirement is met. 

Check for fillet weld stress of lug: 

As required in the technical welding condition, the mechanical property of welding seam 

should be superior to the property of base material. Therefore, the performance of welding seam is 

same with that of base material. The lug and base plate of source container are made of 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. According to the normal condition for lug in ASME 

BPVC-Ⅲ Vol.3 (Edition 2004), permissible stress takes 3.6Sm=493.2MPa.  

Area of fillet weld is (conservative): A=2(L+R) S=2×(60+60)×(30-1.2)≈6912mm2 

Tension stress of fillet weld: σa=FH/A=190182/6912≈27.5MPa 

Shearing stress of fillet weld: ηa=Fv/A=70632/6912≈10.2MPa 

Bending stress of fillet weld:  
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a

 

Combined stress:  

 

Permissible stress of fillet weld: [σ]H=φ×[σ]=0.7×493.2=345.2 MPa 

σAb<[σ]H   the requirement is met. 

2.6 Normal transportation condition 

2.6.1 Heating 

In the normal transportation condition, thermal stress and temperature of the packed goods are 

subject to following two calculations: in the exposed condition and in the non-exposed condition. 

The following is the result of calculation and analysis. 
 

1) Non-exposed calculation 

Non-exposed calculation condition: ambient temperature is 38℃ and the disintegration heat 

of loaded 60Co source is 390W. The maximum temperature of transport container occurs in the 

central area of shielding housing, up to 72.7℃; and the maximum surface temperature of jacketing 

container of transport container is 48.7℃. The maximum Tresca stress of transport container is 

79.5MPa, occurring in the central area of source container outer hull. See Tables 2.6-1(a) and 2.6-

1(b) for the temperature and stress of other parts. The safety margin of each node is positive. Fig. 

2.6-1(a) and Fig. 2.6-1(b) show the temperature and stress distributions of non-exposed packed 

goods.  

When the 25000Ci 60Co source is loaded in the packed goods, the ambient temperature is 

38℃ and in the non-exposed condition, the measured maximum surface temperature of the packed 

goods is about 48℃ in the stiffening ring under the jacketing container of the packed goods and is 

about 44~47℃ in other parts.  
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Table 2.6-1(a) Summary for Maximum Temperature Data of Parts  
 

Name of part Shielding 
housing   

Inner hull of 
source 
container   

Outer hull of 
source 
container  

Lead layer   Lead plug   Upper 
cover of 
protecting 
jacket 

Interior 
wall of 
protecting 
jacket   

Maximum 
temperature 

72.7℃ 67.1℃ 61.5℃ 65.9℃ 65.4℃ 58.9℃ 61.3℃ 

Occurring 
area 

 
Central area 
of interior 
wall 

 
Central area 
of interior 
wall 

 
Central area of 
exterior 
cylindrical wall

 
Central area 
of interior 
wall 

Center of bottom 
surface contacting 
with the shielding 
housing 

Circular 
area in the 
center of 
bottom 
surface 

Central 
area of 
interior 
wall 

 
Table 2.6-1(b) Summary for Maximum Stress Data of Parts 

 

Name of part Shielding 
housing   

Outer hull of 
container  

Inner hull of 
container  

Lead layer of 
the container   

Lead plug   Jacketing 
container   

Maximum 
Tresca stress   

11.6MPa 79.5MPa 30MPa 4.9MPa 74.2MPa 55.3MPa 

 
 
Occurring area 

Central area of 
circular interior 
wall of 
shielding 
housing 

Central area of 
cylindrical 
surface of outer 
hull 

Central area of 
minimum 
cylindrical 
surface 

Connecting area 
connecting 
circular conical 
surface and 
cylindrical 
surface 

Central area of 
lower circular 
conical surface 

Welding joint 
between interior 
base plate and 
interior wall 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.6-1(a) Temperature Profile in Non-exposed Condition 
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Fig. 2.6-1(b) Stress Profile in Non-exposed Condition 
2) Exposed calculation 

 

Exposed calculation condition: according to relevant provisions of GB11806-2004, the 

ambient temperature is 38℃, the disintegration heat of loaded 60Co source is 390W. See Table 2.6-

2 for exposed parameters. 

Table 2.6-2 Exposed data 
 

State Surface shape and position Exposed quantity for 12h/day (W/m2) 

1 Horizontal flat surface downward in the 
transportation 

0 

2 Horizontal flat surface upward in the 
transportation 

800 

3 Vertical flat side surface in the transportation 200 

4 Other non-horizontal flat surface facing other 
directions in the transportation 

200 

5 All other surfaces 400 

 
The maximum temperature of transport container occurs in the interior wall of shielding housing, 
up to 100℃; and the maximum surface temperature of transport container is 97℃. The 
maximum Tresca stress of transport container is 157.4MPa, occurring in the center of exterior 
cylindrical surface of lead plug. See Table 2.6-3(a) and 2.6-3(b) for the computed temperature 
and stress of major components of transport container. See Fig. 2.6-2(a) and Fig. 2.6-2(b) for the 
temperature and stress distributions of exposed packed goods. 

Table 2.6-3(a) Summary for Temperature Data in Exposed Condition 
 

Name of part Shielding 
housing   

Inner hull of 
source 

container   

Outer hull of 
source 

container  

Lead layer   Lead plug   Upper cover  Interior wall 
of protecting 

jacket   

Maximum 
temperature 

 
100℃ 

 
94.2℃ 

 
89.3℃ 

 
93℃ 

 
94℃ 

 
97℃ 

 
88.7℃ 
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Occurring 
area 

Central area 
of interior 
wall 

Central area 
of interior 
wall 

Central area 
of exterior 
wall 

Central area 
of interior 
wall 

Central area 
of bottom 
surface  

Central area 
of top surface 

Central area 
of interior 
wall 

 

Table 2.6-3(b) Summary for Stress Data in Exposed Condition 

 
Name of part Shielding 

housing   
Outer hull of 

container  
Inner hull of 

container  
Lead layer of 
the container  

Lead plug   Jacketing 
container   

Maximum 
Tresca stress   

18MPa 153.4MPa 77MPa 5.5MPa 157.4MPa 81.5MPa 

Occurring area Circular area of 
top surface 
contacting with 
the lead plug  

Central area of 
exterior 
cylindrical 
surface 

Welding joint 
between upper 
cylindrical wall 
and upper plate 

Joint between 
conical surface 
and cylindrical 
surface 

Central area of 
exterior 
cylindrical wall 

Welding joint 
between interior 
base plate and 
interior drum 
wall 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.6-2(a) Temperature Profile in Exposed Condition 
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Fig. 2.6-2(b)  Stress Profile in Exposed Condition 

3) Additional calculation for air-transported non-exposed packed goods  

According to Article 7.3.2 of GB11806, it is additionally required that the containment system 

should be intact when the air-transported packed goods is in an ambient temperature of -

40 ~+55 . Therefore, additional condition for the non℃ ℃ -exposed calculation is: when the ambient 

temperature is55 , the disintegration heat of loaded ℃ 60Co source takes 390W. 
 

See Table 2.6-4(a) for the computed maximum temperature of major components of transport 

container. The maximum temperature of transport container occurs in the central area of shielding 

housing, up to 89.7 ; and the maximum surface temperature of jacketing container of transport ℃

container is 65.7 , as shown in Fig. 2.6℃ -3(a). 
 

The stress cloud chart (Fig. 2.6-3(b)) for transport container is derived in the calculation. See 

Table 2.6-4(b) for the maximum stress of major components. The maximum Tresca stress of 

transport container is 81.6MPa, occurring in the central area of source container outer hull. 

Table 2.6-4(a) Summary for Maximum Temperature Data of Parts 

 
Name of part Shielding 

housing   
Inner hull of 

container 
Outer hull of 

container  
Lead layer   Lead plug  Upper cover  Jacketing 

container   

Maximum 
temperature   
 
 

89.7℃ 84.1℃ 78.4℃ 82.8℃ 82.3℃ 75.8℃ 78.2℃ 
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Occurring 
area 

Central area 
of interior 
wall 

Central area 
of interior 
wall 

Central area of 
exterior 
cylindrical 
wall 

Central area of 
interior wall 

Center of 
bottom 
surface 
contacting 
with the 
shielding 
housing 

Circular area 
in the center 
of bottom 
surface 

Central area 
of interior 
wall 

Table 2.6-4(b) Summary for Maximum Stress Data of Parts 

 
Name of part Shielding 

housing   
Outer hull of 

container  
Inner hull of 

container 
Lead layer of the 

container   
Lead plug   Jacketing 

container   

Maximum  
Tresca stress   

11.2MPa 81.6MPa 31.2MPa 4.7MPa 75.9MPa 54.6MPa 

Occurring area Central area of 
circular interior 
wall of shielding 
housing 

Central area of 
cylindrical 
surface of outer 
hull 

Central area 
of minimum 
cylindrical 
surface 

Connecting area 
connecting 
circular conical 
surface and 
cylindrical surface 

Central area of 
lower circular 
conical surface 

Welding joint 
between interior 
base plate and 
interior wall 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.6-3(a) Overall Temperature Cloud Chart 
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Fig. 2.6-3(b) Overall Stress Cloud Chart for Transport Container  

2.6.2 Cooling 

As required in the “Specification”, the packed goods should be kept vertical in the 

transportation when the ambient temperature is –40  and the disintegration heat of loaded ℃ 60Co 

source should take 390W. The computed temperature of the overall transport container is -

34.7~15.4 . The maximum stress is 122MPa, occurring within the jacketing container. The joint ℃

between base plate and interior wall is in a permissible stress intensity smaller than that of the 

material. See Fig. 2.6-4(a) and Fig. 2.6-4(b) respectively for the temperature and stress distribution 

of the packed goods in the cooling condition. See Table 2.6-5 for the stress and temperature of 

relevant parts. 

 

 

Fig. 2.6-4(a) Temperature Profile in Cooling Condition 
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Fig. 2.6-4(b) Stress Profile in Cooling Condition 
 

Table 2.6-5 Summary for Temperature and Stress Data of Packed Goods in 

Cooling Condition 

 
             parts 
 
Result 

Outer hull of 
source 
container  

Inner hull of 
source 
container   

 
Upper cover   

Jacketing 
container   

 
Lead plug   

 
Lead layer   

Temperature 4.5℃ 9.9℃ 10℃ 4.4℃ 7.8℃ 8.6℃ 

Maximum 
stress   

122MPa 44.3MPa 79.2MPa 119.3MPa 115.4MPa 5.5MPa 

 

2.6.2.1 Comparison of permissible stress  

See Table 2.6-6 for thermal stress of major components. The safety margin in cold state is 

positive, meeting the check requirement for thermal stress intensity and keeping the containment 

and shielding intact. The safety margin in thermal (exposed) state is positive, meeting the check 

requirement for thermal stress intensity and keeping the containment and shielding intact. 

Table 2.6-6 Evaluation Form for Thermal Stress of Major Components 

Hazardous 
part 

Sm(MPa) Cold 
state 

Thermal (exposed) 
state  

 
Outer hull of 
lead layer 

 
 
 

137 

 
Q(MPa) 

 
Q(MPa) 

 

122 
 

2.36 
 

157.4 
 

1.61 

 

2.6.3 External pressure dropping 

As required in the “Specification”, when the ambient pressure drops to 60kPa, the 
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containment system of the packed goods can still ensure the radioactive contents is leak-free.  

As the loaded special radioactive substance of the packed goods serves as the containment 

system for the packed goods can ensure the leak tightness of package, the external pressure 

dropping exerts no influence upon the containment of the packed goods. 

2.6.4 External pressure rising 

When the ambient pressure rises to 140kPa, the containment system of the packed goods can 

still ensure the radioactive contents is leak-free.  

As the loaded special radioactive substance of the packed goods serves as the containment 

system for the packed goods can ensure the leak tightness of package, the external pressure rising 

exerts no influence upon the containment of the packed goods.  

2.6.5 Water-spray test 

The water-spray test aims to test whether the shielding, containing, thermal shielding and 

damping performances of the packed goods are still intact after the packed goods is exposed to or 

soaked in the rain for a long time and whether its capacity of bearing other normal transportation 

conditions is influenced. The water-spray test has no influence on the SY-I (A) packed goods 

with following reasons:  

1 The outer jacketing container of the packed goods contacts with the external 

environment, which is made of stainless steel. As for the stainless steel, its performance will not 

be decreased for the long-term exposure to rain, namely, the container’s capacity of bearing other 

normal transportation condition will not be influenced and the container’s performance of 

shielding, thermal shield and damping will not be degraded. 

2 Although water may enter the outer jacketing container for the packed goods is 

exposed to rain for a long time, the performance of source container will not be influenced 

because the outer hull of source container is made of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel 

and the content 60Co source is enclosed in the source container. Moreover, the containment 

integrity of special KTM-04 serial transport package will not be influenced either.  

The water-spray test will neither degrade the integrity of shielding and containment of the 

packed goods nor influence the packed goods’ capacity of bearing other normal transportation 

conditions, thus compliant with relevant requirements in GB11806-2004.  
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2.6.6 Free drop (1.2m) 

2.6.6.1 Analog computation in free drop test (1.2m) 

According to the requirement for free drop test in the “Specification”: drop height from the 

lowest point of the packed goods to the target surface is 1.2m; and the test in the dropping state 

resulting the maximum breakdown to the packed goods aims to verify whether the main 

performance of dropped packed goods is normal. 

Description for free drop computation:  

  ANSYS/LS-DYNA preprocessing and postprocessing modules in ANSYS10.0 are 

used in the computation.  

  The model simplification of the packed goods is basically same with the previous 

thermal analysis computation except that only the SOLID164 is used in the analysis unit and 

relevant material parameters are defined. The total quantity of computation model units is 81026, 

and the node quantity is 83670. See Fig. 2.6-5 for the computation model of the packed goods 

under dropping. 

  Material model: stainless steel is the strain rate effect-based Cowper-Symond model, 

and the strain rate parameters are taken from Report for Static and Dynamic Mechanical 

Performance Testing of 1Cr18Ni9Ti and 0Cr18Ni9. The timber is the constitutive model with 

anisotropic elastoplasticity, and the material parameters are taken from Test Report for Northeast 

Larch. 

  Definition of contact: Contact between parts is defined as the ideal contact, without 

energy loss.  

  In the computation, the implicit-explicit conversion is used for solution, namely, the 

initial stress generated by the pretightening force of bolt is solved by firstly applying the implicit 

algorithm and then the process of free dropping of prestressed packed goods is simulated with the 

explicit solver. 
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Fig. 2.6-4  Computation Model of Packed Goods under Dropping  

It is found in several computations with different angles: the dropping state with the most 

serious damage is the drop of the base angle. Therefore, the 1.2m free drop state is the base-angle 

dropping state, saying the base angle of the outer drum of the packed goods touches the ground, 

the connecting line of the barycenter and the base angle is perpendicular to the target surface, and 

the included angle between the side face of the outer drum and the target surface is 51°. As for 

the 1.2m-high dropping, the landing speed is  and computed value is 5m/s. The maximum 

stress to the jacketing container of the packed goods in the 1.2m free drop is 289MPa (Fig. 2.6-

5(a)). When the maximum stress is applied on the jacketing container contacting with the rigid 

surface, the maximum strain generated is0.332 (Fig. 2.6-5(b)). The maximum strain at the base 

angle is 2.5cm. The maximum stress to the bolt is 118MPa (Fig. 2.6-5(c)). 

The computed result shows: the base angle of the base plate under the jacketing container of 

the packed goods in the 1.2m free drop of the packed goods may deform but does not get 

fractured and thermal insulation layer is not damaged. The shielding and containment of the 

packed goods are intact, compliant with the requirement.  
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Fig. 2.6-5(a) Stress Distribution Diagram for Packed Goods under Free 

Drop 

 

 

Fig. 2.6-5(b) Strain Distribution Diagram for Packed Goods under Free 

Drop 
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Fig. 2.6-5(c) Stress Distribution Diagram for Bolts under Free Drop 

 
 

Fig. 2.6-5(d) Tresca Stress Distribution Diagram for Shielding Housing 
under Free Drop 
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Fig. 2.6-5(e)  Strain Pattern for Base Angle of Jacketing Container under Free 
Drop 

 

2.6.6.2 Free drop test & experiment (1.2m) 

2.6.6.2.1 Test facilities 

The free drop test is carried out on the dropping test target of test site for the safe 

transportation of radioactive substance of China Institute for Radiation Protection. The dropping 

test target is a 3800mm×3550mm×3500mm reinforced concrete structural component, and the 

target is located on the 5000mm×5000mm×1000mm reinforced concrete bearing stand. There 

are 5 18m-long φ800mm reinforced concrete piles under the bearing stand and the surface of the 

bearing stand is riveted with 3500mm×3250mm×100mm Q460 steel plate, with the total mass of 

about 130 T, 10 times bigger than the total weight of the packed goods, thus meeting the 

standard requirement. 

2.6.6.2.2 Mechanical testing system 

The mechanical testing system consists of the strain measurement system and the 

deformation measurement system. Main instrument and equipment of the mechanical testing 

system are the dynamic strain gauge DH5939+3842 and strain sensor. Fig. 2.6-6 is the chart for 

mechanical measurement system. 
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Fig. 2.6-6 Chart for Mechanical Measurement System 
2.6.6.2.3 Strain measurement position 

The strain measurement positions are respectively located on the surfaces of the jacketing 

container and the surface of the source container, as shown in Fig. 2.6-7(a) and Fig. 2.6-7(b). 

The three-way 45° stain sensors are arranged at each measuring point to respectively measure 

the strains at this position.  

 

Fig. 2.6-7(a)  Strain Measurement Positions on Source Container 
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Fig. 2.6-7(b) Strain Measurement Position on Jacketing Container  

Note: 

1) 1#, 2# and 3#points are located on the central axial line of side surface contacting 

the ground when the source container drops;  

2) 4#, 5# and 6#points are located on the central axial line of side surface contacting 

the ground when the jacketing container drops;  

3) 7# point is located on the central axial line opposite to the side surface contacting 

the ground;  

4) 8# point is located on the central point of top cover;  

5) The strain gauge faces circumferential and axial directions (saying X and Y 

directions and the direction with 45°included angle). 

2.6.6.2.4 Experimental result and analysis 

1) During the free drop test for measuring and analyzing the stress and strain, the strain 

of the jacketing container and the source container at each measuring point is measured as time 

goes by. Major stress of each measuring point is obtained by calculating the strain rosette. The 

time variation curve of the major stress at each measuring point is shown in Appendix 1 and the 

maximum value is indicated in Table 2.6-5. 

The measured values at the 6#, 7# and 8# measuring points off the bump point in the 

jacketing container is smaller than the yield stress of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless 
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steel σ0.2=205MPa, and the measured value of the 5# measuring point near the bump point is 

greater than the yield stress of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel σ0.2=205MPa, but 

smaller than the tensile strength stress of the 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel 

σb=520 MPa. The measured value of the 1# and 3# measuring point in the source container is 

greater than the yield stress of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel σ0.2=205MPa, but 

smaller than the tensile strength stress of the 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel 

σb=520 MPa. Except for the bolt, the permissible stress of the container design under the normal 

conditions is limited to the primary membrane plus the primary bending stress intensity Pm ＋

Pb≤1.5 S m=1.5×137 MPa=205.5 MPa,. The measured results show that: the measured values at 

the 6#, 7# and 8# measuring points away from the bump point on the jacketing container are 

smaller than the permissible stress limits of the 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, the 

measured values at the 5# measuring point near the bump point is greater than the permissible 

stress limits of the 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel but smaller than the tensile 

strength of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, and the material does not fail. It can be 

seen that the greater scope of influence is generally within 700mm away from the bottom 

surface in the process of drop, which is basically consistent with the scope in the stress cloud 

chart for theoretical computation. The measured values at the 1# and 3# measuring points in the 

source container is greater than the permissible stress limits of the 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

stainless steel 205.5MPa but smaller than the tensile strength of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

stainless steel, and the material does not fail.  

As only two major stresses (σ1 or σ2 or σ3) are obtained in the experiment, it is impossible 

to accurately calculate the effective stress to compare with the computed value. As another 

major stress perpendicular with container wall at 1# and 3#points is the compressive stress and 

is smaller than 0, it can be approximately assumed that another major stress perpendicular with 

container wall is equivalent to 0. According to the fourth strength theory, calculate the 

equivalent stress. See Table 2.6-5 for the computed result. It can be seen from data in the table 

that survey data are relatively matchable with the variation trend of computed value and the data 

at the measuring point are greater than the computed value, which indicates that the major stress 

perpendicular with container wall may not be 0.  

 

Table 2.6-5 Maximum Value of Measured Major Stress during Free Drop Test 

(1.2m) /(MPa) 
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Point No. Major stress σ1 Major stress σ2 Equivalent stress σr Computed equivalent stress 

1 -281 -475 413 309 

3 18 -307 298 58.8 

5 -124 -273 236 78.8 

6 -54 -123 106 46.2 

7 -26 -42 37 35 

8 57 23 50 23 

Note:1) At the 2# and 4# measuring points, no major stress is measured due to the damage in the process of impact 
along the Y signal line; 

 

2) Deformation measurement and overhaul inspection results & analysis  

Container inspection result after the test: The stiffening ring 5cm away from the bottom 

surface of the jacketing container plumps up about 1cm maximally, which is about 40cm long 

circumferentially and about 5~8cm wide; the impact point of bottom surface sinks about 2cm, 

which is about 20cm long circumferentially and about 4cm wide; the impact point near the 

bottom surface plumps up about 3cm, which is in the area of about 20×20cm2. There is no 

measurable deformation in the source container and the lead plug, and the lifting and installation 

is flexible. There is no measurable deformation in the upper cover of the jacketing container. 

Therefore, after the free drop test for the packed goods, the structures of jacketing container 

and source container are complete and the shielding and containment are still effective. 

Fig. 2.6-8 shows the packed goods during the drop test; .Fig. 2.6-9 shows the bottom 

surface of the packed goods after the drop; .Fig. 2.6-10 shows the sole timber after the test; and 

Fig. 2.6-11 shows the lead plug after the test. 

 

Fig. 2.6-8 shows the packed goods during the drop test 
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Fig. 2.6-9 shows the bottom surface of the packed goods after the drop 

 
 

Fig. 2.6-10 shows the sole timber after the test 

 

Fig. 2.6-11 shows the lead plug after the test 

2.6.6.3 Comparison between theoretical computation and test results and the 

regulations 

According to the experimental measurement, the impact point of bottom surface of 

jacketing container sinks about 2cm, which is about 20cm long circumferentially and about 4cm 

wide, which is basically consistent with theoretical computation that the deformation of impact 

point is 2.5cm. 
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It is known from the experiment and the computed result indicated in Table 2.6-5 that the 

measured value and computed value away from the bump point are smaller than the designed 

permissible stress of the material, the stress of accessory at the pump point is smaller than the 

tensile strength of the material, and the material does not get fractured.  

The computed and experimental results show that the shielding and containment 

performance of the packed goods after the test can meet the requirement of the “Specification”. 

 

2.6.7 Stacking test 

The requirement for the stacking test in the “Specification” is: the packed goods should all 

the time bear the pressure equal to five times of the actual weight of the packed goods within 

24Hr. 

Descriptions for the simulating stacking computation:  
 

  The ANSYS preprocessing and post processing modules in ANSYS10.0 are adopted 

for computation. 

  Definition: Contact between parts is defined as the ideal contact, without energy loss. 

Model simplification of the packed goods: Before the analog computation for the model,  

remove or simplify the parts having a slight influence on the computation result. The simplified 

parts for the computation model consist of the lugs of the jacketing container and shielding 

container and the chamfers of all parts. 

  Unit descriptions: The whole computation is divided into two parts, the mechanical 

unit is SOLID70, and the structural computation unit is SOLID45. 

  Meshing: The hexahedron-based meshing, which is of high accuracy and contains 

few units, is mainly adopted. The number of units for the stacking computation is 50303, and the 

number of nodes is 56453. See Fig. 2.6-4 for the finite element mesh of the packed goods. 

  Loading: The 390W source of heat is loaded into the packed goods under ambient 

temperature 38 , and then about ℃ 298.08KPa is loaded onto the top surface of the packed goods 

(five times of the container weight, about 18,250kg, the vertical projected area of the packed 

goods 0.6m2). 
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The maximum stress of the source container is computed to be 90.7MPa, occurring on the 

steel outer hull of the source container. The maximum stress of the remaining parts cannot be 

more than 90.7MPa. See Fig. 2.6-12 for the specific stress distribution. 

According to the computation result, the maximum stress of the packed goods does not 

exceed 90.7MPa, and the outer drum and foundation support of the jacketing container are made 

of steel, and the permissible stress of the material Sm is 137 MPa (100 ).℃  

                                   
So, when the packed goods are subject to a load equal to 5 times of its weight, the material 

of the jacketing container can have a performance within the elastic range, the source container 

in the outer drum will not be affected, and the packed goods can keep its containment and 

shielding functions complete, meeting the requirements. 

 

 
Fig. 2.6-12 Stress Distribution under the Stacking Condition 
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2.6.8 Penetration  

According to the “Specification”, the requirement for the penetration test is: the specimen is 

placed on a rigid and flat horizontal plane that will not be obviously move during the test, and 

make a rod with a diameter of 3.2cm, a hemispheric end and a mass of 6kg fall freely just to the 

central part of the weakest position of the specimen. The drop height of the predicted impact 

point from the lower end of the testing rod to the upper surface of the specimen should be 1m. 

Description of penetration computation:  
 

  ANSYS/LS-DYNA preprocessing and postprocessing modules in ANSYS10.0 are 

used in the computation. 

  The model for bolted connection at the vertex angle of the jacketing container is 

established and the pretightening force generated therefrom is considered.  

  Definition: Contact between parts is defined as the ideal contact, without energy loss. 

  Model simplification of the packed goods: Before the analog computation for the 

model, remove or simplify the parts having a slight influence on the computation result. The 

simplified parts for the computation model consist of the lugs of the jacketing container and 

shielding container and the chamfers of all parts.  

  Unit descriptions: The unit is SOLID164. 

  Meshing: The ANSYS LSDYNA PREPOST is used for meshing. The non-structural 

hexahedron-based meshing, which is of high accuracy, is adopted. The number of units for the 

computation model is 96660, and the number of nodes is 84047. The computation model is same 

with the computation model of the packed goods under the drop. See Fig. 2.6-4.  

  In the computation, the implicit-explicit conversion is used for solution, namely, the 

initial stress generated by the pretightening force of bolt is solved by firstly applying the implicit 

algorithm and then the process of free dropping of prestressed packed goods is simulated with 

the explicit solver. 

As the source container is located in the jacketing container, the penetrating bar will not 

damage the source container firstly. All external surfaces of jacketing container are made of the 

same material, saying 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti steel plate. However, as these thicknesses 

are almost equivalent, the upper cover plate, outer base plate and outer drum wall are selected as 
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the impact position in the test, with the penetration part as the center.  

From the analog computation result, a concave pit (Fig. 2.6-13),) is formed at the dropping 

bar impact position on the outer drum. See Table 2.6-6 for the deformation at the bump point. In 

addition to the tiny deformation at the bump point, there is no other deformation in other 

positions. In the penetration test, the upper cover of the packed goods is subject to the 

penetration. It can be seen from the test result that a concave pit (Fig. 2.6-14) is formed at the 

dropping bar impact position on the outer drum, and a small pit with the diameter of 7mm and 

the depth of 0.5mm is formed in the impact target point. In addition to the tiny deformation at 

the bump point, there is no other deformation in other positions. As the source container is 

located in the outer drum, the dropping bar does not impact the source container in the 

penetration test. Therefore, the 1m dropping bar in the penetration test does not damage the 

source container and the packed goods can have the intact containing and shielding performance. 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 2.6-13 Graph for Concave Pit Computed in Penetration Test with 1m Dropping Bar  

 
 

Table 2.6-6 Comparison Unit for Penetration in Different Parts (mm) 
 
 

Impact on top surface Impact on bottom surface  Impact on side face  

Diameter of concave pit 8.35 8.32 0.89 

Depth of concave pit 0.56 0.55 0.025 

 

Locally amplified 
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Fig. 2.6-14 Deformation at Impact Target Point in Penetration Test 

2.7 Transport accident condition 

According to the requirements of the “Specification”, the packed goods should go through 

free drop test I (9m Free drop), free drop test II (1m penetration), heat-resisting test and water 

immersion test successively. 

2.7.1 Free drop  

2.7.1.1 Analog computation of free drop test I 

According to the “Specification”, the packed goods should go through the 9m free drop test 

under hypothetical accident condition. The computation analysis for the five postures of bottom-

angle drop, bottom-surface drop, vertex-angle drop, top-surface drop and side-face drop should 

be done for the packed goods by using ANSYS LSDYNA PREPOST. 

1) Computation description: 

(a) Definition: drop form the height of 9 meters, the touch-down ground speed is 
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the value after computation is 13.4m/s. 

(b) Simplification of the packed goods model: before the analog computation is carried 

on for the model, the removal or simplification for the components that have a weak effect on 

the calculation result should be done. The simplified parts for the computation model consist of 

the lugs of the jacketing container and shielding container and the chamfers of all parts. 

 (c) Meshing: the grid division should be done by using ANSYS LSDYNA PREPOST. 

The non-structure hexahedron grid is mainly used for grid division, so that the accuracy is high. 

This time the unit number of analog computation model is 81026 and the node number is 83670. 

For the computation model of the packed goods, see Fig. 2.7-1. 

(d) Wood drum of jacketing container: the wood drum of jacketing container is fixed to 

the alumina silicate fiber blanket and steel plate of the inner drum of the jacketing container by 

using two rivets. As a result, as the structural material of the packed goods, the wood has certain 

resistance for the impact position, but has little effect on stress and strain results obtained from 

the mechanical computation of the packed goods at the far-end of the impact point. 

(e) The model for the bolted connection at the vertex angle of the jacketing container is 

established and the generated pretightening force is taken into consideration. 

(f) Material model: The Cowper-Symond model based on strain rate effect is used for 

the material of stainless steel. The strain rate parameter comes from the 1Cr18Ni9Ti and 

0Cr18Ni9 Static and Dynamic Mechanical Properties Test Report. The anisotropic elastoplastic 

constitutive model is adopted for wood and the material parameters come from the Northeastern 

Larchwood Mechanical Properties. 

(g) Contact definition: the contact between parts is defined as ideal contact, without 

expenditure of energy. 

(h) The implicit-explicit conversion solution is used in the computation, i.e. firstly 

calculate the initial stress generated by the pretightening force of the bolt through the implicit 

algorithm, and then simulate the free drop process of the prestressed packed goods by using the 

explicit solver. 
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Fig. 2.7-1 Finite Element Model for Packed Goods Computation in Free Drop 

Test I  
 

2) Free drop state of the packed goods 

Free drop test I: The computation is carried on by five states of working conditions and it is 

found during the computation that the barycenter of the packed goods is 584mm high. The 

computation for the state angles is as follows: 

(a) Bottom-angle drop state: the bottom angle of outer drum touches the ground, the 

connecting line between the barycenter and the bottom angle is perpendicular to the target 

surface and the included angle between the side face and target surface is 51° (Fig. 2.7-2 

Diagram for Bottom-angle Drop). 

 

(b) Vertex-angle drop state: the vertex angle of outer drum touches the ground, the 

connecting line between the barycenter and the vertex angle is perpendicular to the target 

surface, and the included angle between the side face and the target surface is 53° (Fig. 2.7-3 

Diagram for Vertex-angle Drop). 
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(c) Bottom-surface drop state: the bottom surface of the outer drum touches the ground 

and the bottom surface is parallel to the target surface. 

(d) Top-surface drop state: the top surface of outer drum touches the ground and the top 

surface is parallel to the target surface. 

(e) Side-face drop state: the side face of outer drum touches the ground and the side face is 

parallel to the target surface. 
 

 

Fig. 2.7-2 Diagram for Bottom-angle Drop Fig. 2.7-3 Diagram for Vertex-angle Drop 
 

2.7.1.1.1 Bottom-angle drop 

The maximum Tresca stress for the bottom-angle drop of the packed goods is 318MPa (Fig. 

2.7-4(a)), which happens at the outer base plate of the jacketing container, which contacts with 

the rigid surface, and the maximum strain generated is 0.754 (Fig. 2.7-4(b)). It can be obviously 

seen from Fig. 2.7-4(a) that the bottom angle of the base plate outside the jacketing container of 

the packed goods has been crimped obviously. This time, the maximum stress on the inner hull 

of the source container is 32MPa (Fig. 2.7-4(a)), and the maximum deformation at the impact 

point of the jacketing container is 37.1mm (Fig. 2.7-4(c)). The bolt stress is 161MPa (Fig. 2.7-

4(d)). The maximum Tresca stress of the housing is 22MPa (Fig. 2.7-4(e). 
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Fig. 2.7-4(a) Stress Pattern for Packed Goods in Bottom-angle Drop 

 

Fig. 2.7-4(b) Diagram for Strain of Packed Goods in Bottom-angle Drop 
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Fig. 2.7-4(c) Maximum Deformation at Impact Point of Jacketing Container in 

Bottom-angle Drop  

 
 

Fig. 2.7-4(d) Bolt Stress in Bottom-angle Drop 
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Fig. 2.7-4(e) Tresca Stress Cloud Chart for Housing in Bottom-Angle Drop  

 
2.7.1.1.2 Vertex-angle drop 

The maximum stress for vertex angle drop of the packed goods is 510MPa(2.7-5(a)), which 

happens at the vertex angle of the jacketing container upper cover, which contacts with the rigid 

surface, and the maximum strain generated is 0.71 (Fig. 2.7-5(b)). It can be obviously seen form 

Fig. 2.7-5(a) that the vertex angle of the packed goods is obviously crimped, but the maximum 

stress on the inner hull of the source container is 42MPa. The maximum deformation in the 

vertex-angle drop of the packed goods is 45.9mm (Fig. 2.7-5(c)). Maximum stress of 2 bolts is 

688MPa (Fig. 2.7-5(d)), which exceeds the yield strength of material, so that the bolt may fail. 

The maximum stress for the housing is 13.1MPa (Fig. 2.7-5(e). 
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Fig. 2.7-5(a) Stress Pattern for Packed Goods in Vertex-Angle Drop 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-5(b) Diagram for Strain of Packed Goods in Vertex-Angle Drop 
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Fig. 2.7-5(c) Diagram for Deformation at Impact Joint of Jacketing Container in 

Vertex-Angle Drop 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-5(d) Stress Pattern for Bolt in Vertex-Angle Drop 
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Fig. 2.7-5(e) Tresca Stress Cloud Chart for Housing in Vertex-Angle 

Drop 

2.7.1.1.3 Bottom-surface drop 

The maximum stress for the bottom-surface drop of the container is 232MPa (Fig. 

2.7-6(a)), which happens on the outer hull of the jacketing container, and the maximum 

strain generated is 0.0635 (see Fig. 2.7-6(b). From Fig. 2.7-6(a), it can be obviously seen 

for the stress distribution on all the parts of the packed goods, of which the maximum 

stress of the inner hull of the source container is 115MPa. The maximum deformation at 

the impact point of the jacketing container is 5.92mm (Fig. 2.7-6(c)). The maximum 

stress of bolt is 118 MPa, as shown in (Fig. 2.7-6(d)). The maximum stress of housing is 

117 MPa, as shown in (Fig. 2.7-6(e)). 
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Fig. 2.7-6(a) Stress Pattern for Packed Goods in Bottom-surface Drop  

 
 

Fig. 2.7-6(b) Diagram for Strain of Packed Goods in Bottom-Surface 

Drop  
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Fig. 2.7-6(c) Deformation at Impact Point of Jacketing Container in Bottom-
Surface Drop 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-6(d) Stress Pattern for Bolts of Packed Goods in Bottom-surface Drop 
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Fig. 2.7-6(e) Tresca Stress Cloud Chart for Housing in Bottom-surface Drop 

 

2.7.1.1.4 Top-surface drop 

The maximum stress on the container in the top-surface drop is 745MPa (Fig. 2.7-7(a)), 

which happens in the bolt extrusion area of the upper cover plate, and the maximum strain 

generated is 0.46 (Fig. 2.7-7(b)). Form Fig. 2.7-7(a), it can be obviously seen for the stress 

distribution on all parts of the packed goods, of which the maximum stress of the inner hull of 

the source container is 100MPa.. The maximum deformation at the impact point of the packed 

goods in the top-surface drop is 5.29mm (Fig. 2.7-7(c)). The bolt stress distribution is shown in 

Fig. 2.2-7(d), the maximum is about 650MPa, which far exceeds the yield point of material, so 

that the bolt may fail. The maximum stress of the housing is 32.2MPa, as shown in Fig. 2.2-7(e). 
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Fig. 2.7-7(a) Stress Pattern for Packed Goods in Top-Surface Drop 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-7(b) Diagram for Strain of Packed Goods in Top-Surface Drop 
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Fig. 2.7-7(c) Deformation at Impact Point of Jacketing Container in Top-

Surface Drop 

 

 

Fig. 2.2-8(d) Stress Pattern for Bolts in Top-Surface Drop 
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Fig. 2.2-7(e) Tresca Stress Cloud Chart for Housing in Bottom-Surface Drop  
 

2.7.1.1.5 Side-face drop 

The maximum stress to the side-face drop of the container is 340MPa (Fig. 2.7-8(a)). When 

the maximum stress is applied on the stiffening ring contacting with the rigid surface, the 

maximum strain generated is 0.27 (Fig. 2.7-8(b)). From Fig. 2.7-7(a), it can be obvious to see 

the stress distribution on all parts of the packed goods, of which the maximum stress on the inner 

hull of the source container is 68MPa. The maximum strain at the impact point of the packing 

goods at the side face is 7.45mm (Fig. 2.7-8(c)). The maximum stress of the bolt is 194MPa, Fig. 

2.7-8(d). and the maximum stress on the housing is 27.2MPa, Fig. 2.7-8(e). 
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Fig. 2.7-8(a) Stress Pattern for Side-face Packing Goods  

 
 

Fig. 2.7-8(b) Diagram for Strain of Packed Goods in Side-face Drop 
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Fig. 2.7-8(c) Strain of Jacketing Container at Impact Point in Side-face Drop 

 

 

Fig. 2.2-8(d) Stress Pattern for Bolts in Side-face Drop 
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Fig. 2.7-8(e) Tresca Stress Cloud Chart for Housing in Bottom-surface Drop 
 

2.7.1.1.6 Computation summary 

From Table 2.7-1 and Table 2.7-2, it can be seen that the packed goods drop freely from a 

9m height. Among five states, the state subject to maximum stress (except for stress concentration) 

is the drop of the vertex angle, followed by the drop of the bottom angle. The state with maximum 

stain (with the most serious damage) is the drop of the bottom angle, followed by the drop of the 

vertex angle, and the state of the shielding source inner hull, subject to maximum stress, is the 

bottom-surface drop. 

It can be seen from Table 2.7-1 that, when the packed goods drop freely from a 9m height, 

the safety margin of the shield source inner hull and the housing are positive for five drop states. 

Among five drop states of the jacketing container, the bottom-angle, top-surface and vertex-

angle drops have minimum safety margin, the top-surface and vertex-angle drops even see 

negative values (but the numerical value is very small), and the top-surface drop has the minimum 

safety margin, because a greater stress occurs due to stress concentration at the extruding position 

of the upper cover plate, which does not represent its true stress. So, in five states, the vertex-

angle drop has the minimum safety margin and the most serious damage. 

Although the bottom-angle, top-surface and vertex-angle drops have lower safety margin, 

only the outer drum of the jacketing container has a lower safety margin, but the inner hull of the 

shielding source container has positive safety margin. Moreover, its numerical value is very high. 
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The packed goods can keep the containment and the shielding in good condition, simultaneously 

maintain small strain in thermal-insulating layer of the jacketing container and achieve thermal-

insulating effect during the heat-resisting test. 

For the bolts of the jacketing container, 1~2 bolts have negative safety margin during the 

vertex-angle and top-surface drop, which is possibly caused by fracture. The safety margin of 

other dropping states is positive. 

It can be seen from the above calculation result that the packed goods can have the 

containment and shielding capabilities in the 9m free drop test I. 

Table 2.7-1 Comparison of Computation Results and Permissible Stresses of 9m 

Free Drop 

 
Drop state Dangerous components Pm+Pb(MPa) ε 

 
Bottom-
angle drop 

External base plate of the 
jacketing container contacting 
with the rigid surface 

 
- 

 
0.754 

 
- 

 
-0.61 

Inner hull of the shielding 
source container 

32 - +14.41 - 

Housing 22 - +21.4 - 

 
Bottom-
surface drop 

Outer drum of the jacketing 
container contacting with the 
rigid surface 

 
- 

 
0.0635 

 
- 

 
+3.56 

Inner hull of the shielding 
source container 

115 - +3.28 - 

Housing 117 - +3.2 - 

 
Vertex-angle 
drop 

Upper cover plate of the 
jacketing container contacting 
with the rigid surface 

 
- 

 
0.71 

 
- 

 
-0.59 

Inner hull of the shielding 
source container 

42 - +10.74 - 

Housing 13.1 - 36.6 - 

Top-surface 
drop 

Upper cover of the jacketing 
container 

- 0.46 - -0.37 
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Inner hull of the shielding 
source container  

100 - +3.93 - 

Housing 32.2 - +14.3 - 

 
Side-face 
drop 

Weld on outer hull of the 
jacketing container 

 
- 

 
0.27 

 
- 

 
+0.07 

Inner hull of the shielding 
source container 

68 - +6.25 - 

Drop state  
Dangerous components 

 
Pm+Pb(MPa) 

 
ε 

 
  

 Housing  27.2 - 17.1 - 

 
 

Table 2.7-2 Computation Results of 9m Free Drop 
 

 
Drop state Maximum stress and relevant position Maximum 

strain 
Maximum 

deformation 
(mm) 

Maximum stress of the 
inner hull of the source 

container (MPa) Components Stress 
(MPa) 

Bottom-angle 
drop 

Lower base plate of jacketing 
container  

318 0.754 37.1 32 

Bottom-surface 
drop 

Outer drum of jacketing 
container  

232 0.0635 5.92 115 

Vertex-angle 
drop 

Upper cover of jacketing 
container  

510 0.71 45.9 42 

Top-surface 
drop 

Upper cover of jacketing 
container  

745 0.46 5.29 100 

 
Side-face drop 

Stiffening ring of outer hull of 
the jacketing container 

 
340 

 
0.27 

 
7.45 

 
68 

 

2.7.1.2 Test of the free drop test I 

By comparing and theoretically analyzing the results of vertex-angle, bottom-angle, top-

surface, bottom-surface and side-face drops, the vertex-angle drop causes maximum deformation 

to the packed goods, followed by the bottom-angle drop. According to the structure and 

computation model of the packed goods, it is comprehensively considered that the upper cover 

and joints of the jacketing container are relatively weak structures and the fracture may occur for 
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1~2 bolts. The vertex-angle drop can better reflect the maximum breakdown caused by the free 

drop test to the packed goods. Therefore, the drop state of the packed goods is determined as the 

vertex-angle drop, saying: the vertex angle of the outer drum of the packed goods touches the 

ground, the connecting line of the barycenter and the vertex angle is perpendicular to the target 

surface, and the included angle between the side face of the outer drum and the target surface is 

53° (Fig. 2.7-3). 

2.7.1.2.1 Test facilities 

The same as Section 2.6.6.2.1. 

2.7.1.2.2 Mechanical testing system 

The same as Section 2.6.6.2.2. 
 

2.7.1.2.3 The strain measurement positions 

The strain measurement positions are respectively located on the surfaces of the jacketing 

container and the surface of the source container, as shown in Fig. 2.6-7(a) and Fig. 2.6-7(b). The 

three-way 45° stain sensors are arranged at each measuring point to respectively measure the 

strains at this position.  

Because the source container crushed the signal transmission line on the stain sensor in the 

process of dropping during measurement, the impact stress and strain of the source container are 

not measured out. 
 

2.7.1.2.4 Experimental result and analysis 

1) Stress and strain measurement results and analysis 

During the free drop test I, the strain of the jacketing container is measured as time goes by, 

the maximum stain on X axis (radial) is -643με, that on Y axis (axial) is 538με, and that of 45° 

direction (XY plane) is 1138με. Major stress of each measuring point is obtained by calculating 

the strain rosette. The time variation curve of the major stress at each measuring point is shown in 

Appendix 2, and the maximum value is indicated in Table 2.7-3. The measured values at the 4#, 

5#m 6# and 8# measuring points of the bump point in the jacketing container is smaller than the 

yield stress of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel σ0.2=205MPa, and the measured 

value of the 7# measuring point is greater than the yield stress of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

stainless steel σ0.2=205MPa, but smaller than the tensile strength stress of the 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 
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06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel σb=520 MPa. Except for the bolt, the permissible stress of the 

container design under the accident conditions is limited to the primary membrane plus the 

primary bending stress intensity Pm＋Pb≤3.6 S m=3.6×137 MPa=493.2 MPa. The measured 

results show that: the measured values at the 4#, 5#, 6#, 7# and 8# measuring points away from 

the bump point on the jacketing container are smaller than the permissible stress limits of the 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. 

Table 2.7-3  Maximum Value of Measured Major Container  
Stress during Free Drop Test I /MPa 

 
Point No. Major stress σ1 Major stress σ2 Equivalent stress σr Computed equivalent 

stress 
4 -10 -73 68 45 
5 -20 -95 86 95 
6 120 -65 162 191 
7 224 -190 358 135 
8 62 -196 233 180 

 
2) Stain measurement and overhaul inspection results & analysis 

One bolt at the drop impact point of the jacketing container is broken, and the top surface of 

another bolt closers to the impact point is impacted into an inclined face. The middle part of the 

top cover of the jacketing container bends upwardly and there are two bending joints (between 

two bolts), of which the maximum joint is 2cm, and about 20cm long; the rotating shaft of the top 

cover is curved; the inner face of the upper cover of the jacketing container is sagging sunken 

outward by 25mm, and the diameter of the sunken area is about 55cm; there are two obvious 

impact points on the inner surface of the upper cover, which are caused by the lug of the source 

container. One top-cover lifting handle closest to the impact point is bent. The locating pin rips up 

the upper end face of the cylinder and gets away from the alignment hole. The impact position of 

the jacketing container is depressed inwardly with the depth of about 5cm and the area of about 

20cm×20cm; there is seaminess on the external surface of the impact point, which is not obvious 

or serious with the length shorter than 4cm and the width shorter than 0.1mm; the inside diameter 

of the jacketing container from the impact point to the opposite side is changed to 635mm, and 

the 90° inside diameter is 665mm; the weld between the interior wall and the upper seal face of 

the jacketing container cracks at the impact point, with the crack 63cm long and 1.5cm wide; the 

impact points on the drum of the jacketing container is inclined inwardly for maximum 1cm. 

Damping sole timber: 6 damping sole timbers lined in the container crack completely. 

Source container: 4 bolts on the upper cover of the source container get loose and can be 
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turned by hand but does not fail; there is not any damage on the outer surface of the source 

container; the lead plug is in good condition and moves in and out freely; the locating pin of the 

lead plug is skew outwardly with the maximum extent of 1mm. 

Fig. 2.7-9 shows the packed goods during the drop test; .Fig. 2.7-10 shows the packed goods 

after the drop; .Fig. 2.7-11 shows the split sole timber. Fig. 2.7-12 shows the cracked interior wall 

of the jacketing container after the test. 
 

 

Fig. 2.7-9 shows the packed goods during the drop test. 

 

Fig. 2.7-10 shows the packed goods after the drop test. 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-11 Split sole timber 
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Fig. 2.7-12 Cracked interior wall of jacketing container after the test 

2.7.1.3 Comparison between theoretical computation and test results and the specification 

Theoretically-computed deformation of the packed goods at the impact point is 4.59cm, 

while the actually-measured deformation after the test is about 5cm, both of which are 

substantially equal. 

Theoretically-computed equivalent stress at each measuring point on the surface of the 

jacketing container of the packed goods is substantially in the same variation trend and magnitude 

as the actually measured value. 

After the test, one bolt at the drop impact point of the jacketing container fractures, which is 

in line with theoretically-calculated results. 

Theoretically-calculated results and experimental results indicate that the packed goods after 

the test can still have the containment and shielding capabilities and meet the requirements of the 

“specification”. 

2.7.2 Breakdown 

The “Specification” specifies that the packed goods drop onto a rod securely fixed on the 

target, the distance from the predicted impact point on the specimen to the upper surface of the 

rod is 1m, and the rod is a solid low carbon steel bar with the length of 30cm and the diameter of 

15cm. it is required that the specimen is subject to maximum damage. 

2.7.2.1  Breakdown (Free drop test II) analog computation 

The materials for all external surfaces of the jacketing container are identically 1Cr18Ni9Ti 

or 06Cr18Ni11Ti steel plates, of which the thicknesses are quite close. So, the positions near the 

centers of the upper cover plate, external base plate and external cylinder wall are selected as the 
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impact points during the test. According to IAEA TS-G-1.1(ST-2), maximum damage may be 

caused when the packed goods drop onto the penetration rod in the inclined angle of 20° - 30°. So, 

it is supposed that the packed goods drop onto the penetration rod in the angle of 25°, with the 

dropping state as shown in Fig. 2.7-13. The distance from the side-face impact point to the bottom 

edge of the container is 596mm, that from the bottom-surface impact point to the bottom edge of 

the container is 438.5mm, and that from the top-surface impact point to the bottom edge of the 

container is 450.5mm. The ANSYS LS-DYNA PREPOSTANSYSLS-DYNA, the finite element 

software, is adopted for computation, and the definition, grid division and material parameters of 

the software are the same as the analog computation of the free drop test I. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.7-13 Three Drop States for Breakdown Analog Computation 
 

2.7.2.1.1 Side-face breakdown 

The equivalent stress pattern for the packed goods during the side-face breakdown test (Free 
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drop test II) is shown in Fig. 2.7-14(a) and the equivalent strain calculation results of the packed 

goods are shown in Fig. 2.7-14(b). According to the calculation results of Fig. 2.7-14(a), the 

maximum Tresca stress on the packed goods is 492MPa. The maximum Tresca stress of the 

housing is 19.5MPa. From the calculation results of Fig. 2.7-14(b), maximum strain occurs at the 

contact part of the packed goods and the breakdown rod, forming a depression, where the 

maximum strain of the packed goods is 0.233, but it is not penetrated. Moreover, the strain at 

other positions of the packed goods is relatively small, saying that other parts of the packed goods 

are substantially intact. 
 

 

Fig. 2.7-14(a) Equivalent Stress Pattern for Breakdown Packed Goods from Side 
Face 
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Fig. 2.7-14(b) Diagram for Equivalent Strain of Breakdown Packed Goods from 
Side Face 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-14(c) Tresca Stress Pattern for Breakdown Housing from Side Face 
 

2.7.2.1.2 Bottom-surface breakdown 

The equivalent stress pattern for the packed goods during the bottom-surface breakdown test 

(Free drop test II) is shown in Fig. 2.7-15(a). It can be seen from the pattern that the maximum 
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Tresca stress on the packed goods is 467MPa. Fig. 2.7-15(b) shows the calculation results of the 

equivalent strain of the packed goods. Therefore, the maximum strain occurs at the contact area 

between the packed goods and the breakdown rod, forming a depression, and the maximum strain 

of the packed goods is 0.483, which means that the external base plate of the packed goods is 

penetrated, but the strain there is only limited to the minimum area in the top edges of the 

breakdown rod, so that the integral protection for the packed goods is maintained. The maximum 

elastic deformation at the impact point is 22mm and the final deformation is 17.1mm. The 

maximum Tresca stress of the housing is 12.2MPa. 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-15(a) Equivalent Stress Pattern for Breakdown Packed Goods from Bottom 
Surface  
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Fig. 2.7-15(b) Diagram for Equivalent Strain of Breakdown Packed Goods from 
Bottom Surface 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.7-15(c) Diagram for Deformation at Bottom Impact Point in Bottom Surface 
Breakdown 
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Fig. 2.7-15(d) Tresca Equivalent Stress Pattern for Breakdown Housing from Bottom 
Surface 

2.7.2.1.3 Top-surface breakdown 

The equivalent stress pattern for the packed goods during the top-surface breakdown test 

(Free drop test II) is shown in Fig. 2.7-16(a), and the calculation results of the equivalent strain 

for the packed goods is shown in Fig. 2.7-16(b). According to the calculation results of both 

figures, it can be seen that the maximum equivalent stress on the packed goods is 555MPa, and 

maximum strain occurs at the contact area between the packed goods and the breakdown rod, 

forming a depression, and the maximum strain of the packed goods is 0.66, which indicates the 

partial breakdown state with small range. The strain at other positions of the packed goods is 

relatively small, so that the integral protection of the packed goods is still valid. Maximum Tresca 

stress of the housing is 19.5MPa. 
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Fig. 2.7-16(a) Equivalent Stress Pattern for Breakdown Packed Goods from Top 

Surface 
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Fig. 2.7-16(b) Equivalent Strain Diagram for Breakdown  

Packed Goods from Top Surface 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.7-16(c) Tresca Stress Pattern for Breakdown Housing from Top Surface 

2.7.2.1.4 Breakdown computation conclusion 

Analysis shows on the analog calculation results of three conditions - side face breakdown, 

top-surface breakdown and bottom-surface breakdown that the worst condition is found in the 

top-surface drop, followed by the bottom-surface drop. Although slight penetration is found on 

the outer drum of the jacketing container under the bottom-surface breakdown condition, the 

strain on other parts of the packed goods is relatively small, so that the integral protection of the 

packed goods is still valid. So, it does not produce obvious effect on the source container, which 

can still have the shielding and containment efficiency. 
 

2.7.2.2  Breakdown test (Free drop test II) 

The drop state of the packed goods is the bottom-surface drop, saying: the bottom surface 

of the outer drum of the packed goods touches the target, the distance from the bottom-surface 

impact surface to the bottom edge of the container is 438.5mm, and the included angle between 

the outer drum bottom surface and the target surface is 25° (Fig. 2.7-17). 
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Fig. 2.7-17 Drop State 

2.7.2.2.1 Test facilities 

The same as Section 2.6.6.2.1. 
 

2.7.2.2.2 Mechanical test system: the same as Section 2.6.6.2.2. 

2.7.2.2.3 Strain measuring position 

The strain measuring positions are respectively located on the jacketing container, as shown 

in Fig. 2.6-7(b). The three-way 45° strain sensor is arranged at each measuring point to 

respectively measure the strain at this position. 

2.7.2.2.4 Experimental results and analysis 

1) Stress measuring results and analysis 

During the free drop test II, the strain variation along the time is measured for the jacketing 

container, the maximum strain of the X-axis (radial) is 293με, that of the Y-axis (axial) is -201με, 

and the 45° (XY plane) maximum strain is -339με, of which the measured values are smaller 

than the strain 995με at the yield point of the 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. 

The strain rosette is calculated to obtain major strain and stress at each measuring point. 

The time variation curve of the major stress at each measuring point is shown in Appendix 3, 

and the maximum values are shown in Table 2.7-4. Among the measured values, the measured 

values at the measuring points 4#, 5#, 6#, 7# and 8# from the impact point on the jacketing 

25 Degree 
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container is smaller than the yield stress σ0.2=205MPa of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

stainless steel. Except for the bolt, the permissible stress of the container design under the 

accident conditions is limited to the primary membrane plus the primary bending stress intensity 

Pm＋Pb≤3.6 S m=3.6×137MPa=493.2MPa. The measured results indicate: the measured values 

at the measuring points 4#, 5#, 6#, 7# and 8# from the impact point on the jacketing container 

are smaller than the permissible stress limits of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. 

After the free drop test II, each measuring point of the jacketing container and the attached 

materials are still effective. 

Table 2.7-4 Maximum Value of Container Major Stress Measured during Free Drop Test II 
/MPa 

 
Point No. Major stress σ1 Major stress σ2 Equivalent stress σr 

4 -2 -52 51.0 
5 -29 -76 76 
6 67 -20 78.9 
7 1 -82 82.5 
8 -24 -55 47.8 

2) Stain measurement and overhaul inspection results & analysis 

Jacketing container: a subtriangular pit with the depth of about 2~3cm and the area of 

10cm×10cm is impacted on the bottom of the jacketing container; a large-area inward 

depression around the impact point at the bottom of the jacketing container covers the area of 

about 30cm×30cm; the inner surface of the jacketing surface relative to the impact target point 

should be flat and free of deformation. 

Damping sole timber: 6 damping sole timbers lined in the container crack completely. 

Source container: four bolts on the upper cover of the source container get loose and can be 

turned by hand but do not fail; there is not any damage on the outer surface of the source 

container; the lead plug is in good condition and moves in and out freely. 

Fig. 2.7-18 shows the state before the drop test. Fig. 2.7-19 shows the packed goods after 

the drop test. Fig. 2.7-20 shows the state after the container impact target point is impacted. Fig. 

2.7-21 shows the guard walls of the cracked target stand. Fig. 2.7-22 shows the cracked sole 

timber. Fig. 2.7-23 shows the interior wall of the jacketing container after the test. Fig. 2.7-24 

shows the source container after the test. 
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Fig. 2.7-18 shows the state before drop test. 

 

Fig. 2.7-19 shows the packed goods after drop test. 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-20 shows the state after the target point is impacted. 

 

Fig. 2.7-21 Cracked Walls of Target Stand 
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Fig. 2.7-22 Split sole timber 

 

Fig. 2.7-23 Cracked interior wall of jacketing container after the test 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-24 Source Container after the Test 

2.7.2.3 Comparison between theoretical computation and test results and the specification 

According to theoretical computation and analysis, the maximum equivalent stress on the 

packed goods in the bottom-surface drop breakdown test is 467MPa, and the maximum strain of 

the packed goods is 0.483. Under the bottom-surface breakdown condition, slight penetration 

occurs at the contact area between the outer drum of the jacketing container and the ambient area 

of the breakdown rod, but the strain at other positions of the packed goods is relatively small, so 
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that the integral protection for the packed goods is valid as well. After the test, it is checked that 

a subtriangular pit with the depth of about 2~3cm and the area of 10cm×10cm is impacted on the 

bottom of the jacketing container, but is not penetrated. So, the source container is not directly 

impacted during the breakdown test. 

After the test, the inward depression 2~3cm is formed at the impact point of the packed 

goods. According to theoretical computation, the maximum elastic deformation is 22mm and 

final deformation is 17.1mm, both of which are substantially identical. 

The calculated and experimental results indicate that the packed goods after the test still 

have the containment and shielding capabilities and meet the requirements of the “specification”. 

2.7.3 Heat test  

2.7.3.1 Stress computation 

The calculation conditions for the heat test of the packed goods are that a 390W heat source 

is loaded in the center of the packed goods (the loaded 60Co source disintegration heat is 390W), 

and the ambient temperature is 38 . When thermal equilibrium is achieved, 800  is applied on ℃ ℃

the surface of the external jacketing container for 30 Min, and then it is cooled down under the 

ambient temperature 38 .℃  

The software adopted for computation of the heat test of the packed goods is ABAQUS6.11. 

The computation process is divided into three parts: 

1 Under the solarization with ambient temperature 38 , the transport container is ℃

under the state of thermal equilibrium; 

2 The transport container is exposed under the 800  thermal enviro℃ nment for 30min, 

when the temperature and stress of the transport container reach the maximum values;  

3 The transport container is cooled for 10h under the ambient temperature 38  and ℃

solarization. 

During the computation, it is supposed that the transport container is placed in the air for 

convection and calorific radiation with the air, the contact between components is defined as 

ideal contact, and there is no expenditure of energy and no convection between internal and 

external air of the container. The model is an integral one established and the DC3D8 unit is 

adopted in thermodynamic computation; the C3D8R unit is adopted in thermal stress 
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computation; in the model, the used number of unit is 180014 and total number of nodes is 

258587; 

Fig. 2.7-25(a), Fig. 2.7-25(b) and Fig. 2.7-25(c) are the temperature-time variation curves 

for the most inside layer of the lead layer, the inner hull and the outer hull. The heated lead layer 

can reach the maximum temperature 246.9 . The inner hull of the source contain℃ er can reach 

the maximum temperature 245.6 . and the outer hull of the source container can reach the ℃

maximum temperature 298 .℃  
 

 

Fig. 2.7-25(a) Temperature-Time Variation Curve for Lead Layer of Source 

Container 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-25(b) Temperature-Time Variation Curve for Inner Hull of Source 

Container 
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Fig. 2.7-25(c) Temperature-Time Variation Curve for Outer hull of Source 

Container 

Through the computation, it is known that the maximum stress on the leader layer of the 

packed goods is 6.8MPa. The maximum stress on the outer hull of the source container is 

244.4MPa. The stress cloud chart under the heat-resisting test (heated for 30 Min) is shown in 

Fig. 2.7-26. 

 

 

Fig. 2.7-26 Stress Cloud Chart in Heat-resisting Test (heated for 30 Min) 
2.7.3.2 Non-uniform thermal expansion 

 When the stress computation is done with the software ABAQUS6.11, the non-uniform 

thermal expansion of the packed goods has been taken into consideration. 

2.7.3.3 Comparison with permissible stress 

Thermal stress of dangerous components is shown in Table 2.7-5. The safety margin of the 
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dangerous components is positive, meets the requirement for stress intensity calibration and can 

maintain good containment and shielding performances. So, during the accident, it can also meet 

the requirement for stress intensity calibration and keep good containment and shielding 

properties. 

Table 2.7-5 Thermal Stress and Safety Assessment 

 
Name of component Maximum calculated value  Sm(MPa) Assessment standard 

Inner hull of source 
container 

Thermal stress  
165MPa 

 
114 

Outer hull of source 
container 

Thermal stress  
244.4MPa 

 
114 

Lead plug  Thermal stress  
247.2MPa 

 
114 

 
 

After the packed goods have been tested under the accident condition, the source container 

is not obviously deformed and the inner sealing cover is in good condition and can effectively 

seal the special KTM-04 transport container in the source container. 

2.7.4 Water immersion test  

The radioactive activity of the contents in the packed goods is 60Co, not exceeding 925TBq. 

It is smaller than 105A2. According to the requirements of the “specification”, it can endure the 

15m-deep water immersion or 150kPa hydraulic tests for at least 8h and can keep preferable 

containment and shielding performances. 

2.7.4.1 Stress computation 

Instruction for analog computation of water immersion test: 

  The software adopted for computation includes ANSYS preprocessing and 

postprocessing modules in ANSYS10.0. 

  Definition: Contact between parts is defined as the ideal contact, without energy loss. 

  Model simplification of the packed goods: Before the analog computation for the 

model, remove or simplify the parts having a slight influence on the computation result. The 

simplified parts for the computation model consist of the lugs of the jacketing container and 

shielding container and the chamfers of all parts. 
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  Unit descriptions: The whole computation is divided into two parts, the mechanical 

unit is SOLID70, and the structural computation unit is SOLID45. 

  Meshing: The hexahedron-based meshing, which is of high accuracy and contains 

few units, is mainly adopted. The number of units for the stacking computation is 50303, and the 

number of nodes is 56453.  

  Loading: The 390W source of heat is loaded into the packed goods under ambient 

temperature 38 , and then about 150KPa is loaded onto the external surface of℃  the packed 

goods. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.7-27(a) Stress Pattern for Outer Hull of Shielding Source  
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Fig. 2.7-27(b) Stress Pattern for Outer Hull of Shielding Source  
The computation in the 150kPa hydraulic test for the packed goods shows that the maximum 

stress to the packed goods is 79.7MPa (See Fig. 2.7-27(a)), occurring in the welding seam 

between outer hulls of the source container. The maximum stress to the lead layer outer hull of 

the source container is 79.7MPa (See Fig. 2.7-27(b)) as well.  
 

2.7.4.2  Comparison of permissible stress  

See Table 2.7-6 for the stress to the dangerous components of the packed goods in the 

immersion test. The safety margin of dangerous components is positive, meeting the check 

requirement for stress intensity and keeping the containment and shielding intact. Therefore, the 

check requirement for stress intensity can be met and the containment and shielding can be kept 

intact in the 8 Hr150kPa hydraulic test. 

 
Table 2.7-6 Evaluation for Stress and Safety 

 
Dangerous components Sm(MPa) Q(MPa) 

 
Outer hull of jacketing 
container 

137 79.7 5.19 
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Welding seam of outer 
hull of the jacketing 

container 

 
137 

 
79.7 

 
5.19 

 

2.7.5 Summary for damages  

After the tests for the packed goods are carried out under the normal and accident conditions, 

the stiffening ring 5cm away from the bottom surface of the jacketing container plumps up about 

1cm, which is about 40cm long circumferentially and about 5~8cm wide; the impact point of 

bottom surface depresses about 2cm, which is about 20cm long circumferentially and about 4cm 

wide; the impact point near the bottom surface plumps up about 3cm, which is in the area of 

about 20×20cm2. The angle impacted on the top of outer jacketing container depresses about 5cm, 

which is in the area of about 20cm×20cm. A connecting bolt between the outer jacketing 

container and top cover splits; the middle part of the top cover bends upward; there are two 

bending gaps (between two bolts), which are 2cm wide and about 20cm long; there is seaminess 

on the external surface of the impact point, which is not obvious or serious with the length shorter 

than 4cm and the width shorter than 0.1mm; the welding seam between the interior wall of the 

jacketing container at the impact point and the upper cover surface splits for 63cm long and 

1.5cm wide; the inside of upper cover of the jacketing container depresses outward for 25mm, 

with the diameter of about 55cm; a subtriangular pit is impacted at the bottom of jacketing 

container with the depth of about 2~3cm and the area of about 10cm×10cm; and a large area 

surrounding the impact target point at the bottom of jacketing container depresses for about 

30cm×30cm. 6 damping sole timbers in the container crack completely.  

4 bolts on the upper cover of the source container get loose and can be turned by hand but 

does not fail; there is not any damage on the outer surface of the source container; the lead plug is 

in good condition and moves in and out freely; the locating pin of the lead plug is skew outwardly 

with the maximum extent of 1mm.  

Therefore, after the normal and accident tests, the shielding and containment of the packed 

goods are still effective. 
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2.8 Special form 

2.8.1 Requirement for the special radioactive substance in 

GB11806 

The requirements for the special radioactive substance in the Specification are set below: 
 

(1) The special radioactive substance must have a dimension at least no less than 5MM. 

(2) The special radioactive substance must have such a property or in such a design that 

the following requirements are met when it undergoes the test specified in Article 8.3: 

a) It will not break or crack when involved in the specified impact, bump and bend tests; 

b) It will not melt or diffuse when subject to the specified heat-resisting test; 

c) The water-borne radioactivity generated by the specified lixiviation test will not 

exceed 2kBq; or as far as the hermetic seal source is concerned, the leakage rate cannot exceed 

the applicable acceptance threshold recognized by the competent authority, when the volume 

leakage evaluation test specified in the ISO 9978 Radiation Protection -Sealed Source -Leak Test 

Method of the International Organization for Standardization. 

The tests for the special radioactive substance specified in the “Specification” consist of 4: 

shock test, impact test and deflection test (only applicable to long and thin sources with a 

minimum length of 10CM and the ratio between length and minimal width of no less than 10) and 

heat-resisting test. 

As for the lixiviation and volume leakage evaluation methods, any test specified in GB15849 

Sealed Radioactive Sources Leakage Test Methods, can be adopted for the hermetic seal source as 

per the “Specification”. 

2.8.2 Characteristics of KTM-04 transport jacket (60Co target) 

The KTM-04 serial transport jacket loaded in the SY-I (A) packed goods is a special 

radioactive substance. The KTM-04 transport jacket has been provided with Russia’s Special 

Radioactive Material Approval Certificate (RUS/6025/S–96).  

The KTM-04 serial transport jacket designed for and loaded in the packed goods accords 

with the specifications and requirements for special radioactive substances in these Russian 
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national standards: P50629-93 General Technical Provisions and Test Methods for the Special 

Radioactive Materials (НП-053-04), Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material 

(Vienna, International Energy Agency, revised in 1996), TS-R-1(ST-1, International Atomic 

Energy Agency, revised in 2000). The requirement for special substances GB11806 is identical to 

that in TS-R-1 and applies to the special radioactive substance. 

So, the KTM-04 transport jacket (60Co-sourced target) can meet the test requirements for 

special radioactive substances.  
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3 Thermal evaluation 

In this chapter, thermotechnical design characteristics of the packed goods, by the software 

ABAQUS6.11, are mainly introduced; the temperature distribution of the SY-I (A) packed goods 

respectively undergoes analog computation under the normal condition, with and without 

solarization; and the temperature and thermal stress distributions of SY-I packed goods are 

calculated under the hypothetical accident condition. The temperature distribution of the SY-I 

packed goods is measured in the heat-resisting test, and thermal test result can be applied to the 

heat-resisting test evaluation for the SY-I (A) packed goods. 
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3.1 Descriptions on thermotechnical design 

3.1.1 Design characteristics 

The detailed structural features of the packed goods are shown in Section 2.1, Chapter 2. 

The packed goods are mainly consisted of the source container and jacketing container. The 

source container is composed of the body, lead plug and housing. 

The source container for the packed goods is a steel-lead-steel structure, in which the 

shielding function for the packed goods is realized by use of the steelwork materials of the inner 

and outer hulls and the lead protection layer filled in the middle, and thermal insulation function 

for the packed goods by use of the alumina silicate fiber blanket between the housings of the 

inner and outer cavities of the jacketing container.  

The housing is a 06Cr19Ni10 (original grade: 0Cr18Ni9) stainless steel drum. In the source 

container, the housing of the inner and outer cavity is of 10mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, and the shielding material lead is filled between the inner and outer 

hulls with a protection thickness of 220mm. The upper board of lead plug is of 36mm-thick 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, and its lower board of 16mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel; the 6mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel is set 

in the surrounding areas, and the shielding material lead is filled in the middle with a protection 

thickness of 210mm. 

In the jacketing container, the inner and outer cavity housing is of 8mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, the wooden layer between the inner and outer hulls is 74.5mm thick, 

and the alumina silicate fiber blanket is 15mm thick. The upper board is of 14mm-thick 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, and the lower board of 24mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel. The source container is encased in the jacketing container. 

A M20 lifting eye screw made of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel is set on the 

lead plug, to lift the lead plug. The lifting eye is screwed into the lead plug for use and out after 

use. 

Two lifting lugs (30mm thick) of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel  are set on the 

upper end of the source container, to lift out the source container from the jacketing container or 

load it into the same. 
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Considering the container requiring undergoing the heat-resisting test, the outer jacketing 

container of the packed goods is structurally designed with a shock absorbing board and alumina 

silicate fiber blanket in the middle, and the board has a certain thermal insulation performance 

under the sealed state. The board is 74.5mm thick, and the alumina silicate fiber blanket 15mm 

thick. The air interlayers between the jacketing container and source container have an average 

thickness of 10mm.  

3.1.2 Disintegration heat of contents  

The packed goods are used for transporting 60Co, and its highest activity of loading source: 
60Co is no more than 925TBq (25000Ci). The disintegration heat power in the container 

25000Ci÷65(Ci/W)=384.6W, and is determined as 390W conservatively. 

3.1.3 Temperature summary sheet 

3.1.3.1 Normal transport condition 
 

Under the normal transport condition, the SY-I packed goods are fully loaded, and the 

calculations summary of maximal temperatures for the parts with or without solarization is shown 

in Table 3.1-1. 

 

Table 3.1-1 Summary Sheet of Maximal Temperatures under the Normal 

Transport Condition  

 
Parts Housing  Inner hull of 

source 
container  

Outer hull of 
source 
container   

Lead layer  Lead plug  Upper 
cover  

Interior wall 
of protecting 
jacket  

Not solarized (under 
ambient temperature 
38℃) 

 
72.7℃ 

 
67.1℃ 

 
61.5℃ 

 
65.9℃ 

 
65.4℃ 

 
58.9℃ 

 
61.3℃ 

Not solarized (under 
ambient temperature 
55℃) 

89.7℃ 84.1℃ 78.4℃ 82.8℃ 82.3℃ 75.8℃ 78.2℃ 

Solarized 100℃ 94.2℃ 89.3℃ 93℃ 94℃ 97℃ 88.7℃ 

3.1.3.2  Transport accident condition 

The summary of maximal temperatures in the heat-resisting test under the hypothetical 

transport accident condition is shown in Table 3.1-2. The time shown in the table is the time 

counted from when the 30min-heating resisting test condition is met. The positions are shown in 
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Fig. 3.4-4 and Fig. 3.4-5. 

 

Table 3.1-2 Summary Sheet of Maximal Temperatures for the Heat-resisting 

Test under the Hypothetical Transport Accident Condition 

 
Position (point number) 1 2 3 4 5 

Temperature (℃) 118.0 86.4 209.3 771.4 734.5 

Time (S) 19331 37800 18273 1823 1802 

 
 

3.1.4 Summary sheet of maximal pressures 

The SY-I (A) packed goods is a non-pressure container, for which the maximal pressure is 

the ambient atmospheric pressure. 

3.2 Material performance and technical specifications for the 

parts  

3.2.1 Material performance 

Material performances are summarized in Table 3.2-1 to Table 3.2-4. The 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti mechanical and physical characteristics are taken from: Appendices A4.1 and F of 

Steel Pressure Containers (GB150-1998), Grades and Chemical Compositions of Stainless and 

Heat-resisting Steels (GB/T20878-2007) and Heat-resisting Steel Sheets (GB/T4238-1992). The 

mechanical characteristic and curve of Pb are taken from American standards NUREG/CR-0481 

and ORNL/TM-1312, Vol.8. 

Table 3.2-1 Parameters of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti (original grade 

0Cr18Ni10Ti)  

       Temperature℃ 
 
Characteristic 

 
20 

 
100 

 
150 

 
200 

 
250 

 
300 

 
350 

 
400 

 
450 

 
500 

 
550 

 
205 171 155 144 135 127 123 120 117 114 111 

 
520 455 435 430 425 425 425 425 420 410 385 

Permissible stress   
Sm, MPa 

 
137 

 
137 

 
137 

 
130 

 
122 

 
114 

 
111 

 
108 

 
105 

 
103 

 
83 
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Young’s elastic 
coefficient  ,  
E×103(MPa) 

 
195 

 
191 

 
187 

 
184 

 
181 

 
177 

 
173 

 
169 

 
164 

 
160 

 
155 

Expansion 
coefficient of line   
α[3],  
(10-6×1/℃) 

 
- 

 
 

16.84 

 
 

17.06 

 
 

17.25 

 
 

17.42 

 
 

17.61 

 
 

17.79 

 
 

17.99 

 
 

18.19 

 
 

18.34 

 
 

18.58 

Thermal 
conductivity   , 
W/(m.0 C) 

 
- 

 
16.3 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
22.2 

 
- 

Poisson’s ratio  u 0.3 

Density ,  
g/cm 3 

7.93 (at 20℃) 

Specific heat 
capacity c p   ,  
J/(kg0 C) 

500(at 20℃) 

Melting temperature  
/℃ 

1398-1427 

Remarks  :  

1 -Standard normal temperature yield point  (or 0.2%yield strength) of steels, MPa;  

2 -Lower limit value of standard tensile strength of steels, M Pa;  
3 Expansion coefficient of line α-refers to the average expansion coefficient of line between all 
temperatures and 20℃ 

4.  elastic coefficient, parameter α is abstracted from the Steel Pressure 
Containers (GB150-1998). 

5.  the melting temperature parameter is abstracted from the Grades and Chemical 
Compositions of Stainless and Heat-resisting Steels  (GB/T20878-2007). 

 
 

Table 3.2-2  Parameters of Lead 
 

                   Temperature℃ 
 
Characteristic 

 
-40 

 
-29 

 
20 

 
60 

 
100 

 
160 

 
310 

ΣB(MPA)  
4.83 

 
4.69 

 
4.40 

 
3.87 

 
3.29 

 
2.46 

 
0.22 

E, ×103(MPA)  
16.89 

 
16.69 

 
15.72 

 
15.00 

 
14.00 

 
13.10 

 
10.20 

Α, ×10-6(1/℃) 28.08 28.26 28.98 29.45 30.01 31.18 36.25 

Λ, W/(M·℃) 37.2(100℃) 35.5(0℃) 35.3 - 34.3 32.8(200℃) 31.5(300℃) 

CP, J/(KG·℃)  
128 

Poisson’s ratio  U  
0.42 

Density , G/CM3  
11.37 
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Table 3.2-3 Parameters of STD HY-301 Alumina Silicate Fiber Blanket 

 
Classifi
cation 

tempera
ture℃ 

Working 
tempera
ture ℃ 

Bulk 
density 
kg/m3 

Contraction of 
permanent line  % 
(24 Hr, 128kg/m3) 

Thermal conductivity 
factor  under the 

temperatures of all 
thermal surfaces 

W/m.k (128Kg/m3) 

Tensile strength 
MPa(128kg/m3) 

Chemical 
composition % 

Al2O3 Al2O3 
+SiO2 

1260 <1000 128 -4(1000℃) 0.09 (400℃) 
0.16 (800℃) 

0.04 44 96 

 

Table 3.2-4 Thermal Performance Parameter of Thermal Insulation Material  

 
Material Thermal conductivity λ 

(w/m·k) 
Specific heat  cavity 
Cp (J/kg·k) 

Density  ρ(kg/m3) Thickness δ (mm) 

Alumina silicate fiber 
blanket 

0.16 1×103 128 15.0 

Board 0.16 1.72×103 622 74.5 
Air 0.03 1.009×103 0.998 20.0 

 

3.2.2 Technical specification for the parts  

The SY-I (A) packed goods are designed for the special radioactive substance, and the 

technical specifications considered mainly include: 

(1) The highest temperature of lead layer cannot be more than its melting temperature 

327.3℃. 

3.3 Thermal evaluation under the normal transport condition 

3.3.1 Heating and cooling 

Under the normal transport condition, heating stress of SY-I (A) packed goods can be 

calculated with two methods: with or without sun exposure. In case of no sun exposure, the 

designed surface temperature of the packed goods is -40℃~50℃; and the ambient temperature 

under which the packed goods can be used is -40℃~38℃, according to the requirements of the 

standard. According to GB11806, the surface temperature of the packed goods, which are not 

used exclusively, cannot be more than 50℃ without solarization. According to the additional 

requirement in Article 7.3.2 of GB11806, the packed goods transported by air must be under 

ambient temperature -40℃~+55℃, in which case the containment system completeness cannot be 

damaged. Thus, the designed temperature for the packed goods is determined as -40℃~55℃. 
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Descriptions on the simulating calculation for heating: 
 

The large finite element analysis software ABAQUS6.11 is adopted for calculation and analysis;  

Algorithm description: the natural convection and temperature are calculated with the transient 

calculation and steady heat transfer algorithms respectively (the result of the latter is the final 

thermal equilibrium state). Generally, the static algorithm is adopted for thermal stress calculation.  

the hypothetical transport container for calculation is placed in atmosphere to undergo convection 

and thermal radiation with air, the contact between parts is ideal, no expenditure of energy occurs, 

and no air convection occurs in and out of the container; 

Meshing: In thermal analysis (such as Fig. 3.3-1), the influence of the air in the transport 

container, of the interstice between outer drum of the container and source container as well as of 

the interstices between the inner hull of source container and lead plug and shielding housing on 

the heat transfer is considered, and the influences of handle, bolt and container lug, etc. are 

ignored. The model is an integral one established, the number of units adopted for the model is 

180,014, and the total number of nodes is 258,587. 

Unit description: The unit DC3D8 is adopted in thermodynamics calculation; and the unit C3D8R 

is adopted in thermal stress calculation; 
 

Calculating unit: the fundamental units, mm, kg and ms are uniformly used, the stress unit is GPa, 

the force unit kN, the moment unit N.m, the acceleration unit 100g, and the energy unit J. 

The calculation model for the packed goods is shown in Fig. 3.3-1(a), 3.3-1(b) and 3.3-1(c). 
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Fig. 3.3-1(a) 3D Source Container Model 

 

Fig. 3.3-1(b) 3D Transport Container Model 
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Fig. 3.3-1(c) Finite Element Model for thermal Analysis on the Packed Goods 

3.3.1.1 Calculation for the condition without solarization 

The condition for the calculation without solarization: the ambient temperature is 38℃ and 

the 60Co–sourced disintegration heat loaded is 390W. 

1) Temperature result 

The cloud charts for the whole transport container and all of its parts without solarization are 

shown in Fig. 3.3-2~Fig. 3.3-7; these figures show that the temperature gradually decreases from 

inside to outside. The calculated highest temperatures of the major components of the transport 

container are shown in Table 3.3-2. The highest temperature of the transport container occurs in 

the central area of the shielding housing, and can be up to 72.7℃; the highest temperature on the 

jacketing container of the transport container is 48.7℃. This meets the requirement in GB11806-

2004 that the surface temperature of the transport container, which is not exclusively used, should 

be less than 50℃. 

The maximal temperature on the packed goods are measured to be about 48℃, when the 

25000Ci 60Co source is loaded in it, the ambient temperature is 38℃ and it is not solarized; and 

the temperatures of the remaining parts are about 44~47℃, including the stiffening ring under the 

jacketing container of the packed goods. This meets the requirement in GB11806-2004 that, the 

temperature on the transport container, which is not exclusively used, should be less than 50℃. 
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Fig. 3.3-2 Integral Temperature Cloud Chart 
 

 

Fig. 3.3-3 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Jacketing Container and Sole 
Timber 
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Fig. 3.3-4 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Upper Cover and Upper Cover 
Core 

 

Fig. 3.3-5 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Lead Plug and its Core 
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Fig. 3.3-6 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Source Container 

Drum and Lead Layer 

 

Fig. 3.3-7 Cloud Chart for the Temperature of Shielding Housing 

Table 3.3-1 Data Summary Sheet for Highest Temperatures of All Parts 

 
Part name Shielding 

housing  
Inner hull of 
source 
container  

Outer hull of 
source 
container  

Lead layer  Lead plug  Bottom 
surface of 
upper cover 
of protecting 
jacket 

Interior wall 
of protecting 
jacket  

High 
temperature  
 

72.7℃ 67.1℃ 61.5℃ 65.9℃ 65.4℃ 58.9℃ 61.3℃ 

Occurring 
area 

Middle area 
of interior 
wall 

Middle area 
of interior 
wall 

Middle area of 
cylindrical 
exterior wall  

Middle area of 
interior wall 

Center of 
bottom 
surface 
contacting 
with the 
shielding 
housing 

Round area in 
the center of 
bottom 
surface 

Middle area 
of interior 
wall 

2) Thermal stress result 

Fig. 3.3-8—Fig. 3.3-13 are the stress cloud charts for the whole transport container 

and all of its parts without solarization. The calculations of the highest stress of the 

major components of the transport container are shown in Table 3.3-2. Occurring at the 

middle area of the outer hull of the source container, the maximal Tresca stress of the 

transport container is 79.5MPa. 
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Fig. 3.3-8 Integral Stress Cloud Chart for the Transport Container 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.3-9 Stress Cloud Chart for the Jacketing Container and Sole Timber 
 

 

Fig. 3.3-10 Stress Cloud Chart for the Upper Cover and its Core 
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Fig. 3.3-11 Stress Cloud Chart for the Lead Plug and Core 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.3-12 Stress Cloud Chart for the Source Container Drum and Lead Layer 
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Fig. 3.3-13 Stress Cloud Chart for the Shielding Housing 
 
 

Table 3.3-2  Data Summary Sheet for Highest Stresses of All Parts 
 

Part name Shielding 
housing  

Outer hull of 
container  

Inner hull of 
Container 

Lead layer of 
container  

Lead plug  Jacketing 
container  

Maximal Tresca 
stress 

11.6MPa 79.5MPa 30MPa 4.9MPa 74.2MPa 55.3MPa 

 
Occurring area 

Central round-
face area of 
interior wall of 
shielding 
housing 

Middle area of 
cylindrical 
surface of outer 
hull 

Middle area of 
minimal 
cylindrical 
surface 

Connecting area 
between conical 
surface and 
cylindrical 
surface 

Middle area of 
lower conical 
surface 

Welding 
position 
between interior 
base board and 
interior wall 

 

3) Summary 

The highest temperature of the lead layer is 69℃ under the normal transport and no-

solarization conditions, far lower than the smelting temperature of lead. The evaluation result for 

thermal stresses of the major components of the container is shown in Table 3.3-3. 

Table 3.3-3 Evaluation Sheet for Thermal Stresses of Major Components  

 
Part name Maximal calculated value  Evaluation criterion 

Inner hull of container Thermal stress  30MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

Outer hull of 
container  

Thermal stress  79.5MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

Lead plug  Thermal stress  74.2MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

3.3.1.2 Calculation for the condition with solarization 
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The condition for the calculation with solarization: the ambient temperature is 38℃, the 
60Co–sourced disintegration heat loaded is 390W, and the solarization coefficient is (see Table 3.3-

4), according to relevant specifications of GB 11806-2004. 

Table 3.3-4  Solarization Data 
 

Status Surface shape and position Solarization within 12 Hr per day (W/m2) 

1 The transport level flatly towards the lower 
surface 

0 

2 The transport level flatly towards the upper 
surface 

800 

3 The transport vertical and flat lateral surface 200 

4 Other non-level and flat transport surfaces 
towards other directions 

200 

5 All other surfaces 400 

 

1) Temperature result 

The cloud charts for the whole transport container and all of its parts with solarization are 

shown in 3.3-14—Fig. 3.3-19; these figures show that the temperature gradually decreases from 

inside to outside. The calculated highest temperatures of the major components of the transport 

container are shown in Table 3.3-5. The highest temperature of the transport container occurs in 

the interior wall of the shielding housing, and can be up to 100℃; the highest temperature on the 

transport container is 97℃.  

 

 

Fig. 3.3-14 Integral Temperature Cloud Chart 
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Fig. 3.3-15 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Jacketing Container and Sole 
Timber 

 

 

Fig. 3.3-16 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Upper Cover and Core 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.3-17 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Lead Plug and Core 
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Fig. 3.3-18 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Container Drum and Lead Layer 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.3-19  Cloud Chart for the Temperature of Shielding Housing 
 

Table 3.3-5  Data Summary Sheet of the Highest Temperatures of All Parts 
 

Part name  
Shielding 
housing  

Inner hull of 
source 
container 

Outer hull of 
source 
container  

Lead layer  Lead plug  Upper cover  Interior wall 
of protecting 
jacket 

Highest 
temperature 

 
100℃ 

 
94.2℃ 

 
89.3℃ 

 
93℃ 

 
94℃ 

 
97℃ 

 
88.7℃ 

Occurring 
area 

Middle area 
of interior 
wall 

Middle area 
of interior 
wall 

Middle area of 
exterior wall 

Middle area 
of interior 
wall 

Middle area 
of bottom 
surface 

Middle area 
of top surface 

Middle area 
of interior 
wall 

 

2) Thermal stress result 

The stress cloud charts for the whole transport container and all of its parts with 

solarization are shown in Fig. 3.3-20—Fig. 3.3-25. The calculated highest temperatures of the 

major components of the transport container are shown in Table 3.3-6. The highest Tresca stress 
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of the transport container is 157.4MPa, occurring in the middle of the outer cylindrical surface 

of the lead plug. 

 

 

Fig. 3.3-20 Whole Stress Cloud Chart for the Transport Container 

 

 

Fig. 3.3-21 Cloud Chart for the Jacketing Container and Sole Timber 
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Fig. 3.3-22 Stress Cloud Chart for the Upper Cover and Core 
 

 

Fig. 3.3-23 Stress Cloud Chart for the Lead Plug and Core 
 

 

Fig. 3.3-24 Cloud Chart for the Container Drum and Lead Layer 
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Fig. 3.3-25 Stress Cloud Chart for the Shielding Housing 
 

Table 3.3-6 Data Summary Sheet of the Highest Stresses of All Parts 

 
Part name Shielding 

housing 
Outer hull of 

container 
Inner hull of 

container 
Lead layer of 

container 
Lead plug Jacketing 

container 

Maximal Tresca 
stress  

 
18MPa 

 
153.4MPa 

 
77MPa 

 
5.5MPa 

 
157.4MPa 

 
81.5MPa 

 
Occurring area 

Top round area 
of the surface 
contacting with 
the lead plug 

 
Central area of 
outer cylindrical 
surface 

 
Welding point 
between the 
upper 
cylindrical wall 
and upper board 

 
Connecting 
point between 
the conical and 
cylindrical 
surfaces 

 
Central area of 
exterior 
cylindrical wall 

 
Welding point 
between inner 
base board and 
inner drum wall 

 

3) Summary 

Under the normal transport and solarization conditions, the highest temperature of the lead 

layer is 93 , far less than its smelting temperature. The evaluation result for thermal stresses of ℃

the major components of the container is shown in Table 3.3-7. 

Table 3.3-7 Evaluation for Thermal Stresses of Major Components 

 
Part name Maximal calculated value  Evaluation criterion 

Inner hull of container Thermal stress  77MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

Outer hull of 
container  

Thermal stress  153.4MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

Lead plug  Thermal stress  157.4MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 
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3.3.1.3  Additional calculation for the packed goods transported by air without solarization 

According to Article 7.3.2 of GB11806, the packed goods transported by air are 

additionally required to be under ambient temperature -40 ~+55 , while the containment ℃ ℃

system completeness is not damaged. So, the other condition for the calculation without 

solarization is: the ambient temperature is 55 , and the ℃ 60Co-sourced disintegration loaded is 

determined as 390W. The temperature and thermal stress of the container is mainly calculated.  

1) Temperature result 

The cloud charts for the whole transport container and all of its parts without solarization 

are shown in Fig. 3.3-26~Fig. 3.3-31; these figures show that the temperature gradually 

decreases from inside to outside. The calculated highest temperatures of the major components 

of the transport container are shown in Table 3.3-8. The highest temperature of the transport 

container occurs in the central area of the shielding housing, and can be up to 89.7 ; the highest ℃

temperature on the jacketing container of the transport container is 65.7 . ℃  

 
 

Fig. 3.3-26 Bulk Temperature Cloud Chart 
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Fig. 3.3-27 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Jacketing Container and Sole Timber 

 

Fig. 3.3-28 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Upper Cover and Its Core 
 

 

Fig. 3.3-29 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Lead Plug and Core 
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Fig. 3.3-30 Cloud Chart for the Temperatures of Container Drum and Lead Layer 
 

 

 

Fig. 3.3-31 Cloud Chart for the Temperature of Shielding Housing 
Table 3.3-8 Data Summary Sheet for the Highest Temperatures of All 

Parts 

 
Part name Shielding 

housing  
Inner hull of 

container  
Outer hull of 

container 
Lead layer  Lead plug  Upper cover Jacketing 

container  

Maximal 
temperature 

 
89.7℃ 

 
84.1℃ 

 
78.4℃ 

 
82.8℃ 

 
82.3℃ 

 
75.8℃ 

 
78.2℃ 

Occurring 
area 

Central area 
of interior 
wall 

Central area 
of interior 
wall 

Middle of 
outer 
cylindrical wall 

Central area of 
interior wall 

Center of 
the bottom 
surface 
contacting 
with the 
shielding 
housing 

Central round 
area of 
bottom 
surface 

Central area 
of interior 
wall 
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2) Thermal stress result 

Fig. 3.3-32—Fig. 3.3-37 are the stress cloud charts for the whole transport container and all 

of its parts without solarization. The calculations of the highest stresses of the major components 

of the transport container are shown in Table 3.3-9. Occurring at the middle area of the outer 

hull of the source container, the maximal Tresca stress of  the transport container is 81.6MPa. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.3-32 Whole Stress Cloud Chart for the Transport Container 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.3-33 Stress Cloud Chart for the Jacketing Container and Sole Timber 
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Fig. 3.3-34 Stress Cloud Chart for Upper Cover and Its Core 
 

 

Fig. 3.3-35 Stress Cloud Chart for the Lead Plug and Core 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.3-36 Stress Cloud Chart for the Container Drum and Lead Layer 
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Fig. 3.3-37 Cloud Chart for the Shielding Housing 
 

Table 3.3-9  Data Summary Sheet for the Highest Stresses of All Parts 
 

 
Part name 

 
Shielding housing 

Outer hull of 
container  

 
Inner hull of 
container  

 
Lead layer of 
container  

 
Lead plug  

Jacketing 
container  

Maximal Tresca 
stress  

11.2MPa 81.6MPa 31.2MPa 4.7MPa 75.9MPa 54.6MPa 

Occurring area Central round-
face area of 
interior wall of 
shielding housing 

Middle area 
of cylindrical 
surface of 
outer hull 

Middle area of 
minimal 
cylindrical 
surface 

Connecting area 
between conical 
surface and 
cylindrical surface 

Middle area of 
lower conical 
surface 

Welding 
position 
between interior 
base board and 
interior wall 

3) Summary 

The highest temperature of the lead layer is 82.8  under the normal transport and no℃ -
solarization conditions, far lower than the smelting temperature of lead. The evaluation result for 
thermal stresses of the major components of the container is shown in Table 3.3-10. 

Table 3.3-10 Evaluation for Thermal Stresses of Major components 

 
Part name Maximal calculated value  Evaluation criterion 

Inner hull of container  Thermal stress 31.2MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

Outer hull of container  Thermal stress 81.6MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

Lead plug  Thermal stress 75.9MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

3.3.1.4 Cooling 

The ambient temperature is -40 , the ℃ 60Co–sourced disintegration heat loaded is 390W,  
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and the other settings are totally the same as the heating analysis, according to relevant 
specifications of GB 11806-2004. 

The maximal temperatures and stresses calculated of the major components of the transport 

container are shown in Table 3.3-11. The cloud charts for the temperatures and stresses of 

transport container under the cooled condition are given in Fig. 3.3-38 and Fig. 3.3-39. So, it can 

be concluded that: the temperature of the whole transport container is -34.7~15.4 . Occurring ℃

at the exterior wall of the cylindrical surface of the outer hull, the maximal stress is 122MPa, 

which is less than the allowed stress intensity of material. 

 

Table 3.3-11 Data Summary Sheet for the Temperatures and Stresses of 

Transport Container under the Cooled Condition 
 

Part 
  
Result 
 

Outer hull of 
source 
container 

Inner hull of 
source 
container 

Upper cover  Jacketing 
container  

Lead plug  Lead layer  

Temperature 4.5℃ 9.9℃ 10℃ 4.4℃ 7.8℃ 8.6℃ 

Maximum 
stress  

122MPa 44.3MPa 79.2MPa 119.3MPa 115.4MPa 5.5MPa 

 

 
Fig. 3.3-38 Temperature Cloud Chart for the Cooled Condition 
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Fig. 3.3-39 Stress Cloud Chart for the Cooled Condition 

 
Table 3.3-12Evaluation Result for Thermal Stresses of Major Components of 

Container 

Table 3.3-12 Evaluation for thermal Stresses of Major Components 
 

Part name Maximal calculated value Evaluation criterion 

Inner hull of source 
container 

Thermal stress 44.3MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

Outer hull of source 
container 

Thermal stress 122MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

Lead plug Thermal stress 115.4MPa 3.0Sm 411MPa 

 
 

3.3.1.5 Summary 

Under the normal transport and no-solarization conditions, the analog calculation for the 

maximal temperature of the packed goods turns out to be 72.7 ; the maximal temperature ℃

occurs in the center of the shielding housing, and the maximal temperature on the source 

container is 61.5 . The maximal temperature of the external surface of the jacketing container ℃

is 48.7 . The maximal temperature on the packed goods is measured to be about 48 , when ℃ ℃

the 25000Ci 60Co source is loaded in it, the ambient temperature is 38  and it is not solarized; ℃

and the temperatures of the remaining parts are about 44~47 , including the stiffening ring ℃

under the jacketing container of the packed goods. The 60Co-sourced disintegration heat loaded 

is 390W and the solarization coefficient (is shown in Table 3.3-4) with solarization (i.e., the 

ambient temperature: 38 ), according to relevant specifications in GB11806℃ -2004. Occurring 

on the interior wall of the shielding housing, the maximal temperature for the transport container 

is up to 100 , as shown by the analog calculation; the maximal temperature on the transport ℃

container is 97 .℃  
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According to Article 7.8.3 of GB11806-2004, the maximal temperature of any easily 

accessible surface of the packed goods cannot be more than 50 , during transport. So, the ℃

requirement in GB11806-2004 is met. 

According to Article 7.3.2 of GB11806, the packed goods transported by air are 

additionally required to be under ambient temperature -40 ~+55 , w℃ ℃ hile the containment 

system completeness is not damaged. So, the other condition for the calculation without 

solarization is: the ambient temperature is 55 , and the ℃ 60Co-sourced disintegration loaded is 

determined as 390W. Occurring in the center of the shielding housing, the maximal temperature 

of the transport container is up to 89.7 ; the maximal temperature on the jacketing container of ℃

the transport container is 65.7 . Occurring in the middle area of the outer hull of the source ℃

container, the maximal Tresca stress of the transport container is 81.6MPa. The calculations 

indicate that the structural completeness can be kept when the ambient temperature is 55 .℃  

 

3.3.2  The maximal normal operating pressure  

The packed goods are not a pressure container, and the maximal normal operating pressure 

is the ambient atmospheric pressure. 

 

3.4 Thermal evaluation under the transport accident condition 

 

3.4.1 Initial condition  

3.4.1.1  Test model 

The SY-I packed goods undergo the heat-resisting test, and are totally the same as the SY-I 

A packed goods in thermotechnical design. The initial temperature for the heat-resisting test for 

the SY-I packed goods is the ambient temperature of the shop, and is 19 ~25 . The packed ℃ ℃

goods are not a pressure container, and the pressure intensity in the test is the ambient 

atmospheric pressure. During the test, no 390W analog source of heat is placed in the packed 

goods. 

3.4.1.2 Deformation 

The packed goods undergo the penetration test, free fall test, free fall test I and free fall test 

II, and the main deformation affecting the performance of the container in thermal test was:  
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Two Φ20mm holes are opened on the top end of the jacketing container, when the 

mechanical test is conducted for the packed goods, so that the connecting wires of strain gauge 

and accelerometer could be threaded through. Wherein, one hole is used to thread through 

thermoelectric couple in the heat-resisting test, and is basically filled up after that; the other hole 

is blocked tightly due to the dislocation of the board, alumina silicate fiber blanket and steel 

package in the interlayer, during the mechanical test. 

In the free fall test I, the middle part of the top cover warped, resulting in two bending 

interstices (between two bolts),of which the maximal width is 2cm, and the length is about 20cm. 

During the dismantling inspection for the free fall test II, a steel plate of about 10cm×10cm 

and some boards are cut off from the interior wall of the jacketing container surrounding the 

impact point of the free fall test I. The source container before the heat-resisting test is shown in 

Fig. 3.4-1. 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 3.4-1 Source Container before the Heat-resisting Test 
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3.4.2 Conditions for the heat-resisting test 

3.4.2.1  Relevant specifications of GB11806 and relevant data 

In the Regulation for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (GB11806-2004), the 

specifications for the heat-resisting test are as follows: 

(1) 8.5.7.3Heat-resisting test: The specimen is still in thermal equilibrium status with 

solarization specified in Table 11 and under ambient temperature 38 , while undergoing the ℃

maximal designed inner rate of heat release generated by the radioactive contents in the packed 

goods. Besides, these parameters can be different before and in the test, but are considered when 

the response curve of the packed goods is evaluated thereafter. 

Then, the heat-resisting test includes the following: 
 

a) Expose the specimen in a hot environment for 30min, in which the density of heat 

flow provided is at least equal to that of the hydrocarbon fuel/air flame under the totally still 

environmental condition, so that the mean minimal flame emission coefficient is 0.9, and the 

mean temperature is at least 800 . The specimen is totally engulfed by the flame, resulting in ℃

the surface coefficient of absorption 0.8, or the actual coefficient of absorption when the packed 

goods are exposed to the specified flame. 

b) To guarantee the temperatures of all parts of the specimen is lowered to near to the 

initial steady status, expose the specimen in ambient temperature 38  for enough time, with ℃

solarization specified in Table 11, while undergoing the maximal designed inner rate of heat 

release generated by the radioactive contents in the packed goods. Besides, these parameters can 

be different after heating stops, but are considered when the response curve of the packed goods 

is evaluated thereafter. 
 

During and after the test, do not cool the specimen artificially, and allow the natural 

combustion of the materials of the specimen . 
 

(2) Article 728 in IAEA’s Regulation for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material 

(SSR-6, 2012): The specimen must be still in thermal equilibrium status with solarization 

specified in Table XI and under ambient temperature 38 , while undergoing the maximal ℃

designed inner rate of heat release generated by the radioactive contents in the packed goods. 

Besides, any of these parameters can be different before and in the test, but are considered when  
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the response curve of the packed goods is evaluated thereafter. 

The heat-resisting must include the following: 
 

a) Expose the specimen in the hot temperature for 30min, in which the density of heat 

flow provided is at least equal to that of the hydrocarbon fuel/air flame under the totally still 

environmental condition, so that the mean minimal flame emission coefficient is 0.9, and the 

mean temperature is at least 800 . The specimen is totally engulfed by the flame, resulting in ℃

the surface coefficient of absorption 0.8, or the actual coefficient of absorption when the packed 

goods are exposed to the specified flame. 

b) To guarantee the temperatures of all parts of the specimen is lowered to near to the 

initial steady status, expose the specimen in ambient temperature 38  for enough time, with ℃

solarization specified in Table XI, while undergoing the maximal designed inner rate of heat 

release generated by the radioactive contents in the packed goods. Besides, any of these 

parameters can be different after heating stops, but are considered when the response of the 

packed goods is evaluated thereafter. 

During and after the test, do not cool the specimen artificially, and allow the natural 

combustion of the materials of the specimen . 
 

(3) Article 728 in IAEA’s Regulation for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material 

(SSR-6, 2012) is explained in detail by Articles 728.1 to 728.40 in IAEA’s Consultation 

Materials for Regulation for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (TS-G-1.1(ST-2)). 

Wherein: 

728.21 The furnace fire test is more convenient than the open pool fire test. Other possible 

test environments consist of pit fire and the open air burning system fueled by liquefied 

petroleum gas. Any of these tests is acceptable, only if the requirement of 728 is met. 

728.22 The satisfactory heat input can be ensured, only if the internal heating rate can be 

guaranteed to no less than the expected internal heating rate of the fire temperature 800 . Yet ℃

the test should at least last for 30min, in which the mean ambient temperature should not be less 

than 800  based on the time. A sort of thermal radiation source of high emissive power is ℃

created, by using a furnace of which the inner surface area is far larger than the enveloping area 

of the packed goods, or with high emissive power (0.9 or above). Lots of furnaces cannot 

recreate the radiation rate or convection input expected and like pool fire. So, it is necessary to 
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 give compensation by extending the test duration. The other method is to use the high furnace 

temperature, and the test should at least last for 30min. Measure the temperature of furnace wall 

at multiple positions, so that it can be proved that the average temperature is at least 800 . To ℃

achieve thermal equilibrium status, preheat the furnace for enough time to prevent a dramatic 

temperature decrease when the packed goods are placed in the furnace. The 30min shortest 

duration should refer to the time when the average ambient temperature is at least 800  based ℃

on the time. 

In conclusion, the total heat input provided is equal to the value determined in the 

Regulation for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, and the specific conditions are: 
 

1 The in-furnace temperature is no less than 800 ; ℃  

2 The test should at least last for 30min; 

3 The average ambient temperature of time should exceed 800 , in the 30min.℃  

4 The furnace selected should have an inner surface which has a high radiation or of 

which the area is far larger than that of the outer hull of the container. 

3.4.2.2  Measurement of in-furnace temperature 

The in-furnace temperature is measured with thermoelectric couple on the control console 

of heating furnace. In the furnace, 11 thermoelectric couples are  installed. Judging from the 

measurement, in the 30min test, the furnace temperature at any time exceeded 800 , and the ℃

average lowest and highest temperatures of the furnace are 804  and 813  respectively. So, ℃ ℃

the above-mentioned requirements are met by the test. Namely, the in-furnace temperature is no 

less than 800 ; the test should at least last for 30min; in℃  the 30min, the average ambient 

temperature of time exceeded 800 .℃  

3.4.2.3  Test method 

Before the heat-resisting test is conducted, the furnace is firstly preheated to 900  (kept ℃

within 18min), to reduce the temperature drop after it is opened and to ensure it could rapidly 

rise to 800  during the test. Then, the furnace door is opened, the trolley is driven out, the ℃

container is rapidly put into the furnace, and the furnace door is closed. Rapid heating is carried 

out for 30min while the temperature is controlled at about 800 . The measurement is preceded ℃

till the temperatures of all measuring points start to drop, after the container is taken out of the 

furnace. No artificial cooling means are used for the container, and the spontaneous combustion 
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of combustible materials is allowed. 
 

The heat-resisting test method meets the requirements of GB11806-2004. 

3.4.2.4  Acceptance criterion 

According to Article 7.8.7 of Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material 

(GB11806-2004), the packed goods having undergone the heat-resisting test should have the 

following capabilities:  

  Keep an enough shielding capability, guarantee the radiation level 1m from the 

surface of the packed goods does not exceed 10mSv/h, when the 60Co loaded in the packed 

goods reaches the maximal quantity (25000Ci). 

  Make the accumulated leakage of 60Co no more than A2, i.e., 4×10-1TBq within a 

week. 

To meet the requirements of GB11806-2004, the container should keep its shielding and 

containing capabilities after the test. After the test, judging whether the container tested is 

qualified, by checking and measuring the container and analyzing the temperature data obtained 

therefrom. 

3.4.2.5 Testing facility: the heat-resisting test facility is located at the Heat Treatment 

Branch of Taiyuan Heavy Machinery Group Co., Ltd. It mainly consists of the furnace, coal gas 

source, temperature control instrument, trolley and temperature metering equipment. The trolley 

type gas furnace has the following main technical parameters: in-furnace length, width and 

height are 6m, 3m and 2.8m respectively; coal gas as the fuel; 6 jet exhausts; chamotte bricks as 

the liner; the trolley surface made of chamotte bricks; 11 thermoelectric couples used for the 

temperature measuring point; the highest temperature range 1,100 . Then, the surface area of ℃

the effective area of the furnace is 86.4m2, and the external surface area of the jacketing 

container is 4.68m2. So, the inner surface area of furnace is 18.5 times of the external surface 

area of the jacketing container, meeting the requirement. The test schematic is shown in Fig. 3.4-

2. 

The packed goods are in the center of the trolley, the central position in the furnace. 

Namely, it is within the effective area of the furnace. In the test, the container is placed on the 

furnace tray, about 500mm from the trolley surface. The position of the packed goods in the 

furnace is shown in Fig. 3.4-3.    
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Fig. 3.4-2 Test Principle  

 

 
Fig. 3.4-3 Position of Packed goods in the Furnace 

3.4.2.6  Testing system 

The temperature on the packed goods is measured with the WRNK sheathed thermoelectric 

couple, DH3817 temperature measurement instrument and temperature indicating label.  
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The DH3817 measurement system has 48 channels in total, and can connect with 48 

WRNK sheathed thermoelectric couples. The temperature measurement scope of thermoelectric 

couples is 0  to 1200 . The temperature measurement scope of temperature indicating label is ℃ ℃

30  to 290 .℃ ℃  

The WRNK sheathed thermoelectric couple and DH3817 temperature measuring 

instrument are verified by Beijing Changcheng Technical Institute of Metrology & Measurement, 

AVIC I. The temperature monitoring system used on the gas furnace is provided with 11 

thermoelectric couples for monitoring the furnace temperature. The measurement system is 

verified by Taiyuan Heavy Machinery Group Co., ltd. once a year. 

2 thermoelectric couples are laid out in the center of the external surface of the jacketing 

container, to measure the temperature on the external surface of the packed goods. 3 

thermoelectric couples are arranged on the axial line of the external surface of the source 

container, to measure the temperature of the external surface of the source container. 

Thread thermoelectric couple through the jacketing container, and the penetration hole with 

a diameter of φ20mm is opened on the upper cover of the jacketing container to be jointly used 

with the strain gauge and accelerometer. The installation positions of thermoelectric couple and 

jacketing container are shown in Fig. 3.4-4 and Fig. 3.4-5. 

An irreversible temperature indicating label is installed on the interior wall of the source 

container, and the temperature measurement range is 71 ~290 .℃ ℃  
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Fig. 3.4-4 Installation Position of thermoelectric Couple of the 

Source Container 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.4-5 Installation Position of Thermoelectric Couple of 

the Jacketing Container 

3.4.3 Maximal temperature 

3.4.3.1  Test process 

On September 14, 2010, Heat Treatment Branch of Taiyuan Heavy Machinery Group Co., 

ltd. conducted the heat-resisting test for the packed goods. It took 30min to heat the furnace from 

100  to 900 , and then the temperature is kept within 18min. The trolley is driven out, 3min is ℃ ℃

taken to load the container, and then the furnace temperature decreased to 600 . After the ℃

furnace door is closed, it took 30min to increase the temperature to 800 , and then time ℃

counting starts for the 30min heating. The average temperature is 804  and 81℃ 3  respectively, ℃

at the time when the time counting starts and ended. In the heating, the furnace temperature is 

slightly higher than 800 . After 30min, the furnace door is opened, the trolley is driven out, and ℃

the container is hoisted out of the trolley and then placed in the natural environment for natural 

cooling.  

3.4.3.2 Maximal temperature 

Table 3.4-1 shows the measurements for the temperature of the steel plate on the jacketing 

container as well as those for the steel plate on the source container. The furnace temperature is 
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 more than 800  all the time. The maximal temperature of the steel plate on the jacketing ℃

container is 771.4 . And the maximal temperature of the steel plate of the body of the container ℃

is 209.3 . The maximal temperature of the interior wall surface of th℃ e source container is 

126 . Fig. 3.4℃ -6~3.4-7 show the temperature curves at all measuring points of the container 

that changes with the time. 

According to the measurements, the maximal temperature of the body of the source 

container 209.3  is far more less℃  than the smelting temperature 327.3  of lead. So, the ℃

protective layer of lead does not melt, and the shielding structure is kept well. 

Table 3.4-1 Maximal Temperatures Measured on Surfaces of Jacketing 

Container and Source Container of the Packed Goods 

 
Measuring point Maximal temperature ( )℃  Time of occurrence (s) 

1 118.0 19331 

2 86.4 37800 

3 209.3 18273 

4 771.4 1823 

5 734.5 1802 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.4-6 Time-based Change Curves of Points 1#, 2# and 3# 
(in the legend, 1-1 corresponds to point 1#; 1-2 to point 2# and 1-5 to point 

3#) 
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Fig. 3.4-7 Time-based Change Curves of Points 4# and 5# 
(in the legend, 1-3 corresponds to point 4#; 1-4 to point 6#) 

3.4.3.3  Examination of packed goods after test 

After the test for the packaged goods, the packed goods is checked, and the major result 

includes: 
 

1 The external surface of the jacketing container takes on slight blue. 

2 Burned black tar fully covers the source container. 

3 Pinewood in the jacketing container is totally carbonized. 

4 Thermal insulation alumina silicate fiber blanket in the jacketing container is 

complete. 

5 The lead plug of the source container can be easily opened. 

6 The temperature indicating label on the interior wall of the source container is kept 

well. 

7 The structure of the packed goods does not change before and after the test. 

Fig. 3.4-8~Fig. 3.4-13 are the container inspection records in and after the test. 
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Fig. 3.4-8 Furnace Temperature at the Beginning of the Test 

 

Fig. 3.4-9 Furnace Temperature at the End of the Test 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.4-10 Loading the Container into the Test Furnace before the Test 
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Fig. 3.4-11 Drive the Container out of the Test Furnace after the Test 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.4-12 Container after the Test 

 

Fig. 3.4-13 Temperature Indicating Label on the Interior Wall of the Source 

Container after the Test 

 

3.4.3.4 Comparison with theoretical calculations 

Before the test, the analog calculation for the temperature distribution of the SY-I packed 
goods is conducted under the hypothetical accident condition, with the ANSYS software. 
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According to the calculation under the hypothetical accident condition, the lead layer can reach 
the maximal temperature 226  (occurring at about 3 Hr30 Min). The outer hull of the lead layer ℃

(outer hull of the source container) can reach the maximal temperature 222  (occurring at about ℃

3 Hr). The inner hull of the lead layer (inner hull of the source container) can reach the maximal 
temperature 227  (occurring at about 3 Hr 30 Min).℃  

 

According to theoretical analog calculation, the maximal temperature of the outer hull of 

the lead layer (outer hull of the source container) is 222 , and the maximal temperature f the ℃

steel layer on the source container is 209.3 , based on the test measurement. The result of ℃

theoretical analog calculation is near to the value of the measurement result of the test. The 

difference between them lies in the time when the maximal temperature occurs. The time when 

the maximal temperature occurs after the test is about 100min later than that according to 

theoretical analog calculation. According to theoretical analog calculation, the maximal 

temperature of the inner hull of the lead layer (inner hull of source container) can reach 227 , ℃

and the temperature range of the steel layer of the inner surface of the source container is 

121~126 ,℃  according to the measurements of the test. The value of theoretical analog 

calculation is greater than that of the actual measurement of the test, which is mainly because of 

the fact that no analog source of heat is loaded in the source container during the test. 

3.4.3.5  Summary 

In the test for the packed goods, the temperature is more than 800 , and the test time is ℃

30min, meeting the requirements of GB11806-2004. The total heating time of the container in 

the furnace is 60min, including the 30min temperature rise time, and the average temperature 

within 30min upon time counting is more than 804 . During the test, the ambient temperature ℃

is 25 , which is less than 38  specified in GB11806, and no 200W source of heat is provided ℃ ℃

in the container. Additional 30min is added in the heating, in which the temperature at points 1#, 

2# and 3# on the source container are 30.6 , 29.6  and 42.5 . The reason why the ℃ ℃ ℃

temperature at point 3# increased rapidly is that there is an interstice between the upper cover of 

jacketing container and drum, and the temperature at point 2# could represent the temperature of 

the source container when the jacketing container is complete. According to theoretical analog 

calculation, the temperature on the external surface of the source container is 48.7~97  with or ℃

without solarization; the external heat quantity has not been sufficiently transferred to the source 

container, when the time counting for the heat-resisting test starts, and the additional 30min 

heating time could partly compensate the contribution of source of heat in the source container. 

The test conditions met the scarifications in GB11806. 
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After the test, the body of the source container does not change obviously, and the shielding 

layer of the source container is kept well. It is hard to open the upper cover of the jacketing 

container, indicating good containment of the source container. 

Thus, after undergoing the heat-resisting test, the SY-I packed goods could keep its 

shielding capability and contain the radioactive source. 

3.4.3.6  Analysis on the temperature calculation for the heat-resisting test for the SY-I 

(A) packed goods 

Thermotechnical designs of the SY-I (A) packed goods and SY-I packed goods are 

completely the same. So, the result of the heat-resisting test of the SY-I packed goods can be 

applied to the SY-I (A) packed goods. 

The temperature under the condition of the heat-resisting test for the SY-I (A) packed 

goods is calculated with the program Abaqus6.11. The calculations indicated the maximal 

temperatures of major components of the transport container under the condition of the heat-

resisting test, and the comparison between the temperatures of the inner and outer hulls and lead 

layer of the source container and the result of the SY–I packed goods is shown in Table 3.4-2. 

Moreover, the measurements of the SY-I packed goods is simply superposed and revised with 

the calculation result with solarization, and the temperature of the lead layer is lower than the 

melting temperature of lead 327.3 .℃  

So, the SY-I (A) packed goods can undergo the heat-resisting test and keep the containing 

and shielding capabilities. 

Table 3.4-2  Comparison between Temperatures for the Heat-resisting Test 
 

                  Parts 
Result 

Outer hull of 
source container  

Inner hull of 
source container  

Lead layer of 
container   

SY-I measured value 209.3 126 - 

SY-I (A) modified 
measured value 

 
298.6 

 
220.2 

 
- 

SY-I (A) calculated value 298 245.6 246.9 

 

3.4.4 Maximal thermal stress   

For the calculation in thermal test for the packed goods, it is required to load a 390W 

source of heat (the 60Co-sourced disintegration heat loaded is 390W) to the center of the lead 

layer, the ambient temperature is 38 , 800  is loaded onto the outer jacketing container for ℃ ℃
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30min after thermal equilibrium is reached, and then cooling under ambient temperature 38  ℃

required. 

The maximal stresses calculated of all parts of the packed goods are shown in Table 3.4-3, 

and the stress distribution is shown in Fig. 3.4-14. 

Table 3.4-3 Data Summary Sheet for Stresses under the Condition of the Heat-

resisting Test for the Transport Container 
 

                          Part 
Result 

Jacketing 
container   

Outer hull of 
source 
container   

Upper cover   Inner hull of 
source 
container   

Lead plug   Lead layer 
of container  

Maximal Tresca force 
(heating for 30 Min) 

 
240MPa 

 
244.4MPa 

 
216.8MPa 

 
165MPa 

 
247.2MPa 

 
6.8MPa 

 
 

 

Fig. 3.4-14 Stresses under the Condition of the Heat-resisting Test for the Transport 

Container 

The evaluation for the important parts in the stress diagram of the transport container under 

the condition of the heat-resisting test is shown in Table 3.4-4, the safety margin is positive, 

meeting the calibration requirement for thermal stress intensity, and the containing and shielding 

completeness can be kept. So, the calibration requirement for thermal stress intensity is met 

during the accident, and the containing and shielding completeness can be kept. 

 
Table 3.4-3 Thermal Stress and Safety Evaluation 

 
Part name  

Sm(MPa) 
 

Q(MPa) 

 
Inner hull 137 165MPa 1.1 
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Outer hull 137 244.4MPa 0.4 

Lead plug 137 247.2MPa 0.38 

 

After the test under the accident condition is conducted on the packed goods, the source 

container does not deform obviously, and could effectively enclose the sealing source in t he 

source container. 
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4 Containment 

4.1 Descriptions on the containment system 

The containment of radioactive substances in the SY-I (A) packed goods is provided by the 

special radioactive substance itself. The packed goods only play a role in enclosing the 

radioactive source in the source container. 

The source container is a drum between the outer and inner drums, both of which are made 

of 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel plates, and the 60Co source is placed in the 

empty cavity of the shielding housing. The upper cover plate of the lead plug is fastened tightly 

with the body of the source container by four M8×45 screws, and the lead plug and source 

container are fixed well to prevent the radioactive source from falling outside the source 

container.  

The KTM-04 serial transport package is a special material, and the argon-arc-welded sealed 

package structure meets the requirements of the special radioactive substance (see Section 2.8). 

The KTM-04 serial transport package is part of the SY-I (A) packed goods itself. 
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4.2 Containment under the normal transport condition 

According to the requirements of the specification, the leakage of the radioactive contents 

is limited to no more than 10-6A2 per hour, after the packed goods undergo the test under the 

normal transport condition. 

For 60Co, A2 is 4×1011Bq, so 10-6A2=4×105Bq;  

According to the analytical result in Section 2.6, the jacketing container slightly deformed, 

after the packed goods undergo the test under the normal transport condition, which has a small 

influence on the source container. The containing and shielding performances of the packed 

goods are kept well, and the KTM-04 serial transport package is affected enclosed in the source 

container. 

The KTM-04 serial transport package is a special radioactive substance, and the lixiviation 

leak test is conducted according to the specification of Article 7.1.2 of GB11806 after a series of 

tests are conducted. The water-borne radioactivity turned out to be no more than 2kBq, meeting 

the requirements of the Specification. So, the packed goods can meet the containing 

requirements under the normal transport condition. 

 

4.3 Containment under the transport accident condition 

According to the requirements of the Specification, the accumulated leakage of radioactive 

contents within a week cannot be more than A2, after the packed goods undergo the test under 

the accident transport condition. Namely: 

For 60Co: 4×1011Bq. 

Judging from the analysis and test result in Section 2.7, the source container does not 

deform obviously and the lead plug is complete, after the packed goods undergo the test under 

the accident condition. So, the KTM-04 special serial transport package can be effectively 

enclosed in the source container. 

The KTM-04 serial transport package is a special radioactive substance, and the lixiviation 

leak test is conducted according to the specification of Article 7.1.2 of GB11806 after the impact, 

bump and heat-resisting tests are conducted according to Article 8.3 of GB11806. The water-

borne radioactivity turned out to be no more than 2kBq, meeting the requirements of the 

Specification. So, the packed goods can meet the containing requirements under the accident 

condition. 
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5 Shielding evaluation 

5.1 Descriptions for the shielding design 

5.1.1 Design feature 

The SY-I (A) packed goods is used for transporting the special KTM-04 serial transport 

package of 60Co. The radioactive source is a γ source, and thus the neutron shielding is not 

considered in the shielding design. The shielding of the packed goods is mainly provided by the 

source container, which, as a steel-lead steel structure, realizes the shielding function for the 

packed goods by use of the steel structure materials of inner and outer hulls as well as the lead 

shielding layer filled in the middle.  
 

The source container is cylindrical and has an upper opening, 10mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel is filled in the hull of its outer cavity, and the shielding material 

lead filled between its inner and outer hulls is 220mm thick. The upper opening of the source 

container is sealed by the lead plug, of which the upper board and lower board are of 36m-thick 

1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel and 16mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

stainless steel respectively, the surrounding area is of 6mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti 

stainless steel, and the middle area is filled with 210mm-thick shielding material lead. The 

shielding housing is located in the empty cavity of the source container, which has a physical 

dimension of φ163mm×360mm and an inner cavity dimension of φ100mm×290mm, and is 

made of 06Cr19Ni10 stainless steel (original grade 0Cr18Ni9). The KTM-04 serial transport 

package is encased in the empty cavity of the shielding housing. The 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel has a density of 7.93g/cm3, and the lead has a density of 

11.37g/cm3. 

 The source container is placed in the outer jacketing container. The outer jacketing 

container is a two-layer cylindrical box lined with pine board, and the alumina silicate fiber 

blanket for fire prevention is lined between the pine board and interior wall. The inner and outer 

cavity hulls of the jacketing container are of 8mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11T stainless 

steel, the wooden layer between the inner and outer hulls is 74.5mm thick, and the alumina 

silicate fiber blanket is 15mm thick. The top plate of the upper cover is of 18mm-thick 
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1Cr18Ni9Ti or 06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, the base plate is of 24mm-thick 1Cr18Ni9Ti or 

06Cr18Ni11Ti stainless steel, and the board and thermal insulation alumina silicate fiber blanket 

are installed for the interior wall. 

The physical dimensions and weights of the source container and the packed goods are set 

below: 

The physical dimension of the source container: φ645mm×892mm. 

Weight of source container: 2700kg;  

The external dimension of the packed goods: φ1141mm×994mm×1206mm;  

The weight of the external jacketing container: 900kg. 

The physical dimension of the shielding housing: φ163mm×360mm;  

The shielding housing has an approximate weight of 46kg. 

The packed goods have an approximate weight of 3,650kg. 

5.1.2 Summary sheet of maximal radiation level 

60Co is a γ source. See Table 5.1-1 for the maximal radiation levels at specific positions 

under the normal and hypothetical accident conditions when the maximal source quantity 

(25,000Ci) is loaded. 

Table 5.1-1 Summary Sheet of External Radiation Levels (uSv/h) 
 

 
 
 

Packed goods surface 1m away from the 
external surface of the 

packed goods 

2m away from the outer 
surface of the packed 

goods 

Side Top Bottom Side Top Botto
m 

Side Top Bottom 

 
 
 
Nor
mal 
condi
tion 

Calculation 
result of 
MCNP 

program 

 
25000 

Ci 

 
443.4 

 
82.2 

 
77.2 

 
34.6 

 
9.2 

 
12.2 

 
11.4 

 
3.2 

 
4.6 

Measured 
value 

25000 
Ci 

 
442 

 
53.2 

-  
55.8 

 
9.7 

 
- 

 
- 

Designed target value  
≤1000 

 
100 

 
- 

Limit value  
2000 

 
100 

 
- 
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Hypo
thetic
al 
accid
ent  
condi
tion 

Calculation 
result of 
MCNP 

program 

 
25000 

Ci 

 
443.4 

 
34.6 

 
11.4 

Measured 
value 

25000 
Ci 

 
442 

 
55.8 

 
- 

Limit value  
- 

 
10000 

 
- 

 

5.2 Source descriptions 

The SY-I (A) packed goods can be used for loading 60Co, a γ source, and is not involved in 

neutron radiation. The highest activity of source loading of the packed goods does not exceed 

25,000Ci (925TBq). 

The 60Co radioactive source is the unstable radioactive isotope generated by the metal 59Co 

with zero radioactivity, after it is irradiated and bombarded by neutrons in the nuclear reactor. 

The neutrons in the nucleus is constantly transferred to protons, releasing 0.31MeV β rays, and 

the excessive energy in the nucleus is discharged in the form of γ radiation, including two γ rays, 

1.17MeV and 1.33MeV. The half life of 60Co is 5.27 years, and the final product of the 

disintegration is the steady isotope of nickel, nickel-60. The β ray released by 60Co has low 

energy and is apt to be absorbed by the container, and the average energy of the γ ray is 

1.25MeV. 

5.3 Shielding model 

5.3.1 Configuration of the source and shielding 

The active material of 60Co radioactive source is metallic cobalt particles. The source 

structure is a 12×18H.10T, 09×16H15M3B or H.214×17H.2 steel package structure, sealed by 

argon arc welding. There are four kinds of packages, the KTM-04, KTM-04-01, KTM-04-02 

and KTM-04-03 has a physical dimension of Φ24mm×35mm, Φ22mm×40mm, Φ35mm×69mm 

and Φ35mm×54mm respectively, meeting the specifications for the special radioactive 

substance. 

In the transport, the source is placed in the inner cavity of the shielding housing, an 

approximate center of the source container. 

The integral structure diagram of the SY-I (A) container is shown in Fig. 5.3-1, and the 

simplified model of the packed goods and distribution of calculation points are shown in Fig. 
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5.3-2. 

 
 
 

Fig. 5.3-1 Structural Diagram of SY-I (A) Packed Goods  
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Fig. 5.3-2 Simplified Model of the SY-I (A) Packed Goods and Distribution of 

Calculation Points 

 

(Note: the line length does not represent the actual scale) 

5.3.2 Material characteristics 

See Table 5.3-1 for the characteristics of the protective material used for the shielding 

model: 

Table 5.3-1 Compositions and Atomic Densities of Various Materials   

 
 

Material Element Atomic density 
atom/b-cm 

Density 
g/cm3 

 
 

Stainless steel 
1Cr18Ni9Ti 

Cr 1.65112E-02  
 
 

7.93 

Fe 6.31986E-02 
Ni 6.50094E-03 
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C, Si, Ti, Mn 1.37816 E-03 

Lead Pb 3.30430E-02 11.37 

 
 
 

Alumina silicate fiber 
blanket 

Al 6.64584 E-04  
 
 

0.128 

Si 6.67603 E-04 
O 2.33220 E-03 
C 2.20007 E-04 
H 4.40180 E-04 

 
Shock damping wood 

O 1.13095E-02  
 

0.609 
C 1.35708 E-02 
H 2.26185 E-02 

 

5.4 Shielding evaluation 

5.4.1 Evaluation method 

The Monte Carlo method and experimental measuring methods are adopted for evaluation, 

and the former is conducted with the MCNP4C program. 

The MCNP4C program is large common particle transport program cocentratedly complied 

by the Monte Carlo Group, Los Alamos National Laboratory in America, on the working basis 

of a series of programs. The program works well with respect to the function, technique, 

geometric capability and data access, and is called the super Monte Carlo program. It contains 

various contents about the skills in variance reduction. It has complete functions, can compute 

the coupling and convey problems for various particles and has complete outputs, including the 

general and special outputs as well as various fluxes, spectrums and integral values. In addition, 

it has a strongly adaptable drawing capacity, and can provide the geometric sections and output 

result graphs of the output model. It is also strongly universal and easy to use, being one of the 

currently most widely used calculation software. 

For conservativeness and convenience, the hanging basket is not considered in the 

calculation of the program, and average sampling of source particles is conducted in the hanging 

basket, so that the program-calculated value of the surface dose rate of the packed goods is 

bigger than the actually measured value. When the dose rate of the side face of the packed goods 

is calculated, the annular detector is used, due to the uniform 360° distribution of the 60Co 

source in the hanging basket area and the structural symmetry of the packed goods. As a result, 

the average dose rate on the side face of the packed goods is provided. To guarantee that the 

statistical errors of most calculation results are less than 10%, a sufficient number of particles 

involved in the analog transport by the program are adopted, and the number of particles is 
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 1.0×109 based on the analog calculation by the program. 

The experimental measuring method is to load the packed goods into the 12,500Ci 60Co 

source for the shielding performance detection, of which the result is converted to the result in 

case the 25,000Ci  source is adopted. 

5.4.2 Input and output data 

The result record of the Monte Carlo method: the fluence at a certain position is calculated 

(unit: Particles/cm2), and in combination with the dose energy/function provided by the MCNP 

program and the conversion factor of flux-surrounding dose equivalent (pSv/cm-2) recommended 

by ICRP, the flux obtained in the calculation is converted to the dose rate. 

Dose rate (uSv/h)=flux (cm-2)×conversion factor (pSv/cm-2)×particle emission rate (s-

1)×(3600s/h)×(10-6uSv/pSv) 

To guarantee that the statistical errors of most calculation results are less than 10%, a 

sufficient number of particles involved in the analog transport by the program are adopted. 
 

5.4.2.1 Shielding calculation result   

See Table 5.4-1 for the calculation result of the Monte Carlo program MCNP4C adopted to 

simulate the situation when the packaged goods is loaded with the 25,000Ci 60Co source. 

Table 5.4-1 External Maximal Dose Rate of Packed Goods Based on the 

Calculation by MCNP (mSv/h) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Packed goods surface 1m from the external surface 
of the packed goods 

2m from the external surface 
of the packed goods 

Side Top Bottom Side Top Bottom Side Top Bottom 

Program 
calculation 

0.4434 0.0822 0.0772 0.0346 0.0092 0.0122 0.0114 0.0032 0.0046 

Statistical error 0.6% 4.27% 6.6% 0.5% 2.2% 5.4% 0.4% 2.1% 5.6% 

 

5.4.2.2 Result of shielding measurement 

The 12,500Ci 60Co is loaded, and the maximal dose rate on the packed good is measured, 

after the container for the SY-I (A) test is manufactured, and the measurement result is shown in 

Table 5.4-2. See Table 5.4-2 for the maximal dose rate on the packed goods loaded with the 

25,000Ci 60Co. 
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Table 5.4-2 Maximal Dose Rates Measured under the Normal Transport 

Condition (uSv/h) 

 
Activity Packed goods surface 1m from the external surface of the 

packed goods 

12500Ci 221±7.37 27.9±0.48 

25000Ci 442±14.74 55.8±0.96 

 

5.4.3 Flux -dose rate conversion 

The data in Appendix B of the Dose Conversion Coefficients for Use in Radiological 

Protection against Photon External Radiation (GBZ/T 144-2002), a currently effective national 

standard, is adopted for the flux-dose rate conversion, which is conducted with the conversion 

coefficients of photon fluence-surrounding dose equivalent H*(10) with different energies (see 

Table 5.4-3 for details). The data in the table are consistent with those provided by ICRP, since 

they are originated from the publication No. ICRP74. 

Table 5.4-3 Conversion Coefficient of Photon Fluence –Surrounding Dose equivalent 
H*(10)  

 

Photon energy (MeV):   0.01   0.015   0.02   0.03    0.04   0.05   0.06   0.08   0.10   0.15   0.20   0.3 

Coefficient (pSv cm2): 0.061   0.83   1.05   0.81   0.64    0.55   0.51   0.53   0.61   0.89   1.20   1.80 

Photon energy (MeV): 0.4      0.5     0.6     0.8    1.0    1.5    2.0    3.0     4.0     5.0     6.0   8.0     10 

Coefficient (pSv cm2): 2.38   2.93   3.44   4.38   5.20   6.9   8.6   11.1  13.4  15.5   17.6   21.6   25.6 

 

5.4.4 External radiation level 

The MCNP calculation and experimental measurement are  conducted for the SY-I packed 

goods under the normal transport and accident conditions, and the results indicated that the 

radiation level on the packed goods is about 70 uSv/h under the two conditions, far less than the 

limit 2000uSv/h specified in the national standard, which, moreover, only changed within 

8uSv/h under the two conditions. 

The SY-I (A) packed goods is an improved version of the SY-I packed goods, and their 
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structural differences are only the change of the hanging basket structure and addition of the 

shielding housing; and their source containers and jacketing containers are the same. So, under 

the normal transport and accident conditions, the radiation level of the SY-I (A) packed goods 

does not change obviously. See Table 5.4-4 for the maximal dose rate on the packed goods 

loaded with the 25,000Ci 60Co based on the MCNP method calculations and experimental 

measurements. The result indicated that the calculated values accorded with the measured values, 

and met the requirements of the corresponding limits of GB11806. 

Table 5.4-4 Calculated and Measured Values of the External Radiation Levels 

of the SY-I (A) Packed Goods (uSv/h) 

 
                Position 
 
Item 

Packed goods surface 1m from the external 
surface of the packed goods 

2m from the external 
surface of the packed goods 

Side Top Bottom Side Top Bottom Side Top Bottom 

Calculated value    
443.4 

 
82.2 

 
77.2 

 
34.6 

 
9.2 

 
12.2 

 
11.4 

 
3.2 

 
4.6 

Measured maximal 
value 

442 55.8 - 

Designed target 
value 

≤1000 - - 

International limit 
value 

2000 100 - 
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6 Critical evaluation 

The contents loaded by the SY-I (A) packed goods are special substances (60Co) which do 

not belong to the fissile materials, so there is no critical safety problems. 

7 Operating procedures for the packed goods 

7.1 Loading 

7.1.1 Preparation for loading 

(1) Conduct acceptance inspection for the empty packages transported, and measure 

their radiation level and surface contamination level to determine whether they need to be 

decontaminated. Repair or replace them immediately, once any breakages or cracks are found. It 

is strictly forbidden to use damaged packages. Fill in the inspection record truthfully, and fill in 

the maintenance condition record, if any maintenance is conducted. 

(2) Confirm the radioactive source to be loaded, check the number, species of the 

nuclides, size of the activity and the origin, etc. of the radioactive source one by one, and then 

fill in the check record. 

(3) The preparation personnel should fill in the encapsulation record, when the 

encapsulation and preparatory work of the packed goods are completed.  

7.1.2 Loading of 60Co source 

(1) Confirm the vehicles loaded with “packages” in the specified area of source loading 

workshops, lock the vehicle wheels, in case they move toward various directions. 

(2) Demolish the ties of the “packages”. 

(3) Lift the packages with lifting device, transport them to the specified sites, and 

remove the dirt on the surface of the packages (stained during transportation). 

(4) Demolish the fixed bolts of the outer jacketing containers, lift the source containers 

to the specified position, at the same time, inspect the integrity of the source containers, and 

repair or replace them immediately, once any breakages or cracks are found. It is strictly 

forbidden to use damaged containers. 

(5) Open the lead plugs, inspect the integrity of the screws of the lead plugs, and the 
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damaged screws should be replaced immediately.   

(6) Lift the source containers into the source storage well with cranes. 

(7) Put the cobalt source into the source containers in certain arrangement sequence. 

(8) Inspect the position of each source in source containers, and ensure each source is 

steadily placed. 

(9) Cover the source containers with lead plugs under the water, then lift the containers 

out of the well, drain the water in the inner cavity, and flush it with clean water. 

(10) Fix the lead plugs to the source containers with bolts, seal them with lead, and then 

lock them. 

(11) Wait until the water in the source containers is drained by water discharge tubes. 

(12) The radiation protection personnel measure the surface contamination and the dose 

of the source containers, put the source containers into the jacketing containers when they are 

qualified, otherwise clean and decontaminate them. 

(13) The radiation protection personnel measure the surface contamination and the dose 

of the packed goods. 

(14) Lift the packed goods to the transport vehicles or load with forklifts. 

7.1.3 Preparation for transportation 

(1) The radiation protection personnel (Environmental Protection Administration) 

measure the radiation level and surface contamination level of the packed goods; 

(2) Measure the temperature of the surface of the packed goods; 

(3) Tie the packed goods according to the tying scheme; 

(4) Inspect the packed goods, and seal with lead; 

(5) Inspect the packed goods, and lock them. 
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7.2 Procedures for unloading 

7.2.1 Accept the packed goods from the Carrier. 

(1)Site staffs inspect whether the appearance of the packed goods is normal, when the 

transport of the packed goods arrives at the destination safely. 

(2) Site staffs inspect whether the lead sealing is complete. 

(3) Site staffs inspect whether the locks of the packed goods are complete. 

(4) Measure the radiation level and surface contamination level of the packed goods. 

7.2.2 Removing of 60Co source 

(1) Open the jacketing containers, and demolish the parts, such as lead sealing and bolts, 

etc. 

(2) Move the source containers to the pouring hot cell. 

(3) Demolish the bolts of the source containers, connect the lifting device, and then lift 

the source containers to the water well. 

(4) Lift the lead plugs with lifting device. 

(5) The professional technicians should take out the cobalt sources from the source 

containers successively with special tools. 

(6) Cover the source containers with lead plugs under the water, then lift the containers 

out of the well, drain the water in the inner cavity, and flush it with clean water. 

(7) Fix the lead plugs to the source containers with bolts, seal them with lead, and then 

lock them. 

(8) Wait until the water in the source containers is drained by water discharge tubes. 

(9) The radiation protection personnel measure the surface contamination and the dose 

of the source containers, remove the source containers from the hot cell, when they are qualified, 

otherwise clean and decontaminate them. 

(10) Put the source containers into the jacketing containers. 
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(11) The radiation protection personnel measure the surface contamination and the dose 

of the packed goods, move them to the storehouse for storage or transportation, when they are 

qualified, otherwise clean and decontaminate them. 

7.2.3 Preparation for transportation of empty packed goods 

(1) Inspect the empty source containers by professional personnel. 

(2) If the empty source containers are contaminated, then decontaminate them. 

(3) Assemble the empty source containers and the empty packed goods. 

(4) Lock the empty packed goods. 

(5) Lift the empty packages to the transport vehicles or load them to the transport 

vehicles with forklifts, then get back. 

8 Acceptance test and maintenance outline 

8.1 Acceptance test 

The acceptance tests should be conducted for the packed goods prior to the initial use to 

confirm the packed goods are fabricated strictly according to the approved drawings. 

8.1.1 visual inspection and measurement 

All components should be visually inspected: 

(1) Confirm whether the shape complies with the drawings. 

(2) Confirm whether there are apparent defects, such as damage, cutting burrs, miss 

welding and welding slag, etc. 

(3) Confirm whether the finished surface and polished surface meet the requirements of 

the drawings. 

(4) Confirm the materials used are free of defects like corrosion, etc. 

(5) Confirm the assembly processes of various components meet the requirements of the 

drawings. 

 The following measurement inspection should be conducted for all components: 
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(1) Inspect whether the appearance and inner dimension of the various components 

comply with the drawings with measuring tools. 

(2) Inspect whether the size and clearances of the mounting and fixing holes comply 

with the drawings with measuring tools. 

(3) Inspect whether the empty cavity complies with the drawings with measuring tools, 

and ensure it meets the requirements of dimension and tolerances of the drawings. For the empty 

cavities which do not meet the requirements of drawings, repair the repairable cavities, 

otherwise, scrap them. 

8.1.2 Inspection of welding 

(1) Inspect whether the dimension of the grooves of the various welding parts meets the 

requirements of the drawings and the procedures of the welding technology firstly prior to 

welding. 

(2) The argon arc welding and/or the electrical welding method should be adopted for 

the welding. 

(3) Inspect and confirm the welding quality of all welding seams, including the height 

and welding penetration of the welding seams, and their quality should meet the requirements of 

the welding technology. 

(4) For the stainless steel butt welding seams 100%RT, their qualification level should 

not be lower than Class II of the Nondestructive Testing for Pressure Equipment (JB/T4730 -

2005) and the technical grade of Class AB. The 100% PT should be conducted for all welding 

seams (except the RT inspected welding seams), and their qualification level should not be 

lower than Class I of the Nondestructive Testing for Pressure Equipment (JB/T4730 -2005). The 

multirun welding should be adopted for the lug welding, the PT detection should be conducted at 

each welding seam, and the qualification level should not be lower than Class I of the 

Nondestructive Testing for Pressure Equipment (JB/T4730 -2005). 

8.1.3 Structure and pressure test 

The packed goods are of Type B special substances, which are mainly used to transport the 

special radioactive substances of Type B packed goods. The radioactive sources transported are 

special substances, which are sealed through argon arc welding, and sold as products when they  
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are confirmed to be qualified after the strict leakage, contamination and safety performance 

inspection. The containment system should meet the safety performance under the conditions 

specified in the Regulations for Safe Transport of Radioactive Substance (GB11806). There is 

no special requirement for the pressure tolerance of the containers. 

8.1.4 Leakage test 

The packed goods are Type B special packed goods, which are mainly used to transport the 

special radioactive substances of Type B packed goods. The radioactive sources transported are 

special substances, which are sealed through argon arc welding, and sold as products when they 

are confirmed to be qualified after the strict leakage, contamination and safety performance 

inspection. The containment system should meet the safety performance under the conditions 

specified in the Regulations for Safe Transport of Radioactive Substance (GB11806-89). No 

radioactive leakage is allowed during the transportation or usage. 

8.1.5 Components and material tests  

Dead load lifting test for the lug: 

Load a weight 2 times of the source container along the vertical direction at the downward 

side of the source container and keep the source container static for 30min in which no welding 

seams or plastic deformation and cracking in the material is allowed. The welding seam 

undergoes the PT testing result, and the quality of the welded joint cannot be below Grade I 

specified in the Nondestructive Testing of Pressure Equipment (JB/T4730-2005). 

Load a weight 2 times of the packed goods along the vertical direction at the downward 

side of the jacketing container and keep the source container static for 30min in which no 

welding seams or plastic deformation and cracking in the material is allowed. The welding seam 

undergoes the PT testing result, and the quality of the welded joint cannot be below Grade I 

specified in the Nondestructive Testing of Pressure Equipment (JB/T4730-2005). 

Materials tests： 

The major materials used for the packed goods for the material test are steel, lead and 

alumina silicate fiber blanket. They are  purchased in strict accordance with the use requirement, 

and all steels delivered to the factory couldn’t be used, before being inspected and accepted as 

qualified by the Inspection Department. The inspection items consisted of visual inspection and 

dimensional measurement, and the Certificate of Product Quality of the product in the purchase 
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report is checked. The material testing and acceptance are conducted according to the Technical 

Specifications for Fabrication and Acceptance of SY-I Transport Containers and the technical 

conditions specified in the design drawings. 

8.1.6 Shielding test 

(1) Experiment rig   

 Several 60Co radioactive sources with an activity of about 25,000Ci, γ radiation 

dosage survey monitor. 

(2) Testing method (See Fig. 8-1 for the shielding monitoring point) 

 
Top View of the Packed Goods   Left View of the Packed goods 

 
Fig. 8-1 Shielding Testing Point Diagram  
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Spot-by-spot testing is conducted with the dose survey monitor as per the 

monitoring point shown on the diagram above, after the radioactive source is loaded into 

the container. Then, the testing result is recorded on file and stored. 

 

8.1.7 Heat transmission test 

(1) Test equipment   

One 1,000W heating rod, control circuit, thermoelectric couple, power adjuster or 

25,000Ci 60Co source. 

(2) Testing method: place the heating rod in the middle of the source container, 

power it up, adjust the power adjuster to 390W; or place the 25,000Ci 60Co in the source 

container, conduct heating till the temperatures on the source container and the packed 

goods no longer increase, and measure the temperatures, which should be less than 50 . ℃

Record on file and store the testing result. 

8.2 Maintenance program 

8.2.1 Purpose 

This maintenance program is hereby formulated to guarantee the continually safe 

use of the packed goods. 

 

8.2.2 Maintenance rules 

8.2.2.1 Basic maintenance principle for the packed goods 

(1) The check first principle should be obeyed for maintenance 

Completely inspect the appearance, after an empty pack is transported back to the 

factory to see whether there is bumping, deformation or cracking, and to which degree 

the deformation or cracking is. 

Check whether the lug is deformed or cracked. 

Open the fixed swing bolt and outer jacketing container, to completely check the 

inside of the jacketing container and the source container. 
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(2) The easy work first and difficult work secondary principle should be obeyed 

for maintenance 

According to the inspection result, firstly replace the parts requiring replacing, 

including the lug, swing bolt, etc., and then conduct other maintenance. 
 

(3) The professional maintenance principle should be obeyed for importance 

maintenance 

The deformed or cracked packed goods or source container, passage, etc. with 

problems should be returned to the original manufacturer for repair. 

(4) The principle of adhering to the original design should be obeyed in 

maintenance 

8.2.3  Periodic test and inspection 

The packed goods can be put into use, after undergoing the periodic test and being 

inspected to be qualified in manufacturer. To ensure each batch of the packed goods 

transported are complete, periodically check and test them. 
 

8.2.3.1   Periodic test 

 Conduct the periodic test for the lug of the protecting jacket and that of the 

source container, once every two years. 

The shielding testing is carried out at the time of each shipment, if the container is 

not seriously damaged.  

Thermal test or other tests are conducted once every 5 years. 

The overall safety assessment is conducted once every five years. 

8.2.3.2  Periodic inspection   

(1) Inspection for the source container: 

Before each use of the loading source, check the empty cavity, lead plug, lug and 

shielding housing of the source container.  
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The empty cavity of the source container should be clean and free from any foreign 

matters, and meet the drawing requirements. Otherwise, it must be cleaned or repaired. 

The lead plug is assembled reliably in accordance with the drawing requirements, 

and the seals on its both sides are not deformed. Otherwise, conduct maintenance or 

replacement with a new one. 

The lug of the container is not deformed, and is free from any open weld. 

Otherwise, conduct repairing. 

Conduct anti-corrosive surface treatment once a year. 

(2) Inspection for the outer protecting jacket 

Check the structural integrity of the outer protecting jacket before using the loading 

source each time. The requirement for the outer protecting jacket: the structure of the 

packed goods is free from any obvious defects such as deformation, open weld, etc., and 

thermal insulation layer should be complete and sealed. Otherwise, the damaged part of 

the packed goods must be maintained. 

The hoisting part of the packed goods is free from obvious deformation and is in 

good status. Otherwise, maintenance or replace the damaged part. 

Conduct anti-corrosive surface treatment once a year. 

(3) Bolt inspection 

Check all fastening bolts of the packed goods before using the loading source each 

time, and immediately replace the damaged one if any. 

8.2.4 Part and material replacement plan 

Having continuously operated for 8 times, the fastening bolt of the lead plug of the 

source container should be replaced completely whether it is of use or not. 

 

Appendix 1 Time-based Change of the Main Stress of the Container 

Measured in the Free Fall Test for the SY-I Packed Goods  
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Attached Drawing 1-1 Time-Based Change Curve of 1# Main stress σ1 

 

 
 

Attached Drawing 1-2 Time-Based Change Curve of 1# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 1-3 Time-Based Change Curve of 3# Main stress σ1 

 
 

Attached Drawing 1-4 Time-Based Change Curve of 3# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 1-5 Time-Based Change Curve of 5# Main stress σ1 

 
 

 
 

Attached Drawing 1-6 Time-Based Change Curve of 5# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 1-7 Time-Based Change Curve of 6# Main stress σ1 

 
 

Attached Drawing 1-8 Time-Based Change Curve of 6# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 1-9 Time-Based Change Curve of 7# Main stress σ1 

 
 

Attached Drawing 1-10  Time-Based Change Curve of 7# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 1-11 Time-Based Change Curve of 8# Main stress σ1 

 
 

 
 

Attached Drawing 1-12 Time-Based Change Curve of 8# Main stress σ2 
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Appendix 2 Time-based Change of the Main Stress of the Container 

Measured in the Free Fall Test I for the SY-I Packed Goods 
 
 

 
 

Attached Drawing 2-1 Time-Based Change Curve of 4# Main stress σ1 

 

 
 

Attached Drawing 2-2 Time-Based Change Curve of 4# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 2-3 Time-Based Change Curve of 5# Main stress σ1 

 

 
 

Attached Drawing 2-4 Time-Based Change Curve of 5# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 2-5 Time-Based Change Curve of 6# Main stress σ1 

 
 

Attached Drawing 2-6 Time-Based Change Curve of 6# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 2-7 Time-Based Change Curve of 7# Main stress σ1 

 

 
 

Attached Drawing 2-8 Time-Based Change Curve of 7# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 2-9 Time-Based Change Curve of 8# Main stress σ1 

 

 
 

Attached Drawing 2-10 Time-Based Change Curve of 8# Main stress σ2 
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Appendix 3 Time-based Change of the Main Stress of the Container 

Measured in the Free Fall Test II for the SY-I Packed Goods 
 
 

 
 

Attached Drawing 3-1 Time-Based Change Curve of 4# Main stress σ1 

 

 
 

Attached Drawing 3-2 Time-Based Change Curve of 4# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 3-3 Time-Based Change Curve of 5# Main stress σ1 

 

 
 

Attached Drawing 3-4 Time-Based Change Curve of 5# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 3-5 Time-Based Change Curve of 6# Main stress σ1 

 

 
 

Attached Drawing 3-6 Time-Based Change Curve of 6# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 3-7 Time-Based Change Curve of 7# Main stress σ1 

 

 

Attached Drawing 3-8 Time-Based Change Curve of 7# Main stress σ2 
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Attached Drawing 3-9 Time-Based Change Curve of 8# Main stress σ1 

 

 
 

Attached Drawing 3-10 Time-Based Change Curve of 8# Main stress σ2 
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Appendix 4 Approval Certificate for the Special Radioactive Material of 

KTM-04 Transport Package (English) 

 

RUS/HJ25/SJJ6 

 
Russia State Atomic Energy Group Corporation (Росагом)  No.: RUS/6025/S-96 

 
 

Approval Certificate for the Special Radioactive Material of 
KTM-04 Transport Package 

 
RUS/6025/S-96 

 

Russia State Atomic Energy Group Corporation (Росагом) is the national authority 

supervising the nuclear radiation safety and transport of nuclear materials, radioactive 

substances and their products of the Russian Federation, and it is hereby approved that the 

KIM-04 transport package meets the specifications and requirements for the special 

radioactive materials in the national standards P50629-93 General Technical Rules and Test 

Method for Special Radioactive materials, Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive 

Material (HII-053-04) (Vienna, International Atomic Energy Agency, revised in 1996) and 

TS-R-1(ST-1, International Atomic Energy Agency, revised in 2000), according to No. 699 

Atomic Energy Identification Report. 

The approval certificate is issued to Russian Science Institute for Atomic Reactors. 

Effective date of approval: December 23, 2009 to December 23, 2014 

The certificate number given by the competent authority: Russia State Atomic Energy 

Group Corporation (Росагом) 

RUS/6025/S-96 

Vice General Manager 

Е В Евстратов 

 
 
 

December 23, 2009 
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1 Product name 

The KTM-04 transport package manufactured based on the technical specification 

952584-96 is used for storing and transporting radioactive preparations, radiating materials 

as well as the ionizing radiation sources loaded in Classes I or II Type A or B(U) containers 

not meeting the requirements of the special radioactive substance. 

2 Shipping mark (identification) 

Mark the serial number of the package and production year at the bottom of the 

package, with the carving or electrolytic plating method, with the fond no more than 5-Πp3, 

according to the national standard 26.008-85. 

Mark the name of nuclide and package weight on the side face of the package, and the 

total activity (curie) of radioactive nuclide allowed to be loaded in the package if necessary. 

3 Application and production units 

Russian Science Institute for Atomic Reactors. (No. 10, Ulyanov Dimitrovgrad, Russia, 

postal code: 433510). 

4 Descriptions on KTM-04 transport package structure 
The KTM-04 transport package is a metallic cylindrical structure with cover. The 
12×18H.10T stainless steel or 09×16H15Ь3Б stainless steel meeting the requirements of 
5632-72 is adopted for producing the transport package. 

 Structural Diagram of KTM-04 Transport Package 
 

 
 

1-Package body  2-Packatge cover 

1417H.2 high magnetic steel meeting the requirements of 5949-75. 

The bottom and cover of the transport package is sealed by argon arc welding. 

The KTM-04 transport package has four similar structures, as shown in Table 1 
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Package type Drawing number 
Dimension (mm) 

Height Diameter 

KTM-04 2A.2546.000.00 35 24 

KTM-04-01 2A.2546.000.0001 40 22 

KTM-04-02 2A.2546.000.00-02 69 35 

KTM-04-03 2A.2546.000.0003 54 35 

The transport package can contain the solid radioactive substances in the chemical form 

of metal and oxide, and the list of the radioactive substances and maximal activity are shown 

in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Nuclide name Maximal activity TBq(Ci) 

 KTM-04 KTM-04-01 KTM-04-02 KTM-04-03 
Phosphorus-

32   740(20000) 740(20000) 

Manganese-54   5.9(160) 5.9(160) 

Cobalt-60 220(5950) 220(5950) 444(12000) 444(12000) 

Nickel -63   260(7200) 260 (7200) 

Selenium-75 185(5000) 185(5000) 2550(69000) 2550(69000) 

Iridium-192 370(10000) 370 (10000)   

Plutonium-
242 0.00481(0.13) 0.00481(0.13)   

Californium-
252 0.26(7) 0.26(7)   

Remarks   
1 Phosphorus-32 and selenium-75 should be independently loaded into a sealed basket otherwise 
or a package made of anti-corrosion steel, alum or titanium. 
2 The mass of phosphorus-32 in the package cannot be more than 2g. For the selenium-75 
radioactive source of a single-layer package, the mass of selenium-75 in each source cannot be more than 
130g. 
3 Plutonium-242 should be independently put into the titanium package or titanium alloy 
package otherwise. 

 
 

5 Safety handling guide 
 

The KTM-04 transport package should be stored and transported as per the current 
specifications and requirements of the Radiation Safety Standard (HPБ-99/2009), Basic 
Regulations for Radiation Safety Guarantee (OCΠOPБ-99), Regulations for the Safe 
Transport of Radioactive Material (Π6IPB-73) and Regulations for the Safe Transport of 
Radioactive Material (ΠБTPB-73) (Vienna, International Atomic Energy Agency, revised in 
1996). 
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The KTM-04 transport package loaded with radioactive substances should be 

transported as per the requirements for 7 dangerous goods of international standard 19433-

88. 

It is regarded as an accident if the sealed package is leaked in transport, resulting in the 

surface contamination reaching the peak value specified (200Bq), and the leakage is 

discharged to the atmospheric environment. 

In this case, immediately put the package into the transport container or protective tank 

to investigate the pollution cause; check whether the surrounding articles are polluted; 

conduct decontamination with the standard washing solution (aqueous ammonia or washing 

agent) if necessary. 

Refer to the Basic Regulations for Radiation Safety Control (OCΠOPБ-99) for further 

operations. 

Contact the Nuclear Radiation Safety Department of Fractionating Tower Company, 

Russia State Atomic Energy Group Corporation (postal code: 119017 No. 24/26, Bolshaja 

Ordynka Street, Moscow; Tel: 8(499)949-48-28, 949-29-27), or the Saint Petersburg 

Technical Treatment Center for Accidents (194292, No. 2, the 3rd crossing, Saint Petersburg; 

Tel: 8(812)297-73-10; Tel/Fax: 8(812)702-19-01), for any question about the issuance of the 

license certificate 

The copy of this license certificate does not take effect before being confirmed by the 

Saint Petersburg Technical Treatment Center for Accidents, a unitary system enterprise of 

the federal state or the Nuclear Radiation Safety Department of Russia State Atomic Energy 

Group Corporation. 

Atomic Energy Technical Supervision 
Bureau of Russian Federation 

 Russia State Atomic Energy Group Corporation 

Deputy Director General  
В.С.Беззубцев 

 Manager of Nuclear Radiation Safety Department 
А.М.Агапов 

December 22, 2009  December 17, 2009 
Director of the Treatment Center for the 
Decommission Project for Nuclear Fuel 
Processing and Nuclear Radiation of 
Radioactive Waste of Russia State 
Atomic Energy Group Corporation 

 General Manager of Saint Petersburg 
Technical Treatment Center for 
Accidents, a unitary system enterprise of 
the federal state 
В.И.Стовбур 
December 17, 2009 
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Appendix 5 Approval Certificate for the Special Radioactive Material of KTM-

04 Transport Package (Russian) 
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